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Abstract
Research on tangible user interfaces commonly focuses on tangible interfaces acting alone or
in comparison with screen-based multi-touch or graphical interfaces. In contrast, hybrid approaches
can be seen as the norm for established “mainstream” interaction paradigms. This dissertation
describes interfaces that support complementary information mediations, representational forms,
and scales toward an ecology of systems embodying hybrid interaction modalities. I investigate
systems combining tangible and multi-touch, as well as systems combining tangible and virtual
reality interaction. For each of them, I describe work focusing on design and fabrication aspects, as
well as work focusing on reproducibility, engagement, legibility, and perception aspects.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Screen-based graphics and text still remain the primary means for representing digital information. Screens, both big and small, in our desks, pockets, head-mounted, or embedded in the
environment, usually in combination with general-purpose input devices, remain arguably the central
element of most mainstream human-computer interaction paradigms.
While successful, one recognized limitation of graphical user interfaces (GUI) in general, and
the “WIMP” (windows-icon-menu-pointer) in particular is the “input” and “output” asymmetry.
Regarding this, Ullmer [263] asserts:
“While often employing millions of pixels of graphical output, WIMP interfaces generally
rely upon a single locus of pointer-driven input, in a style largely devoid of physical and
kinesthetic affordances, or other handles for engaging with a world of multiple users,
each with two hands and a lifetime of physical skills.”
The last decades have seen a number of research efforts and commercially available systems
exploring ways to overcome these limitations and better link the physical and digital worlds. These
efforts have inspired several research areas such as virtual and augmented reality, ubiquitous computing, wearable computing, research on tangible user interfaces (TUI), and driven the popularization
of interaction paradigms such as voice and gesture.
While tangible interfaces offer interaction beyond the trio screen-mouse-keyboard, within the
tangible interaction field research often focuses on tangible interfaces acting by themselves or tangible
interfaces in comparison with “competing” interaction techniques (e.g. graphical and multi-touch
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interfaces [295, 83]). In contrast, when considering established “mainstream” interaction paradigms
(e.g. GUIs), hybrid approaches can be seen as more the norm than the exception.
Reflecting upon the Xerox Star system, its creators warned not to be dogmatic about direct
manipulation on Desktop metaphor [153]. Contemporary operating systems and desktop computer
applications tend to combine both graphical user interfaces and textual/command-line interfaces.
Operating systems, in particular smart-phone platforms, typically blend multi-touch within more
“traditional” applications (e.g., web browsers). Voice activated devices, such as Amazon Echo [218],
often come in a range of sizes, and do not rely solely on audio input/output, instead combining
primary voice-activated interaction with buttons for input, and sound and (LED) illumination for
output.
These combinations of input and output modalities, along with combinations of fabrication
approaches, materials, forms, and scales, may be key to circumventing issues and limitations of
individual interaction approaches. In this dissertation, I develop and explore several systems combining a number of cyberphysical representational forms, scales, and interaction modalities which
are presented and analysed regarding fabrication approaches, reproducibility, legibility, and perceptual aspects. After clarifying a working interpretation of these terms, I demonstrate that hybrids
of complimentary mediation modalities – including passive and dynamic, physical and virtual, and
combinations thereof – can be more legible and actionable than when they are considered alone.

1.0.1

Ecologies of Representational Forms, Scales, and Modalities
In 1991 Mark Weiser published the seminal paper, “The Computer for the 21st Century

[278]”. He envisioned devices of three scales: tabs, pads, and boards. Tabs are inch-scale devices, which he envisioned as active Post-it notes; Pads are foot-scale devices, the size of a sheet
of paper, a book, or magazine; Boards are defined as yard-scale devices, with size equivalent to
blackboards. While each envisioned device can be considered independently, Weiser describes them
as complementing each other, and forming an interconnected system, through which information
and interaction flows. It is notable that these devices are not just “interconnected” by sharing
the same “network”, they are interconnected by complementing interaction paradigms, forms, and
scales; something that is even today not common.
In 2014, Bill Buxton [63] (then serving as Principal Researcher at Microsoft) proposed
going beyond the focus on individual systems and devices, and looking at them from an ecological
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perspective. Ecology is the branch of science concerned with the interrelationship of organisms (in
this context, devices) and their environments [8]. I find this definition valuable to the work presented
in this dissertation since several systems and devices created are aimed at complementing each other
in their forms, scales, and interaction modalities, toward defining an “ecology” of devices.
While an arbitrary number of diverse structures, forms, and scales could be realized, from
a research-oriented point of view, evolving systems and physical devices which share (some or most)
characteristics allows us to more effectively compare, contrast, and aspire to generalize properties
among them. Several of the systems developed are therefore “isomorphic” in nature. Isomorphs can
be defined as being of identical or similar form, shape, or structure [39]. One example of isomorph
in this work is the application of both large (approx. 60 inches) horizontal and vertical multi-touch
screens, as well as small (approx. 10-inch) tablets for display and interaction. Another example is
shown in figure 1.1. The challenge coins, and challenge clocks, further discussed in later chapters,
can be considered isomorphs in shape and mediation strategies, albeit varying in size, and purpose.

Figure 1.1: Example of isomorphic artifacts: Challenge Coins and Challenge Clocks.
Both artifacts are round in shape, and employ two mediation strategies to express information: eink displays and LED rings. However, they vary in size and have diverse purposes and affordances.
[164]

In my initial work, I investigate the class of tangibles that involves passive and active
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cylinders, wheels, dials, pucks, and knobs. I explore design, fabrication approaches, and combinations
of diverse materials and mediation strategies toward creating dials that are reproducible, and capable
of interacting with multiple systems. Following this work, I explore engagement and usability aspects
of a computationally mediated scientific poster platform that combines tangible and multi-touch
interaction (with dials) into a single experience, with neither being considered intrinsically superior
to the other. Than, I explore the design and fabrication of passive and active reproducible tangibles
to be used within virtual reality (VR) environments, including immersive and non-immersive VR
simulations. This is followed by an empirical evaluation of the effects of calibration on the near-field
size perception of tangibles in immersive virtual environments (IVEs). Finally, I explore other forms,
scales, and mediation strategies for tangible systems – beyond tangible dials – that embody several
of the approaches and strategies discussed throughout this dissertation.

1.0.2

Design Heuristics and Approach
The systems I research engage multiple computationally-mediated interaction modalities,

including touching something, moving something, rotating something, and beyond. Typical challenges of computationally-mediated systems relate to how one can tell what, how, and when to do
something, especially when first exposed to a system. One common term associated with these challenges is Donald Norman’s “affordance” [114]: perceived properties (that may not actually exist),
which may provide suggestions or clues as to how, or when to use such properties. As illustrated by
Donald Norman’s work, even a single affordance may pose a design challenge (e.g. representing the
affordance of opening of a door is a classic example [114].) This issue becomes even more complex
as forms, scales, interaction, and information mediation modalities are combined.
Partly in response to such design challenge, I co-authored with Dr. Ullmer and others the
LAVA heuristics [261]. The LAVA heuristics – Legible, Actionable, Veritable, and Aspirational –
provide a conceptual tool for regarding representational and control aspects of interaction design in
general, and tangible interfaces in particular.
• legible: Legibility can be defined as how devices are expressed in physical and visual representational forms so that they allow users and systems to “see” them, and “read” them. By
“read” I mean that users (and systems) can perceive what artifacts represent. I will regard
legibility as textual, form, and Lynchian:
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Textual legibility: A direct approach to textual legibility is related to how text is used, and
presented to users. Is the size, thickness, and overall shape of letters readable by users from
an expected distance, position, or light condition? Is the text aimed at presenting detailed
or high-level information? Long texts or short ones? All these questions support and guide
the choice and use of text within tangible systems – and hybrid ones. As an example, in
section 5.5.1, I present a system combining immersive and non-immersive VR interaction that
shows long texts on large LCD displays, while displaying only short texts within an immersive
virtual reality environment. While the long texts are not comfortable to read in immersed VR
(considering current HMD technology), they can be comfortably read when displayed by the
large LCD displays.
Form legibility: Form is another important factor for legibility. Instead of considering form
as how it communicates functionality (I will discuss that under actionability), form legibility
is concerned with what a given form may represent, beyond function. Here, cultural prospects
may play important roles. It may be widely recognizable that the hammer and sickle arranged
in a particular way may be associated with communism; a white five-point star over a red
background is associated with a particular political party in Brazil.
Lynchian legibility: The perspective of “legibility” also draws from Kevin Lynch’s seminal
urban planning text “Image of the City” [164]. There, he studied how several critical anatomical features of cities (Figure 1.2) shaped both the physical structure of cities and peoples
mental maps of these spaces. He argued that how these compositional elements were spatially
employed (often over the course of centuries) had substantial impact on their legibility, as well
as people’s perceptions:

Figure 1.2: Image of the City: Lynch’s illustrations of path, edge, district, node, and landmark
patterns within urban spaces. [164]
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mediation
modality
visual

passive

dynamic

2D print

screen or projective

shape

3D print

actuated 3D form

material

traditional material

performative

fixed position

actuatable material
(electroluminescent,
dynamiccolor, etc.)
moving, dancing

Table 1.1: Complimentary forms of mediation.
“Just as this printed page, if it is legible, can be visually grasped as a related
pattern of recognizable symbols, so a legible city would be one whose districts or
landmarks or pathways are easily identifiable and are easily grouped into an over-all
pattern.... Indeed, a distinctive and legible environment not only offers security but
also heightens the potential depth and intensity of human experience.” [164]
While somewhat differently framed than Lynch’s patterns, in resonance with McLuhan’s “the
medium is the message” [192] the different technological and cognitive evocations of multiple
forms of mediation – whether taken individually, or (perhaps especially) in combination – hold
Lynchian analogues. These include a range of complementary mediations, briefly summarized
in tabular form within Table 1.1.
Of the several TEI analogues to Lynch’s patterns, I anticipate that hybrids of one or multiple
of the above – complemented by physical, virtual, or cognitive aspects – could be more legible
than any taken alone.
• actionable: do the physical artifacts provide paths to access and/or manipulate aspects of
their cyberphysical associations? Actionability is deeply related to the concept of “affordance”.
(e.g.) Cylindrical knobs invite rotation. Here, beyond rotation, one has to consider the entire
set of expected affordances users are expected to perceive from the objects. Are they supposed
to lift the objects? Does the presence, or communicated affordance facilitate or hint function?
• veritable: do devices and their mediations provide means to ascertain the accuracy and “truthfulness” of represented content, and their readiness thereof ? The design should match its
intended use and environment to be perceived as truthful. The look and feel of an artifact
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intended for the office may differ considerably from one designed for the classroom, or for the
factory floor, affecting their veritability.
• aspirational: do physical prototypes provide aesthetic motivation to engage, and suggest paths
toward creating like forms? Well-designed devices should motivate engagement and attract
users with its aesthetic and functional qualities. They can motivate engagement (e.g.) by
evoking emotions, and memories.
In this work, I analyze and discuss the design and interaction of an ecology of computationallymediated systems that were developed in light of the LAVA heuristics. A number of the systems
developed were taken to several venues both in and out of the US, with over a thousand users interacting with them. The LAVA heuristics is also explored in the “fullborn” fabrication and deployment
framework, in Appendix F.

1.1

Thesis Statement
This dissertation works to support the following thesis:
Computationally-mediated systems consisting of hybrids of complimentary cyberphysical
representational forms, scales, and mediation modalities can demonstrate enhanced legibility and actionability in comparison to non-hybrid ones.
The systems proposed by this dissertation often offer functionality with and without tangi-

bles, and with and without virtual/“soft” interactors, including combinations of both. I regard (e.g.)
“pure-multitouch” and “pure-tangible” variants, big or small, with active and passive artifacts, as
well as hybrids thereof, all as “first class citzens”. In this sense, the proposed systems are often
not strictly a “tangible interface” system alone, but rather (inspired by [171, 173, 169]) what I and
others have begun to consider as cyberphysical interfaces – systems designed to integrate support
for multiple physical and virtual interaction.

1.2

Thesis Contribution
In supporting the thesis statement, the dissertation makes a number of specific contributions.
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1. Identification and characterization of hybrid representational forms, scales, and modalities as
an approach toward enhanced legibility and actionability in cyberphysical systems.
The thesis is broadly concerned with the design and characterization of systems embodying
hybrids of cyberphysical representational forms, scales, and modalities. This approach is supported both by systems designed toward the thesis, as well as other recent and previous work.
However, the identification, expression, and characterization of these hybrids as capable of promoting enhanced legibility and actionability in cyberphysical systems is original to the work
of this thesis.
2. Realization and demonstration of a number of prototyped cyberphysical systems, which embody
multiple complimentary representational forms, scales, and mediation modalities.
The thesis develops cyberphysical systems in a number of representational forms, scales and
mediation modalities. I argue that such systems can demonstrate enhanced legibility and
actionability in comparison to non-hybrid ones.
3. Entrada Poster Platform
The Entrada Poster Platform realizes a platform for scientific poster presentations with a
unique combination of tangible and multi-touch interaction, with large (approx. 55-inch)
displays, and small-scale (tablet sized) variants, with and without physical interactors. This
platform embodies several of the characteristics proposed by this work.
4. Empirical evaluation of the effects of calibration on the near-field size perception of tangibles
in immersive virtual environments
This thesis evaluates the effects of calibration on the near-field size perception of tangibles in
immersive virtual reality environments of users interacting with tangibles of graspable sizes,
such as knobs and dials.
5. Proposal and realization of strategies to enhance the legibility of tangible artifacts based on
low-count LED illumination and electronic paper displays for information mediation
This thesis demonstrates several strategies to enhance the legibility of tangible artifacts employing LED rings and e-ink displays to mediate information, both in the near and medium
fields, in diverse scales and representational forms.
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6. Proposal and realization of a framework for fabricating and deploying cyberphysical systems
geared toward out-of-the-lab encounters.
A number of the systems developed were exposed to users in conference demos, tutorials, live
music presentations, and beyond. Several research efforts explore design and fabrication of
prototypes geared toward commercial products, or are limited to the lab environment. The
thesis proposes the fullborn framework for designing and fabricating cyberphysical systems
geared toward environments beyond the lab. The detailed description of the fullborn framework
is described in Appendix F.

1.3

Thesis Overview
The following chapter considers broad background and related work. The chapter begins by

exploring tangible user interfaces in general, and knobs, tokens, wheels, and dials in particular. In
this context, I explore a number of prior work on sensing approaches for tangible tracking. I explore
work related to two of my own major project themes: computationally-mediated scientific posters,
and virtual reality.
Chapter 3 presents a number of (combinations of) fabrication and sensing approaches for
creating tangible knobs of several forms, shapes, and materials, which may be active, passive, hybrids,
or combinations thereof, later applied to a number of projects, including several presented in this
dissertation. Chapter 4 explores aspects of engagement and usability in systems combining tangible
and multi-touch interaction.
Chapter 5 explores design and fabrication approaches of tangibles for virtual reality for
both immersive and non-immersive simulations, and chapter 6 describes an empirical evaluation of
the effects of calibration on the near-field size perception of tangibles in immersive virtual reality
environments.
Chapter 7 describes additional representational forms, scales, and interaction modalities for
devices beyond tangible dials, such as Challenge Clocks and tangible discs. Finally, Chapter 8 explores the conclusions and discusses future prospects of the approaches proposed in this dissertation
work.
Figure 1.3 summarizes the overall organization of this theses, with some chapters focusing
on design and fabrication, others focusing on engagement, legibility, and perception for systems
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that sometimes combine tangible and multi-touch interaction, and sometimes combine tangibles and
virtual reality.

Figure 1.3: Overview: This theses discusses interfaces combining tangible and multi-touch and
tangible and VR interaction. Each hybrid interaction modality is analyzed both with focus on design
and fabrication approaches, and with focus on engagement, legibility, or perception aspects. Chapter
7 further explores these hybrid interaction and mediation modalities analyzing variations on Active
Challenge Coins, Challenge Clocks, and Tangible Discs.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work
Research beyond the WIMP (Windows-Icons-Menus-Pointer) paradigm has been an active
topic in human-computer interaction, and has inspired a number of research areas. For example,
ubiquitous computing [277] brings the notion of digital information and devices that inter-operate,
with information seamlessly flowing among users and devices. Tangible augmented and virtual
reality [161, 188, 136] combine tangible interaction approaches with augmented and virtual reality
paradigms. These ideas have also inspired research on interaction with interfaces of growing physical
scales, such as research on interactive surfaces and spaces, combining novel interaction techniques
and emerging technologies, sometimes, involving room-sized interfaces, and beyond. In 1997, Ishii
and Ullmer developed the Tangible Bits vision [150], emphasizing interaction both at the center
and the periphery of attention, and inspiring research on other areas such as ambient displays, and
peripheral interaction [86].
In this chapter, I begin by surveying these research areas, with a focus on how they aspire for
broadly combining the digital and physical worlds. I give special attention to Tangible User Interfaces
(TUI)s, in particular to the class of tangibles populated by cylindrical artifacts, sometimes called
knobs, tokens, wheels, or dials. This is followed by background and related work on two other main
topics discussed in this dissertation: scientific posters and virtual reality.
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2.1
2.1.1

Broader Research Context
Ubiquitous Computing
Mark Weiser, then the director of the Computer Science Laboratory (CSL) at Xerox PARC,

articulated his vision of ubiquitous computing in the seminal paper “The Computer for the 21 st
Century” [277], published in Scientic American in 1991. Weiser envisioned a future in which interconnected computational devices are integrated seamlessly into our everyday lives. He promotes the
notion of technology disappearing into the background, allowing people to focus on their tasks and
activities rather than on operating devices. More interesting to this dissertation is his conceptualization of devices of diverse scales. For example, foot-scale pads, and yard-scale boards could support
both individual and collaborative work. The former for individual use at an arm’s length distance.
The latter, for use by groups, inside a room. This has parallels to the computationally-mediated
poster platform described in chapter 4, with tablets and large displays used in similar fashion as
Weiser’s pads and boards. In another parallel, the Active Challenge Coins described in chapter 3
share similarities with the inch-scale tabs described in Weiser’s paper as dynamic information displays, or (e.g.) digital post-it notes. Weiser also envisioned tabs as trackers of location, activity, and
objects. Research related, such as Sifteo Cubes [194], and commercially available smart buttons,
activity trackers, and smart watches are other examples that embody characteristics of the tabs
envisioned by Mark Weiser, and demonstrate its deep conceptual impacts.
Also related to ubiquitous computing is the notion of the Internet of Things (IoT) [38] – a
network of connected devices with services for a wide range of application domains including smart
homes, automotives, and cities. One distinction is that while IoT focuses on the development of new
connected devices, data collection and analysis, the research of ubiquitous computing emphasizes
human-computer and human-human interactions within a connected environment. Others have
begun to blurry this line by (e.g.) in research which combines IoT and tangible interaction, in what
is called the Internet of Tangible Things (IoTT) [80, 82].

2.1.2

Tangible Augmented and Virtual Reality
The goal of Augmented Reality (AR), similarly to ubiquitous computing, is to integrate

digital information into the physical environment [195]. However, instead of integrating computing
devices into physical objects, AR presents digital information alongside physical objects in the real
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world [195], usually through mobile devices or head-mounted displays.
In resonance with this dissertation, one of the goals of Tangible Augmented Reality (Tangible AR) interfaces is to combine tangible input and AR output [161, 172, 283]. In these approaches,
virtual representations are “attached” to physical objects, and allow interaction both with the physical and digital representations. Wellner’s Digital Desk [281] is an early example. A projection
onto paper objects on a physical desk digitally augmented them, with computer vision technology
tracking the location of the physical objects, as well as providing interaction with a pen and fingers.
Later projects display 3D-visualizations of virtual objects overlaid onto physical objects.
Implementation ranges from tracking visual markers, to tracking the 3D objects in real-time. A
number of academic examples can be found such as books [93], entertainment [300], and hybrid work
environments [134]. However, virtual objects are easily distinguished from their physical counterparts
upon touch due to the lack of haptic feedback [265], which can cause a visuo-haptic mismatch. When
tracking 3D objects, recent work explores reducing this mismatch by scanning and selecting physical
objects from the real environment that are similar to the virtual objects. Current research focuses
on improving tracking, field-of-view, display technology, and explores new interaction strategies that
may enrich the user experience.
In another approach, tangible artifacts are combined with (immersive) virtual environments,
in what has been referred to as Tangible Virtual Reality (Tangible VR). Tangible Virtual Reality
diverges from other Mixed Reality approaches by leveraging tangible interaction research promoting
bi-manual interaction, and collaborative approaches, usually with hand-sized objects as representational artifacts [188, 187, 136, 294]. However, these approaches have mainly focused on developing
proof-of-concept applications and approaches, with less regard to analyzing the merits of combining
tangibles with virtual reality.

2.1.3

Interactive Surfaces and Spaces
Research on interactive surfaces and spaces focuses on tracking user actions and objects

upon a surface or within an interactive space. This area shares characteristics with ubiquitous
computing, tangible AR, and tangible VR.
A number of tangible interfaces use interactive tabletops and their tracking mechanisms
as basis for interaction. The Reactable system [53], explored in further detail in chapter 4, is an
example. Reactable’s family of systems for digital music performances combines tangible and multi13

touch input upon an interactive tabletop.
Recent research within this area increasingly relates to combinations of input technologies.
Some examples include integrating multi-touch and tangible input [165]; employing active tokens
and interactive surfaces [264]; and combining gaze and touch [214].
Research also explores flexible and shape-changing interactive surfaces. Trasnform [149]
is an example of a dynamic tangible display that transforms kinesthetically in response to the
presence of physical objects, changes in data, and user’s movements. Recent efforts also explore
novel approaches such as water condensation [255], textiles [215], and food [299].

2.1.4

Ambient Displays
Initial research on Ambient Displays can be traced back to the conceptualization of Calm

Technology, introduced by Weiser and his team at Xerox PARC in 1996 [279], and the inclusion of
ambient media for communicating information in Ishii and Ullmer’s vision of Tangible Bits [150].
A key example for demonstrating the concept was created by Natalie Jeremijenko, an artist-inresidence at Xerox PARC at the time. She designed an instrument for visualizing network traffic
based on an actuated “dangling string” [279]. Also refered to as the “LiveWire”, this instrument
employed an eight-foot string connected to a small electric motor mounted at the ceiling. The motor
was connected to an Ethernet cable. The motor rotated in response to the network traffic. At quiet
moments, the strings would twitch every few seconds; when the nework was busy the string whirled
wildly and produced noise. The instrument was installed at the corner of a workspace, and could
be seen and heard by many offices, communicating information by taking advantage of peripheral
cues.
In current research, most ambient displays utilize purely graphical representations on screens
of various scales, though multiple projects employ tangible interfaces as ambient displays in workspaces
[122]; in museums [262]; and investigating tangible peripheral interaction (e.g.) in classrooms [87],
and in the home [284].

2.2

Tangible User Interfaces
Tangible interfaces represent a subfield of human-computer interaction concerned with ap-

proaches for giving physical, interactively manipulable form to digital information. The topic is
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also referred to as tangible user interfaces (TUIs), in the context of broader research investigating
tangible interaction [150, 243].
A number of paradigms and frameworks for describing and defining the characteristics,
qualities, and aspirations of this field have been developed by researchers. Following, I describe
some of the frameworks that contributed to the conceptualization of tangible interfaces.

2.2.1

Graspable User Interfaces
Following the inspiring vision of the Marble Answering Machine by Durell Bishop [115],

several research projects have explored the use of tangible or graspable media. These projects,
developed in mid- to late-1990s, include work at Interval Research [101, 247], Suzuki and Kato’s
“tangible programming languages” at NEC [252], and Fitzmaurice et al. [128], which developed the
concept of “graspable interfaces”.
Graspable user interfaces [128] are defined as providing “physical handles to virtual functions”, in which the physical handles serve as dedicated functional manipulators. Fitzmaurice et al.
[128] describe the following characteristics of graspable interfaces:
• Space-multiplexing input devices can be classified as being space-multiplexed or time multiplexed. When only one input device is available (e.g. a mouse), it is necessarily timemultiplexed – the user must repeatedly select and then deselect objects and functions. By
offering multiple input devices, so that input and output are distributed over space, graspable
user interfaces allow for simultaneous, independent, and potentially persistent selection of objects. Therefore, space-multiplexing allows for concurrent access and manipulation with two
hands or by multiple users.
• Specific input devices the use of input or output devices with rich affordances that are
dedicated to a specific functionality and potentially embody that functionality.
• Spatial awareness and recongurability the use of physical input devices is inherently
spatial. Input devices can be arranged and re-arranged spatially in a way that is also physically
persistent. This allows users to leverage spatial awareness and reasoning as well as muscle
memory.
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2.2.2

Tangible Bits
In 1997, Ishii and Ullmer articulated and demonstrated the concept of tangible user in-

terfaces. In their vision, Tangible Bits [150] defines systems that “bridge the gaps between both
cyberspace and the physical environment, as well as the foreground and background of human activities”. They identified three key concepts:
• Interactive Surfaces – transforming surfaces within architectural spaces (e.g., walls, desktops, ceilings, doors, windows) into human-computer interfaces;
• Coupling of Bits and Atoms – augmenting everyday graspable objects (e.g., cards, books,
models) with related digital information;
• Ambient Media – using ambient media such as sound, light, airflow, and water movement
to communicate information through the periphery of human perception.
Following Tangible Bits, in 2001 Ullmer and Ishii presented the first steps toward characterizing tangible user interfaces as a distinct research area [257]. They characterized tangible user
interfaces as systems that “give physical form to digital information, employing physical artifacts
both as representations and controls for computational media,” and presented an interaction model
and key characteristics for such interfaces.

2.2.3

Tokens and Constraints
In 2005, Ullmer et al. [259] articulated and illustrated a new approach for tangible inter-

action and digital information. This approach was called Token+Constraint, combining tokens and
constraints. While tokens provided handles for representing and manipulating digital information,
constraints provided means for representing structure (e.g. stacks, slots, racks), which guided users
on how to manipulate the tokens onto a number of computational interpretations. In parallel, Shaer
et al. introduced the TAC (Tokens and Constraints) paradigm [246], which provides a set of constructs and a high-level method for describing the structure and functionality of a broad range of
TUIs. Later, TAC became the basis for a high-level description language, TUIML, and a software
toolkit for TUI development [244].
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2.2.4

Knobs, Tokens, Wheels and Dials
Following the conceptualization of Token+Constraints [259], and TAC [246], a number of

tangible-enabled systems employ dial-like tangibles as representations and controls for cyberphysical
associations. However, the use of knobs in computational systems has a long history. The electromechanical interfaces of the 1946 ENIAC computer incorporated hundreds of radial dials [228]. The
mid-1950s SAGE system [126], Sutherland’s 1960s SketchPad system [251], and many other early
graphical interfaces prominently incorporated interaction via mechanical dials. These early uses
employed permanently mounted physical dials either statically mapped to specific digital functions,
or reassigned by the GUIs to which they were coupled.
In systems specially conceived as TUIs, interaction has most often not only employed radial
rotation, but also translational repositioning on and off of augmented surfaces, in association with
a variety of inferred computational semantics.
Tagged handles offered interchangeable, tracked knob-like elements with haptic feedback
[183], and have often been used in audio contexts [155, 210]. Where tagged handles were labeled
with radial arrays of shapes and textures, the wheels of Strata/ICC [260] and tangible query interfaces [258] labeled tokens with static text and visuals, and applied these to parametric navigation
of diverse datasets. [183, 260, 258] structured knob interaction around fixed mechanical constraints,
while Sensetable and ReacTable allowed tangibles to be sensed and graphically mediated through
continuous manipulation across interactive tabletops [210, 155]. More recently, SLAP widgets [280]
and Facet-Streams [152] have evolved the visual, domain application, and implementational strategies. In other variations, the smart tokens of [84] employed new commodity platforms toward
realizing active knob-like tokens with dynamically updatable faces.

2.3

Capacitive Sensing for tangible tracking
Sensing the presence, identity, and position of physical artifacts is a central technical task

for many tangible interfaces [257]. Sensing can be viewed in terms of contact and non-contact
technologies. Contact sensors include electromechanical contacts and pressure sensors. Non-contact
technologies include computer vision, magnetic sensing, and RFID/NFC [92, 258, 272, 297].
Some sensing technologies span both contact and non-contact regimes. For example, capacitive sensing was first primarily used in non-contact modes [250, 302]. However, beginning with
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work such as [222] and accelerating profoundly with the commercial release of Apples iPhone, iPad,
and Android variants the contact mode has achieved near-ubiquity today. Rekimoto noted that capacitive grid sensing technologies make possible the sensing of minimally-tagged objects [222]. This
observation has been exploited by numerous research [95, 98, 269, 285, 296, 297] and commercial
[58, 44] systems since.
These capacitive tags can be regarded as having two electrically functional interfaces. With
the first, most capacitive tags require contact by a users skin on their upper and/or side surfaces.
Typically, this is the user’s hand (occasionally with intermediaries such as gloves with conductive
finger tips). Second, the lower side of capacitively tagged objects is typically in direct contact with
the capacitive sensor (typically, the multi-touch screen). To distinguish capacitively tagged objects
from touch by fingers, spatial [95, 98, 285] or temporal [297] multiplexing is typically conductively
linked to one or more surfaces that couple through users’ hands.
The more common of these modes, and the one which we employ, is spatial multiplexing.
Here, two or more conductive, capacitively coupled points are positioned in a distinct constellation
relative to each other. Different systems have employed two [285], three [95], and up to eight [98]
conductive points in contact with the screen. This number is associated with capacitive token tradeoffs including the physical size, distinguishable IDs, number of tokens, error-resilience, required
physical pressure, materials and fabrication technologies employed, and mobile vs. fixtured use.
Up to this point, I have surveyed the broad theme of tangible and embodied interaction.
The following sections explore two main themes present in this dissertation: Posters and Virtual
Reality. Each explored in more depth in chapters 4 and 5 respectively.

2.4

Paper, and Computationally-mediated Scientific Posters
The tradition of writings on walls dates back at least 5,000-12,000 years [292, 204, 116]

The modern paper poster was invented in France, in the mid-19th century. The medium was first
recognized as an artistic expression by Jules Cheret, “the father of the poster,” for which he received
the Legion of Honor. Posters spread throughout Europe within a decade [185]. A specific display
platform for posters, the Litfassseule (an advertising column), was invented by Ernst Litfass [220]
shortly after the introduction of posters, and remains ubiquitous in urban public spaces throughout
Germany. Initially used by artists, the distinctive properties of this medium was quickly recognized,
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with posters becoming common for advertising, commercial use, politics, and propaganda. Today,
posters are commonly used in classrooms and by many research communities as a platform to display
diverse scientific content across numerous venues.
In academic conferences, presenters typically stand near their posters for a specified period
of time, and present the content to interested visitors. During the remaining time, posters are mostly
unattended. The presentation and discussion is commonly between two people or a small group. In
the medical community, posters are often presented consecutively; each person has a short period of
time to present the poster to a small group, or there are poster sessions that consist of guided tours.
[112].
The number of academic posters presented each year is likely to be in the millions [230].
As one effort toward an approximation, Rowe [230] notes that some 22,123 individual universities
and institutions of higher education are identified by Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas
(CSIC) [274]. In Rowe’s estimate, if each of these institutions hosts at least one annual conference
with about 50 posters, the million-poster mark is easily reached. In addition to large 2-D paper
prints, cloth as well as digital posters have been introduced in recent years. Some conferences
allocate one or more slots for short poster presentations. These poster presentations can include
all posters, or a small number of posters that have been selected by the organizing committee.
Some conferences use video booths distributed throughout the venue with looping short videos of
the posters. The latter represents an interesting approach, especially for conferences with a large
number of posters, where it is not readily possible to read all the abstracts.
Others have explored computationally-mediated platforms for poster presentations at conferences [118, 112, 231, 205]. De Simone et al. [112] investigated such a platform in which images
could be zoomed during presentations.
The MediaPoster [231] explored the combination of linked documents and images with
a system that replaced paper posters with interactive LCD displays. To illustrate a conference
employing similar platforms, the Society for Neuroscience has experimented with interactive posters
in their annual meetings since 2013. In 2015, the conference in total hosted more than 12.000 posters,
of which a small fraction were dynamic posters. Their posters employ flat-screens, and can display
static slides, videos, and interactive charts and graphs [205].
Commercial solutions for the creation and presentation of digital posters have also emerged.
With Multieposter [14], authors submit digital content (PDF or PPT files) using an online portal, and
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an specialized team generates the digital poster. Das Terminal [7] provides an online management
tool in which authors themselves create the digital posters. Das Terminal also provides the hardware
(stands and large displays) to present the posters. Similar to one of my approaches described in
chapter 4, presenters use tablets to interact with the content. In the classroom, Cook et al. [109] had
undergraduate students create HTML-based digital posters with interactive content using Google
Sites [9]. For the same purpose, a number of websites exist that generate digital posters [11, 12, 2, 5].
Many target young users and have several pre-defined templates that can accelerate the creation of
the posters.
Virtual worlds have also been explored in the context of learning activities, posters sessions
and conferences [125, 175, 271]. Without real world constraints, poster sessions can occupy tall
buildings [175], or spread along many streets [125], with users instantly teleporting to engage desired
posters.
Regarding the design of posters, recently Pedwell et al. [211] applied multimedia learning
theories to define a framework for best practices in poster design. This framework is especially relevant for computationally-mediated posters. I am unaware of poster-related platforms that combine
forms of multi-touch and tangible interaction.

2.5
2.5.1

Virtual Reality
Combining 2D and 3D Representations and Interaction Modalities
For decades (perhaps more), the visualization of 2D data within 3D environments has been

explored. Cone Trees presented animated 3D visualizations of hierarchical information [226]. The
Perspective Wall is a technique that folds wide 2D data layouts into 3D visualizations presenting a
center panel for details and two side panels for context [182]. While not considering immersive virtual
environments (IVE) as we currently do, insights and observations such as the fact that computer
screens are quite small when compared to “real-world” workspaces and that workspaces are limited
by the human size and perception capabilities [182] may apply to our approaches that consider IVEs.
Approaches that explicitly combine 2D and 3D interactions have also been explored. SpaceTop employs a see-through desktop display to combine 2D and spacial 3D interactions [174]. More
recently, a hybrid 2D/3D interface has been proposed for radiological diagnosis. The system combines a stereoscopic display, a separate 2D display, mouse and keyboard onto a single interface [184].
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This system has many intersections with the system described in section 5.5. Content is displayed
by the screen that best suits the nature of the content (e.g., long texts are preferably displayed by
the 2D screen).
Second Life has also been explored to bring 2D-native content to virtual environments.
Sloodle adapts the interface of Moodle [26] to an immersive virtual environment [180]. This approach
diverges from ours since it “replaces” the 2D with the VR interface.
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Chapter 3

Combining Fabrication and Sensing
Approaches for Tangible Knobs
”The coolest toys don’t have to be bought; they can be built. In fact, sometimes the only
way they’ll ever exist is if you make them yourself.“ Adam Savage

“A Bostonian gets hopelessly lost on a back road in Maine, his map and the directions
he was given completely useless. A little ways up the road he sees a farmer mending a
fence, so the Bostonian stops to ask for directions.
[long dialogue ensues]
The farmer pauses for a while longer, and then looks at the Bostonian, ‘You know what,
now that I think of it, really, you can’t get there from here.’ ” [41]

This chapter discusses work related to creating the building blocks for subsequent cyberphysical interfaces explored in this dissertation. I discuss the development of several active and
passive dial-like forms, which can function as stand-alone entities, or in combination with massmarket (commodity) capacitive multi-touch devices, as well as a number of other sensing strategies
for tangible knobs.
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In the LAVA heuristics, legibility can be viewed as textual, form, and lychian legibility. In
the context of tangible dials and knobs, textual legibility may relate to the use of texts, icons, or
other representational forms sometimes understandable only by users, sometimes by machines, or
both, in static and dynamic strategies. Forms are somewhat constrained when considering dials, with
a number of variations on cylinder-like artifacts that embody rotational affordances. Perhaps more
interesting is the concept of lychian legibility. It introduces the notion of legibility as a combination
of visual, shape, material, and performative characteristics, all contributing positively or negatively
to legibility. This multi-faceted notion serves as guide for the development of many of the systems
in this dissertation, including the dials and knobs described here: at times, a single approach may
not suffice to promote the level of engagement, interaction and legibility desired, in other words,
“You can’t get there from here.”
I begin by exploring a number of design and fabrication approaches for passive dials, e.g.
laser cut and 3D printed, embodying several strategies toward promoting user and computational
legibility, in especial utilizing passive dials in combination with capacitive commodity devices. However, static information and passive elements can be limited in their ability to communicate, and
allow for the development of engaging tangible systems. Dynamic displays, and embedded computational modules can enhance and complement actionability and legibility. Following several efforts
involving passive dials, a number of active and hybrid dials were realized. Fig.3.1 depicts a number
of dials and knobs developed.
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Figure 3.1: Survey of engaged knob platforms Several knobs developed and engaged. Dials
are fabricated by combining of laser-cut, 3D printed elements, with and without embedded hardware.
Some are passive, some are hybrid, and others active.

3.1

Exploring General Purpose Tangibles
Regarding special purpose tangibles, perhaps a majority of publications to date explore

distinctive physical forms. From a general purpose tangibles perspective, cubes, cylinders, marbles,
spheres, and several other geometrical forms have recurred as common patterns not only in the
tangibles literature, but also going back hundreds or thousands of years, from clay accounting tokens
[235] to Froebel’s gifts [130], and far beyond.
I next explore several past and present research-related and commercial products which
employ general purpose tangibles. These examples served as inspiration and guide for our choice of
creating tangible systems involving cylindrical objects.
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3.2
3.2.1

Academic Variations
Marble Answering Machine
In 1992, Durrell Bishop, then a student at the Royal College of Art, devised a new design

for an answering machine which is considered one of the first tangible user interfaces (TUIs), and
has had arguably great influence in the field. Interaction with the answering machine evolves around
a set of spheres, or marbles [115].
Each time an incoming voice message is recorded, the machine releases a marble. The order
of the marbles indicates the order in which the messages arrived. Messages can be played back by
putting a marble in a small dent. If the message is for somebody else it can be placed on a small
dish to the side that can be labeled with names of different persons. The telephone itself also has
a small receptor area for the marbles and by placing a message there, the original caller gets called
back (Fig.7.3).

Figure 3.2: Durell Bishop’s Marble Answering Machine (1992)[115]. Considered one of the
first tangible user interfaces (TUIs), it employs general purpose spheres or marbles for interaction.

3.2.2

ReacTable
The ReacTable [155] is an electronic musical instrument with a tabletop tangible user in-

terface, which was developed within the Music Technology Group at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra
in Barcelona. Conceived in 2003, the Reactable was presented for the first time in a public concert
in 2005, and reached the “real world”, and the rock stadiums after being hand-picked by Icelandic
songstress Björk for her 2007 world tour. The company Reactable Systems was founded in 2009.
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Interaction with the ReacTable is done with several geometric shaped tangibles. ReacTable’s
knobs can be categorized into six different functional groups: audio generators, audio filters, controllers, control filters, mixers and global objects, each associated with a shape (Fig.3.3). The
Reactable tangibles employ general purpose shapes such as cubes and cylinders, and each face of
the tangibles are marked with fiducial markers. Fiducial markers are specially designed graphical
symbols, which allow the easy identification and location of physical objects with these symbols attached [91]. The primary sensor component for the ReacTable is the reacTIVision framework [158],
which has been recognized with the “2016 Lasting Impact Student Award” for its broad and lasting
impacts in the field of tangible user interfaces.

Figure 3.3: ReacTable (2007)[52]. The Reactable was conceived and developed since 2003 by a
research team at the Pompeu Fabra University in Barcelona. Music can be produced collaboratively
with the manipulation of tangibles of several geometrical forms, such as cylinders and cubes.

3.2.3

Facet-Streams
Facet-Streams is a hybrid interactive surface for co-located collaborative product search on

a tabletop [152]. The focus of Facet-Streams is to combine tangible and multi-touch interaction with
information visualization techniques to support diverse strategies and collaboration styles, during
product search. A goal of Facet-Streams is to turn these activities into fun and social experiences.
Facet-Streams employs two classes of general purpose cylindrical tokens. One to select facets
of a search, and the other to display results (Fig.3.4).
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Figure 3.4: Facet-Streams (2011)[152]. Cylindrical tokens are used to select facets and display
results form a query on top of a multi-touch surface.

3.2.4

Sparse Tangibles
Sparse Tangibles [84] represent another member of the class of tangible systems which

support query construction. Sparse Tangibles employ cylindrical active tangibles which embed
smart-swatches into 3D printed custom cases and sensors, to allow query construction on and off the
multi-touch surface. Sparce Tangibles primarily support cross-platform, collaborative gene network
exploration using a Web interface, focusing on creating a fun, useful, and easy to use collaborative
experience.

Figure 3.5: Sparse Tangibles (2016)[84]. Cylindrical active tangibles embedding smart watches
are used in query contruction for gene network exploration on a multi-touch surface.
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3.3

Commercial Variations
Commercial industry has, especially of late, introduced many mass-market variations upon

dials: fixed, like SGI’s Dial Boxes [36]; wired, like Griffin’s PowerMate [10]; and wireless, like
Microsoft Surface Dials [45], Dell’s Totems [35], and many others. This makes the present seem an
interesting moment to explore synergies between community and commercial forms.
We explore five examples of commercial systems which incorporate knobs or dials, from the
early 1946 ENIAC Compurter, to recent products released to interoperate with current multi-touch
screens.

3.3.0.1

Eniac Computer
The Electronic Numerical Integrator And Computer (ENIAC) was built in 1943-45 at the

Moore School of the University of Pennsylvania for the War effort by John Mauchly and J. Presper
Eckert [203]. ENIAC was the first general-purpose electronic digital computer. It was 150 feet wide
with 20 banks of flashing lights.
The ENIAC was not a stored-program computer; instead, it was a collection of electronic
adding machines and other arithmetic units, which were originally controlled by a web of large
electrical cables [203]. Programming the ENIAC involved a combination of plugboard wiring and
three “portable function tables”. Each function table had 1200 ten-way switches or knobs, used for
entering tables of numbers.
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Figure 3.6: ENIAC (1945) [228, 106]. (left) View of the room where ENIAC was programmed
and operated. In the center, one of the three “portable function tables”. (left) Detail of a function
table, with 1200 knobs.

3.3.0.2

SAGE System
In early 1950, the military concluded that the manual air-defense system in use at that time

could not adequately coordinate use of the improved hardware against the growing enemy threat.
The Semiautomatic Ground Environment system (SAGE) was developed to 1) maintain a complete,
up-to-date picture of the air and ground situations over wide areas of the country, 2) control modern
weapons rapidly and accurately, and 3) present filtered pictures of the air and weapons situations
to the Air Force personnel who conduct the air battle [126].
When it was used in its full capacity, air defense with SAGE was conducted from about
thirty direction centers located throughout the United States, operated by over one hundred Air
Force officers and airmen. Most of these men would sit at consoles directly connected to the computer
where they received status data, and were able to direct the computer at each console (Fig.3.8). In
the absence of modern multi-touch screens, consoles were composed of a large round CRT display,
and a light pen. Several keys and special purpose cylindrical knobs were used to configure the
machines.
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Figure 3.7: SAGE (1954) [107]. A SAGE (Semi-Automatic Ground Environment) terminal used
during cold war to analyze radar data in real time to target Soviet bombers. The light pen is resting
on the console. Dials and knobs have been highlighted in red. Located at the Computer History
Museum in Mountain View, California.

3.3.0.3

SGI’s Dial Box
With the popularization of Graphic User Interfaces (GUIs), special purpose knobs lost most

of their popularity, especially in the realm of personal computers. However, general purpose knobs
and dials still found their way into niche markets. A dial box is a computer peripheral for direct
3D manipulation (e.g.) to interactively input the rotation and torsion angles of a model displayed
on a computer screen [36]. Dial boxes were common input tools in the first years of interactive 3D
graphics and they were available for Silicon Graphics (SGI) or Sun Microsystems and sold with their
workstations. Although for many years they were entirely replaced by standard computer mouse
interaction techniques, fans and enthusiasts still keep libraries and sample code in modern languages,
besides pin-out diagrams so that these peripherals can continue to be used as computer architectures
and operating systems evolve [36].
A standard SGI’s Dials box has 8 dials mounted on a plate. The plate is set upright with
the help of a stand and usually located next to the computer screen for convenient access. The
connection to a computer is made via the serial port (RS-232).
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Figure 3.8: SGI’s Dials Box (1980’s) [108]. SGI’s Dials Box containing eight general purpose
dials. Still compatible with modern systems (e.g. OSX) with libraries and code developed by DIY
programmers and practitioners.

3.3.0.4

Microsoft Surface Dial
The Microsoft Surface Dial [45] is an active general purpose cylindrical dial which can

be used with several Microsoft Windows 10 programs. Although it is primarily targeted at digital
artists, it represented the first instance in several decades in which a dial-like tangible was integrated
into a mass-adopted operating system, and mass-marketed to the world.
We have been able to use the Microsoft Surface Dial in several instances of our own work,
including on- and off-screen, augmenting it with 3D printed parts, and interfacing it with virtual
reality applications. Several of our efforts aim at showing that this niche object can be employed in
several other areas of application, beyond its original intended use.
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Figure 3.9: Microsoft Surface Dial (2017) [45]. The Microsoft Surface Dial can operate on- and
off-screen, and is integrated with the Windows 10 operating system. The Microsoft Surface dial has
enabled several tangible applications developed by us.

3.3.0.5

Dell’s Dial Totems
While the Microsoft Surface Dial is an active device, Dell’s Dial Totems [35] are passive

dial-like devices. Therefore, they can only work on-screen, while physically in contact with a multitouch surface. Dell’s Totems utilize Windows 10 native support for tangible dials, and were specially
created to operate with the Dell Canvas multi-touch surface.
Similar to our own work, which began in late 2014, Dell’s Totems (released in 2017) employ
a sensing strategy in which a constellation of five touch points are identified by the interface system,
determining their orientation and position. Our tokens, which will be described in detail later in
this chapter, employ constellations of three touch-points for identification, orientation and position.
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Figure 3.10: Dell’s Dial Totem (2017) [35]. The Dell Dial Totem is a passive capacitive device
and can only operate on-screen. Dell’s Dial Totem represents another instance of a general purpose
cylindrical dial-like commercial tangible device created for current hardware and operating systems.

3.4

Exploring Design, Tracking, and Fabrication Approaches
While the cylindrical shape of tangible dials and knobs can be commonly found both in the

industry and academic work, there isn’t a single standard for building and interfacing tangible dials
with computationally-mediated systems. While some might aspire for such standard for tangible
dials to emerge, we investigate possibilities and interoperability between many different variants. In
resonance with several of the academic and commercial approaches, I illustrate some platforms that
work on commodity multi-touch devices, which operate with custom and commercially available
knobs. I also introduce variations on knobs fabricated by laser cutters, 3D printers, and variations
upon commercial forms.

3.5

Designing the Knobs
Our research group has a long history in developing tangible interfaces. Some have involved

passive tangibles, while others active electro-mechanical systems. The majority of them, however,
were manually crafted knobs. In my approach to create passive knobs, I adopted a reproducible
approach for general purpose knobs, which allow multiple knobs to be assembled faster and more
uniformly than the manually fabricated ones. The knobs developed are sensed by commodity, widely
available hardware platforms that are capable of capacitive sensing, such as tablets, laptops, and
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smart-phones; eliminating the necessity of (usually expensive, over $5,000) custom-built, or specialpurpose hardware.

3.6

Shape, Size, and Materials
These knobs have been designed considering the LAVA design heuristics [261], as well as

design criteria within [139]: shape, size, materials, and usage context. In terms of shape, as exemplified before, the use of cylindrical objects in computational systems has a long history, including
in the TUIs realm; This informed the design of round knobs with a flat top and bottom, indicating
the affordance of rotation. The knobs’ size is comfortably held by most teenagers and adults, while
also being suitable and safe for children, with the possible exception of the very young. Knobs are
~6 cm in diameter.
Capacitive sensing requires designing knobs in which some or all components are conductive.
We use acrylic sheets, wood, and metal shims when fabricating with laser cutters, and conductive
polylactic acid (PLA) thermoplastic when 3D printing. The choice of materials, size, and shape were
also dictated by the task, and target environment defined for the tangibles. Sometimes I adopted
colorful materials, sometimes wood, according to the context.

3.7

Engineering Considerations
Fabricating passive knobs for multi-touch screens requires careful design and engineering

considerations. To distinguish capacitive objects from finger-touches, spatial [95] or temporal [297]
multiplexing is typically used. As mentioned in section 2.3, the more common of these, and the one I
employ, is spatial multiplexing. Here, two or more conductive, capacitively coupled points are positioned in a distinct constellation relative to each other. Different systems employ different numbers
of contact points, which leads to a number of trade-offs including in physical size, distinguishable
IDs, number of concurrent tokens, etc.
Two other broader technical constraints shape the functionality of capacitive tags. First,
multi-touch capacitive screens typically incorporate a number of constraints relative to their anticipated use and function. For example, most capacitive tablets presently support a maximum of
approx. 10 simultaneous sensed touches (presumably in anticipation of a single user using at most
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two five-fingered hands) and are presently tuned to sense contacts at a range of sizes comparable to
fingertips.
Second, any system that relies upon electromechanical connection is influenced by a variety
of properties that govern the quality of electrical contact. A phenomenon known as switch bounce
occurs whenever mechanical jitter causes intermittent disconnection of the circuit [79]. This temporary loss of electrical contact is known to cause glitches in systems that inadequately filter this form
of noise.
This is compounded by several additional challenges. First, some present multi-touch capacitive surfaces are glass, which may be scratched by metal. Second, especially if more than three
conductive tags are utilized, simple geometry and mechanics suggests all points may not be in
constant contact with the sensing surface.

3.7.1

Tracking Knobs: Defining Touch-point Patterns
The design I employ incorporates constellations of touch points, sometimes using stylus

tips, sometimes flat conductive rubber pads; that may be rigid or pliable. I have chosen to employ
patterns defined by three touch points, which describe a plane, and allow the knobs to be uniquely
identified. Position and orientation can also be sensed by the underlying software. Figure 3.11
shows the patterns described by the knobs with three distinct IDs. Without recurring to any
additional strategy to uniquely identify tokens, I have explored spatial arrangements for the three
touch-point patterns that support 8 to 16 distinct ids. Most multi-touch surfaces perform well
with the 8-id arrangements, however, with 16-ids, reliability varies widely according to the model
and manufacturer of the multi-touch surfaces. Most of the designs are based on the 8-id variation.
Appendix A contains a template for the 8-id touch-point patterns.
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Figure 3.11: Three touch-point patterns for tangible knobs on capacitive multi-touch
screens. The patterns define triangles. Distances and angles between touch-points are used by the
underlying software to identify each pattern.

3.7.2

Selecting Touch Pads
As mentioned previously, two challenges when defining how to physically couple the tangible

knobs with multi-touch screens are: securing good electro-mechanical connections (eg. to avoid
signal jitter), and selecting materials which will be in contact with the multi-touch surfaces that
won’t scratch them. This is important since most multi-touch surfaces are made of glass. I have
applied three different variations of stylus tips, and successfully employed conductive rubber as touch
pads for knobs.
The first two examples (Fig. 3.12a and b) are large and small metallic fiber stylus tips from
the Swedish company Friendly Swede [29]. These stylus tips create good mechanical contact, while
allowing the tokens to rotate freely on top of glass surfaces. Although these tips perform well, they
are relatively costly (approx. $1,00 each), and I have, so far, found just a single supplier. I sought
to find alternate approaches that could potentially be less costly and more widely available. Figure
3.12c depicts a rubber stylus tip. This variation is cheaper (approx. $0.60 each), and can be found
from several suppliers. The down side is that they are not as pliable as the metallic fiber ones,
causing some electro-mechanical instabilities. Another negative factor is that they do not slide as
freely on top of glass screens. These two elements combined mean that the user is required to apply
pressure while holding the knob against the multi-touch surface, in order for it to work properly.
On a third variation, I employed conductive rubber. While I was skeptical at first – since it affords
very little pliability – our ability to fabricate pads with different sizes (typical size employed was
10 mm in diameter), made this a viable choice. Several informal empirical evaluations I performed,
asking users to qualify which version performed, or felt better, showed no difference between the
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metallic stylus tips and the rubber pads. Two advantages of the rubber pads is that price is lower
than the previous two options, and the material can be easily found on specialized stores. Metallic
fiber stylus tips and conductive rubber pads were commonly used to create the capacitively sensed
artifacts described in this dissertation.

Figure 3.12: Choices of stylus tips for passive knobs. a) Large metalic fiber stylus tips. b)
Small metalic fiber stylus tips. c) Rubber stylus tips.

3.8

Algorithm and Implementation
To identify knobs containing three touch-point patterns, I adopt a simple algorithm. This

algorithm consists of identifying the base of the triangle defined by the three touch-point patterns,
calculating the mid-point between them, and finding the angle and distance between the mid-point
and the third (top-point) of the triangle. Once distance and angle are found, they are compared to
a pre-defined list of values, which relates distances and angles with knob ids. By construction, the
base of the triangle is the side that has the shortest length. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for identifying three touch-point patterns on capacitive multi-touch screens
for Each group of three touch points received do
Identify the base of the triangle described by the three touch points
Find the mid-point between the two points of the base
Calculate the distance between the mid-point and the third point of the triangle (top point)
Calculate the angle between the segment of line formed by the midpoint and the top point,
and the segment of line formed be the midpoint and the right point of the base
Compare the angle and distance found to a list of angles, distances and knob ids
Return the knob id
end for

I have written software libraries with the Python programming language [23] and the Kivy
NUI framework [17] to insulate client code from the details of token identification and tracking.
Python and Kivy were chosen due to their broad support of contemporary multi-touch devices. I
have also written libraries for Unity 3D, in C-Sharp, to allow integration of tokens with virtual reality
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environments. Python sample code for the identification of tokens can be found in the Appendix C.
To track the knobs, two other elements must be obtained: position and orientation. Once a
knob is identified, the coordinates of the triangle described by the knob are analyzed and its centroid
is calculated to indicate the position of the knob. Given the coordinates of the three touch points
describing a triangle ABC, the coordinates of centroid O are given by the following equation [97]:

Ox =

Ax + Bx + Cx
Ay + B y + C y
and Oy =
3
3

where Ax and Ay are the x and y coordinates of the touch point A, and the same follows
for points B and C.
To obtain the orientation of the knob, we calculate the angle between the base of the triangle
(side with smallest length), and the x-axis of the coordinate system used in the client software (e.g.
Kivy, or Unity 3D).

3.8.1

Challenges of Tracking Touch Points on Capacitive Commodity
Multi-touch Surfaces
Commodity multi-touch surfaces are primarily calibrated to sense finger touches. The sens-

ing of a finger touch is inherently noisy; the signal coming from the touch sensors is usually filtered
by the operating system underlying software before it is raised as a callback, with coordinates, to a
client software. The algorithm for pattern identification must, therefore, be prepared to account for
an “error” in the measured distances between the touch points. In this approach, this is achieved
by comparing angles and distances to a range of values, instead of a single number for angle and
for distance. I found that common commodity multi-touch surfaces operate well with a tolerance of
+/- 10% of the calculated value.
Another challenge of tracking passive knobs on capacitive multi-touch screens is identifying
when knobs have been removed from the surface by the user, and when they have been left on top
of the surface, without the user actively touching them. Being able to identify present-untouched
versus removed tokens is an important feature to create tangible interfaces which react in meaningful
ways to user’s actions and tangibles they work with.
Toward solving this problem, when the user removes a knob from a multi-touch screen, the
system identifies a quick decay on the signals coming from the three touch-points of the knob, and
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Figure 3.13: Finite state machine for identifying untouched tokens left on top of a multitouch screen versus a token that has been removed from the surface. The difference in
the intervals between events allow the client interface software to identify a token which has been left
untouched (Free) and a token which has been lifted from the surface (Removed).
issues callbacks (e.g. on-touch-up calls) indicating that the points are not present anymore. The
client software can capture these callbacks and act accordingly. Usually the callbacks coming from
the removal of a knob occur almost simultaneously for all three points; within milliseconds between
them. When users remove their fingers from a knob which remains in contact with the multitouch surface, at first the three touch-points remain capacitively charged. A couple of milliseconds
later a signal decay starts to occur. Such decay occurs much slower and irregularly (meaning that
decay occurs at different rates between touch points) than when the knobs are removed from the
surface. Callbacks from the operating system occur in intervals which are typically greater than 2
milliseconds. By analyzing the interval between each callback indicating that the signal of a touchpoint has been lost, I am able to distinguish between when knobs are removed, and when they are
left untouched on the surface. This strategy is visually represented by the finite state machine in
Figure 3.13.

3.9

Fabrication Approaches: Laser Cut Knobs
Having defined a sensing approach for the knobs, and the pads that would be mechanically

in contact with multi-touch screens, I created a design for laser cut knobs.
Fig.3.14 depicts a knob fabricated with a laser cutter. In my approach, I sandwich a central
conductive ring, used to establish electrical contact with a user’s hand, with non-conductive layers.
These outer layers support human legibility (the upper visually-inscribed layer) and computational
legibility (the lower layer). The lower layer structures a constellation of touch points, realized
as threaded conductive mesh stylus tips. The pattern described by these tips is defined by an
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Figure 3.14: Laser cut dials. a,b) Detail of the top of a laser cut knob. c) Detail of the bottom.
d) The parts that compose a laser cut knob.
acrylic guide piece that is positioned within the internal circumference of the metallic ring. The
non-conductive layers also serve as mechanical fixture plates for connecting the ensemble structure
together. The pieces are held together by three pairs of rivets and screws.
The small size of the pieces employed suggests this design can be replicated with most laser
cutters, as well as other fabrication tools (e.g., CNC mills and routers, water jets, etc.) from a
variety of materials. Fig.3.15 lists the parts involved. To allow easy reproduction of laser cut knobs,
I’ve developed a design and fabrication guide, which can be found on Appendix B. The guide aims
at facilitating the fabrication of laser cut knobs as described in this section.

Figure 3.15: Parts which compose a Laser cut dial. The laser cut dial is composed of nine
distinct parts, and 17 parts in total.

3.10

3D Printed Knobs
While my initial approach with laser cut knobs seemed altogether effective, the fabrication

and assembly of the multiple components can be laborious, the resulting knobs sometimes were too
heavy, and not all research groups or practitioners have access to laser cutters. As an alternative, I
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created knobs based on 3D printing technology, a technology that has achieved increased popularity
in the past few decades. User-reported numbers show there are currently nearly 1,400 active maker
spaces, 14 times as many as in 2006 [48]. With 40% reporting 3D printers, and only 26% reporting
lasers cutters as their most frequently used tools [48].
3D printing, also known as additive manufacturing, offers a new platform for creating knobs
and tangibles in general. The three-dimensional body of a knob is generated by “slicing” the virtual
model into two-dimensional segments and then printing the actual object layer by layer. Fabrication
of 3D printed knob requires no external tools, and can be printed on-site within an hour. The level
of complexity of a 3D printed knob design is limited to that of one’s 3D printer and CAD (Computer
Aided Design) skills. Chapter 3 explores 3D printing technology in depth.
To contrast the laser cut and 3D printed knobs, I first designed a 3D printed knob which is
very similar in form to the laser cut ones (Fig. 3.16a and b). In terms of the number of components,
our laser cut design requires the assembly of nine distinct components, while the 3D printed counterpart (in its simplest form) consists of only two distinct components and four parts in total. In terms
of functionality, both approaches produce knobs which are very similar, however, aesthetically the
3d printed knobs are more limited. Even when printing with dual materials, the laser cut knobs are
still perceived as more refined and interesting in general. Figure 3.16 shows a number of 3D printed
knobs in diverse shapes, using only conductive PLA (Fig. 3.16a to g), or combining conductive and
non-conductive materials (Fig. 3.16h).
Several 3D printers were used in the fabrication of our knobs: the mono-extruder Lulzbot
Taz [42], the dual-extruder Makerbot Replicator 2X [55], and the FlashForge Creator Pro [6] were
the most frequently used. I employed mostly conductive PLA thermoplastic to fabricate our knobs
and couple the users touch to the capacitive screens. Table 3.1 shows some of the properties of
the conductive PLA used. Later designs also explored combining regular (non-conductive) PLA
with metallic grounding bodies connected to the touch points to couple the human touch with the
capacitive sensing of multitouch surfaces.
Electrical Properties of Conductive PLA Filament
Volume resistivity of 3D printed parts perpendicular to layers
Volume resistivity of 3D printed parts through layers (along Z axis)
Resistance of a 10 cm length of 1.75 mm filament

Value
30 ohm/cm
115 ohm/cm
2-3 kohm

Table 3.1: Electrical properties of conductive PLA filament These properties make them ideal
to interact with capacitive multi-touch screens. [4].
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Figure 3.16: Variations upon 3d printed knobs. All knobs are mostly black due to their fabrication utilizing conductive PLA thermoplastic. a ) First 3d printed knob design. The design mimics
the laser cut knobs to emphasize the reduction in the number of parts, and similarities in functionality. b) Bottom of the knob. It shows rubber stylus tips as pads. Other options such as metallic
fiber tips and conductive rubber can also be used. c) 3d printed knob with added weight to enhance
mechanical connection with screen. d, e, f, and g) Departure from the laser cut design. Details to
ornament the top, and curvilinear shapes have been explored. h) Dual material 3D printed knob. The
combination of conductive (black) and non-conductive (orange) PLA gives more freedom of design
to create aesthetically appealing artifacts.

3.11

Combining Laser Cut and 3D Printed Elements
After fabricating several variations of knobs which were 3D printed or laser cut, toward

creating knobs with the best characteristics from both fabrication approaches, and supportive of
the underlying theme of this dissertation, I explored designs which combine commercially available,
laser cut, and 3D printed elements.
From a design perspective, following the “C” in the C.R.A.P. (Contrast, Repetition,
Alignment, and Proximity) principles of sound design, laid out by Robin Williams [287], I explored
contrasts between the 3D printed thermoplastic, and the laser cut acrylic polymer. For conductivity
purposes (and computational legibility), the body of the knobs are composed of the black opaque
conductive PLA. This contrasts with the semi-transparent, shiny nature of some of the acrylic materials (Fig.3.17). Laser cut elements were also used to create textual legibility. Figure 3.17a shows
a knob with a faceplate which has the words “Entrada Poster” engraved in a piece of bitonal matte
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Functionality
Num. of distinct parts
Fabrication complexity
Visual refinement

Laser cut
good
9
high
medium

3D printed
good
2
low
medium

Laser cut + 3D printed
good
approx. 4
medium
high

Table 3.2: Comparison of properties of knobs fabricated with diverse approaches. Knobs
combining fabrication approaches are functionally similar to the other two options, but are visually
more refined, less complex than laser cut ones to fabricate, and require fewer components.
acrylic [57]. While it is possible to emboss or deboss words with 3D printing, the resolution and level
of refinement are not as good as what laser cut technology allows. Another strategy for legibility
can be seen in Fig. 3.17b, c, and d, in which the semi-transparent acrylic was engraved with words,
symbols, and icons.
To compare knobs fabricated with the different approaches, I analyzed the properties of
functionality, number of distinct parts, fabrication complexity, and visual refinement. In terms of
functionality, laser cut, 3D printed, and the knobs combining elements of both fabrication strategies
perform similarly well. From a number of distinct parts perspective, laser cut knobs were more
complex than the others, requiring nine elements. Purely 3D printed require just two parts, while the
combined approach require on average 4 distinct parts. The same trend is followed when comparing
fabrication complexity. Knobs with laser cut + 3D printed parts were not as complex as laser cut,
but were a little more complex than purely 3D printed ones. We find the visual refinement of the
laser cut knobs to be similar to the combined approach, with the 3D printed knobs not achieving a
high level. Table 3.2 summarizes these properties.

3.11.0.1

Coupling Laser Cut and 3D printed Elements

Once the combination of 3d printed and laser cut elements was selected as a viable and
desirable option to fabricate knobs, I started to investigate a number of coupling strategies. A
simple strategy to connect 3d printed and laser cut materials is to use adhesives. This strategy
has pros and cons. Coupling 3d printed and acrylic elements can be easily achieved with the use
of cyanoacrylates-based adhesives, which are sometimes known generically as instant glues, power
glues or superglues [234]. These glues work fast and produce a good connection between acrylic and
thermoplastics (e.g. PLA and ABS). However, these type of glues can stain the acrylic during the
application process, and more importantly they can be toxic [266]. Figure 3.17a and b show knobs
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in which superglue was used to attach laser cut acrylic pieces to a 3D printed body.
Later, I devised a method to eliminate the use of any adhesives, while creating aesthetically
appealing elements. In this process, an acrylic piece can be embedded within a 3d printed part during
the printing process. To achieve this result, the 3D model considers the space that is occupied by
the laser cut element. During the printing process the operator of the 3d printer stops the print at
a specified height, places the laser cut element inside the 3d printed piece that is in progress, and
re-starts the 3d printing machine. As the 3d printer deposits hot thermoplastic filament on top of
the laser cut element, it adheres to the piece, creating a firm bond that efficiently replaces the need
for any adhesive. Figure 3.17c and d show knobs in which acrylic pieces were embedded in the 3d
printed knob.

Figure 3.17: Variations of knobs combining laser cut and 3D printed elements. The bodies
of the knobs are 3d printed with (black) conductive PLA. a and b) knobs received different variations
of laser cut face plates for readability. Laser cut elements were glued to the 3d printed body of the
knobs. c and d) laser cut acrylic pieces were inserted during the 3d printing fabrication process,
embedding the laser cut elements in the body of the knobs.

3.12

Active and Hybrid Knobs
As discussed in the beginning of this chapter, static information and passive elements can

only go so far to communicate, and allow for the development of engaging tangible systems. Here
I describe efforts toward developing tokens and knobs that combine multiple mediation modalities,
including active and hybrid variations.
Some of the design and fabrication strategies described here go beyond the scope of knobs,
these strategies were also employed later, to develop other functional prototypes (e.g. the VR
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Fishing Rod described on Chapter 5) which incorporate some form of rotational interaction. I define
active tokens as those that embed some form of electronic component that is continuously powered
internally or externally during its use, and hybrids those which embed electronic components that
are inactive for most of the time, but can be awaken when in close proximity to external sources of
power (e.g. RFID, and NFC tags).
Next, I explore some strategies toward creating active and hybrid knobs, and comment on the
prototypes developed. I will describe three active devices: the RGB token, the Active Challenge Coin,
and Mobile Challenge Coin, and two hybrid ones: the Hybrid Challenge Coin, and the Augmented
Surface Dial.

3.12.1

Active Knobs and Dials

3.12.1.1

RGB Token

The RGB Token was developed in early 2016. The main goal of the project was to understand the software and hardware requirements to create functional active tokens, as well as, begin to
explore active forms of sensing and legibility (including active visual and auditory feedback). While
developing this device, the technical challenges were given priority, and less attention was given to
aesthetics. Figure 3.18 details the components of the RGB Token.
As a hardware platform, I chose the Arduino Micro [23] as the micro-controller for the
RGB Token because of the number of digital pins it offers (20 in total). This number of pins
allowed connection with several other components to the micro-controller. The RGB token supports
dynamic visual and auditory feedback, connection via Bluetooth, sensing of position, orientation,
and an input button.
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Figure 3.18: RGB Token. The RGB Token contains a bluetooth module for data communication, a
capacitive button for input, and compass and accelerometer for rotation and direction sensing. The
24-LED ring and the buzzer are capable of providing the user with visual and auditory feedback.

For dynamic labeling the token, a 24-LED Neopixel ring [47] was installed. While this
display choice was very limited in its capacity to convey information, due to its limited pixel count,
it was soon noted that the LEDs could have advantages over other types of displays. While most
displays are capable of showing detailed (iconic and textual) information at a close distance, but
are less efficient at a distance, the LED ring provides high-level information (in contrast to detailed
information), both at close range, and at a distance (e.g. across a room). Figure 3.19 contrasts the
LED ring and high pixel count screens, considering the (L)egibility in the LAVA heuristics. This
realization started to point at combinations of mediation strategies as optimal approaches, and was
further explored with the Active Challenge Coins, and the Mobile Challenge Coins.

Figure 3.19: Legibility comparison between LED ring and high pixel count screens. Led
rings are legible both at near and far distances, being especially useful to display high level information. Small size high pixel count screens are better at displaying detailed information, at a close
range. A composite device can potentially combine the existing strengths in a single unity with
stronger legibility properties.
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While the LEDs provide user legibility, a combination of modules were added for computational legibility. A Bluetooth module was installed for communication; messages between the token
and the host system are exchanged using the Open Sound Control protocol [293], and a simplified
version of the TUIO protocol [17]. A triple-axis magnetometer is employed for sensing rotation
and orientation. To sense position, I adopted an unconventional approach. I employ an Adafruit
APDS9960 proximity, light, RGB, and gesture sensor [1]. This sensor is installed at the bottom of
the knob, facing down. Its purpose is to read the color of the surface underneath the token. The
interfaces which support the RGB Token were designed with areas in different colors. For example,
by placing the RGB Token on top of a blue region, the zooming function is activated, a green region activates the rotation function. Using the same approach, the general position of the token is
detected. By creating physical areas off-screen with different colors (e.g. with paper cutouts), the
RGB Token is also capable of working on top of a desk. This feature is important since it frees
screen real estate, and allows the RGB Token to work off-screen, for example, with interfaces that
operate solely with vertical displays. As a source of input, a capacitive button was added to the
top of the dial. The RGB Token shares a number of characteristics with Microsoft Surface Dials,
described in section 3.3.0.4. A detailed comparison of both can be found in appendix E.

3.12.1.2

Active Challenge Coins

In the beginning of 2017, a new edition of active tokens was developed. This time, I aimed
at developing tokens that were not just functional, but also aesthetically pleasing. These tokens were
designed to work individually, or complement other tangible user interfaces (e.g. in conjunction with
Challenge Books, described in chapter 7).
These tokens were named after challenge coins. A challenge coin is a small coin, bearing an
organization’s insignia or emblem and carried by the organization’s members [32]. The tradition of
challenge coins goes back hundreds of years. The Roman Empire rewarded soldiers by presenting
them with coins to recognize their achievements [32]. Today we can find several examples of beautifully designed challenge coins celebrating sporting events, and achievements, and are often collected.
Fig. 3.20 shows some examples of challenge coins.
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Figure 3.20: Challenge Coins. a) United States presidential challenge coin [59]. b and c) Airman’s
coin circa 2001 [105].

Three variations on challenge coins were created. Fig. 3.21 depicts them. Fig. 3.21a, shows
the first challenge coin developed. Active components were mounted on a 3D printed body, composed
of three layers held together by screws and rivets. This layered approach allowed us to create a slim
shaped token, that can hold several electronic components (e.g. Arduino module, LED ring, e-ink
display). The body has a lateral opening which receives a micro-USB cable for data exchange, and
powering the device. The first version ( Fig.3.21a ) contains an Beetle [24] Arduino-compatible
micro-processor, which drives the Neopixel LED ring. The e-ink display that seats beneath the
LED ring is not wired to the Arduino module, instead, images can only be changed by physically
connecting the display to an additional (external) hardware interface for refresh. Although not ideal,
this arrangement allowed validation of the design, and allowed me to understand requirements such
as external and internal sizes, and overall feasibility of the artifact.
Once we were comfortable with the overall design, two challenges remained. The first, related
to eliminating the necessity for the micro-USB cable for power and data; The second, actively driving
the e-ink display. Toward overcoming these two challenges, two new variants were created (Fig.3.21b
and c).
I adopted two strategies toward eliminating the necessity of the micro-USB cable. Initially,
I added a small Lipo battery [197] to a thicker version of the challenge coin. Lipo batteries are
typically used to power miniature radio controlled models of cars, drones, planes, and boats. The
battery is able to power the device for approx. 15 minutes, with 6 LEDs lit at 50% brightness.
This version, although effective, still required the use of the micro-USB for re-charging purposes.
To eliminate this need, a second version of the challenge coin incorporated a copper coil for wireless
charging the device (Fig.3.21b). While providing power to the device no longer required the use
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of a cable, data exchange for updating the LED lights and e-ink display still required a physical
connection.
To drive the LED ring and the e-ink displays via a wireless connection, several components
had to be changed. First, the Arduino Beetle did not have enough data pins to drive both the LED
ring and the e-ink display. Moreover, it was not capable of any type of native wireless connection
(e.g. wifi or Bluetooth). I exchanged the Beetle for a Wemos D1 Pro microprocessor [67]. This
module is capable of wifi communication, and allowed the connection with both output components.
On the negative side, the size of the coin had to be increased. For aesthetic reasons, I updated the
LED ring from a 12-led ring to a 16-led ring. Fig.3.21c and d show this version.
The challenge coin presents several opportunities for id and position tracking. One option
for tracking is to add conductive rubber pads at the bottom of the device for sensing on capacitive
multi-touch displays. The coin’s active e-ink display can be set to show markers (e.g. fiducials or
QR codes), so that computer vision systems can track id, position and orientation in real-time. A
similar approach can be taken by changing the pattern of lights displayed by the LED ring.
In terms of communication, once wifi connection is established, two approaches were explored. The first, exchanging information using OSC and TUIO-based messages. The second using
REST APIs, with html-based applications. In both cases I was able to control the LED ring and
e-ink displays in real-time, concurrently.

LAVA mediation engagements

One objective of this tangible is interweaving three forms of mediation, each differently engaging
LAVA facets, into a composite that exceeds the capacities of any individual or pairwise approxima-

Figure 3.21: Active Challenge Coins. a) 12-LED tethered challenge coin. b) Active challenge
coin equipped with wireless-charging. c) 16-LED active challenge coin equipped with wireless data
communication via wifi showing graphic and textual information. d) BMW themed challenge coin.
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tion. This is explored (albeit subjectively) in Figure 3.22. Here, the rows engage the three mediation
facets of the coin: two active (epaper, LED), and one passive (the integrating physical construct);
and when engaged as a composite. The columns depict the facets of LAVA. “Legibility” is again contemplated from two different spatial perspectives “near” (e.g., when viewed from “arm’s length”);
and “far” (e.g., when viewed in an adjacent collaborator’s works-pace). Thus constructed, among
the compositional mediating facets, I regard the epaper as contributing the highest legibility when
viewed “near,” and the lowest when viewed from “far,” per the alternating strengths and limitations
of text and icons as representational mediums. Conversely, similar to the discussed with the RGB
tokens, when viewed from “far,” the LED ring retains some level of legibility to its mapping - especially when viewed both as an ensemble of active challenge coins (allowing perceptual comparisons
of “like” vs. “different”). In our view, when taken as a composite artifact, these relative strengths
and weaknesses can counterbalance each other, yielding an artifact that is (aspirationally) legible in
both the near and far-field realms of engagement.
Regarding actionability, taken by itself, I see the epaper display as holding, per Gaver’s view
a “false affordance” [131], or as we put here a “negative aordance” (hence the red negative label).
Specically, with screen-based representations presently suggesting the capacity for touch interaction
to many people, the absence of this capacity with our present screen (selected partly for its very
modest cost) could setup prospects for an unmet expectation. The LED ring, through its density
of elements and (at present) relative unfamiliarity to broader audiences as an interaction element,
we see as a weak contribution to actionability. Taken as an ensemble, we hope the juxtaposition
of complementary elements might (at least partially) resolve the screens false affordance, and yield
a composite artifact that is more actionable than any of its constituent elements. Where we see

Figure 3.22: LAVA engagements by active challenge coin elements.
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the epaper screen as the weakest element relative to “actionability,” we see it as the strongest in
“veritability.” Especially when situated within a broader system context, the text allows for unambiguous identication of the intended virtual mapping. While “aspirational” is the most subjective
facet, our hope is that a well-executed composite tangible, composed of an ensemble of potentially
evocative elements (at least relative to present-day contexts), can yield an artifact that exceeds the
potentials for impact of any of its individual constituent elements.
While the RGB Token and the Challenge Coins were both active devices, driven by microcontrollers and several input and output active components, we next explore hybrid devices.
In one definition, hybrid devices are those that embed components that usually remain
inactive, being “awaken” only when in close proximity to an external source of power, such as
the NFC tags of Hybrid Challenge Coins. In another definition, hybrid devices are those which
incorporate some elements that are active, and some that are passive. We explore this approach
with the Augmented Surface Dials.

3.12.2

Hybrid knobs

3.12.2.1

Augmented Surface Dial

One limitation of Microsoft Surface Dials is their ability to be tracked by the underlying
multi-touch surface only when paired with Microsoft Surface Studio machines. When paired with
other machines, the Microsoft Dial is not tracked, but can still be used off-screen.
Toward extending the ability of the Microsoft Surface Dial to be tracked on top on multiple
multi-touch surfaces, I explored two approaches. The first approach is software-based. In this
approach, the radius attribute of a touch point is analysed. If the radius is similar to the Microsoft
Surface Dial (approx. 60 mm in diameter) the object is recognized as a Microsoft Surface Dial, and
an interface element is centered beneath the Dial. While this is a simple approach, which may work
with a number of development platforms (e.g. Unity 3D [21]), there are at least two main drawbacks:
Not all displays are able to provide the radius of a touch point. The Unity 3D documentation for
the Touch class warns that this attribute “works correctly on a limited set of devices” [62]. Another
limitation is that this strategy does not allow for distinction between multiple Microsoft Surface
Dials.
To overcome both limitations, I opted to encase the Microsoft Dial in a 3D printed structure.
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Figure 3.23: Augmented Surface Dials. a) Augmented Surface Dial and Microsoft Surface Dial
side-by-side. b) Bottom view of the Augmented Surface Dial. Touch pads can be arranged in several
positions to assume five different IDs (positions are highlighted by red circles).
The 3D printed structure become an outer-shell. At the bottom of this structure three touch points
were added. With this approach, I am able to use the same algorithm that detects other tokens.
However, the only attributes tracked is position and identification. Rotation is tracked by the
existing mechanical rotary sensor of the Dial.
While I achieved the goal of tracking the Microsoft Surface Dial with commodity multitouch screens, one last challenge remained. Similarly to the behavior of connecting multiple mice
or keyboards, in the current implementation of the Microsoft Surface Dial it is not possible to
distinguish the input from multiple Dials, a capability that is critical to implementing tangible user
interfaces.

3.12.2.2

Individually Identifying Input from Multiple Augmented Microsoft Surface
Dials

Initially, I searched for a solution within the Microsoft Surface Dial Api [20]. However,
upon recognizing the absence of this feature, I searched several forums, and was able to locate a
gitHub repository containing code for several Windows devices, including the Surface Dials [46].
This repository is curated by Microsoft developers, and upon posting a question on the forum, a
senior Microsoft programmer confirmed my initial findings: no support for multiple Dials. The
short question and answer can be found at github.com/Microsoft/Windows-universal-samples/
issues/751.
To solve this problem, and connect multiple Dials to a single interface, I paired each Dial
to a Windows based device ( I used multiple tablets for portability). Each tablet relayed rotational
information, button clicks and its id to the host system running the tangible interface. Communica52

tion was achieved via OSC messages exchanged between each Dial host (tablets) and the interface
host. This allowed for low latency, and perceived real-time interactions with the Microsoft Dials
and our tangible interfaces. This approach combined with the three touch point identification of
each Dial, allowed us to create interfaces in which multiple Microsoft Surface Dials could operate
concurrently. Fig. 3.24 presents a diagram of the hardware and software architecture implemented.

Figure 3.24: Architecture to individually identify multiple augmented surface dials. Each
augmented surface dial is paired to a dial host via Bluetooth LE. Tablets may be used as dial hosts.
Rotation, button clicks, and IDs are sent by the dial hosts to the interface host via OSC messages.
Position is obtained via touch callbacks generated by the touch points in the augmented surface dials.
By merging the information from the sources, each Microsoft Dial can be identified, together with
individual button clicks, and rotational interaction.

3.12.2.3

Hybrid Challenge Coin

Having explored variations on active and passive dials, we decided to explore devices that
would rely on capacitive pads for position and id, but would also embed NFC tags [209] as hybrid
elements.
Several opportunities and challenges emerge when creating such devices. One major limitation of capacitively sensed dials for commodity multi-touch screens based on constellations of
three touch-points is the limited number of distinct ids that can be recognized. In our previous
work, we found that up to 8 ids usually work reliably, with some multi-touch surfaces being able to
recognize up to 16 ids (e.g. Microsoft Surface Studio desktop machines). By combining our previous
capacitive sensing strategy with embedded NFC tags – by associating (e.g.) each token to a unique
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Figure 3.25: NFC hybrid tokens. a) and b) Top and bootom of 5-tag nfc token. This token
celebrates the school of computing, the Watt family center, the graduate student government, and
the college of engineering computing and applied sciences. Each nfc tag on the side of the coin
(highlighted in blue) links to a webpage at Clemson university. The top NFC tag (red circle) links
to a webpage relevant to the recipient of the token. c and d) Top and bottom of a 2-tag NFC token.
This token was part of, and celebrated, a tutorial presented by me at the 2018 IEEE VR conference
on how to combine tangibles and virtual reality.
ID contained on the NFC tag, – in theory the number of unique tokens interacting with a system
can be expanded to hundreds, thousands, millions, and beyond, albeit still with a limited number
of concurrent on-screen tokens.
Embedding NFC tags into 3D printed artifacts
Inspired by our approach to embed acrylic discs inside tokens, I devised a similar approach to
embed NFC tags. This time, I designed the walls of the knobs to be composed of two concentric
cylinders, with empty space (approx. 1 mm) between them. During printing, the process is stopped
at a desired height, and one or more NFC tags can be inserted in the empty space inside the walls.
Upon printing the top layers of the knob, the gap between the two concentric rings forming the walls
is closed, forming a single body. Using this approach, I was able to embed up to 6 NFC tags along
the walls, considering a knob of approx. 60 mm in diameter.
Figure 3.25 shows two versions of our hybrid knobs. The first (Fig. 3.25a and b) contains
three layers of acrylic, four NFC tags embedded in its walls, and one at the top. The bottom has
a constellation of three touch-points with conductive rubber pads. The second token (Fig. 3.25c
and d) shows a second version, with two NFC tags embedded in the walls, and a single acrylic
piece in the middle of the body. This token has patterns of three touch-points on each side; one
made of conductive rubber pads, and the other made of metallic fiber stylus tips. This version was
presented and utilized (in conjunction with a smartphone-based interface) during a 3-hour tutorial
presentation at the 2018 IEEE VR conference, described in detail in section 5.7.
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LAVA mediation engagements

One objective of these tangibles is explore hybrid approaches to extend the capabilities of (passive)
dials, once again, into composites that exceed the capacities of any approximation taken individually. Embedding the NFC tags provided opportunities to explore a number of facets of the LAVA
heuristics. Figure 3.26 explores these perspectives. The rows compare the passive bodies of the
tokens, NFC elements, and their composites. The columns depict the facets of LAVA. “Legibility”
is contemplated from two mediation perspectives: legibility by humans and by machines. I regard
the passive bodies of hybrid knobs as moderately legible by both. By humans through textual and
iconic images on the acrylic pieces, as well as in the 3D printed bodies (e.g. indicating the position
of embedded tags). They are also legible by machines, by means of the three touch-point patterns.
As discussed previously, I don’t claim high scores for this type of machine legibility; limitations in
the number of concurrent ids, and precision were, in fact, some of the reasons for working toward
hybrid artifacts. In essence, the three touch-point pattern is limited in the data it can describe,
and there the information it can communicate to the underlying tangible system (hence giving it a
moderate score). NFC tags are not legible by humans (beyond recognition of existence), but they are
(strongly) legible by machines. They may contain (currently) kilobytes of data, which may represent
higher levels of information (e.g. web links), therefore, they receive a score of being strongly legible
by machines. These two approaches, therefore, complement each other.
The form and shape of the coins communicate their affordance of rotation, and I consider
them as moderately actionable. On the other hand, as of now, NFC tags and readers are restricted in
availability and popularity, albeit this may progressively change as they become integral components
of a number of popular devices (e.g. smart phones). I consider both to be moderately aspirational in
their form and appearance. Especial attention in to this facet was given by employing “transparent”

Figure 3.26: LAVA engagements by hybrid challenge coins.
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NFC tags at the top of one of the hybrid tokens (Fig. 3.25a).

3.13

Discussion
The hardware and software approaches described in this chapter, and applied to a number

of efforts described in the following chapters, have shown to be effective in supporting tangible user
interfaces in combination with commercially available commodity multi-touch devices, and physical
artifacts that are either laser cut, 3D printed, or a combination of both. However, I do not claim
that the performance obtained is in every case superior to special purpose hardware, or that this
approach works with any device. A number of aspects may reduce the effectiveness of commercially
available commodity devices as platforms for tangible user interfaces. Multi-touch surfaces found
in main stream commodity devices are usually calibrated to achieve best results when operated by
human fingers. While they are also calibrated to work with stylus tips, the usual use-case scenario
hardly considers the use of three concurrent stylus-tips simultaneously (or more), as is the case with
the dials and tokens developed. Some implications are that dials may not always work as desired,
and most multi-touch surfaces support only up to 10 touch points, limiting our maximum number
of concurrent tokens on-screen to three. Also, the top layer of the multi-touch surface may interfere
with the performance of the dials. Usually, the best performance is achieved when the top layer
is glass, and not plastic. The implemented system is also limited to capacitive-based sensing, and
will not work on a large variety of displays that employ infrared sensors, including some that are
considered low cost and adapt a infrared sensor to existing 40, 55 or 60-inch TVs [22].

3.13.1

Human and Computer Legibility
The LAVA heuristics – Legible, Actionable, Veritable, and Aspirational – provide a con-

ceptual tool for regarding different aspects of representation and control within interaction design in
general, and tangibles in particular [261]. The “L” in LAVA, is concerned with the extent to which
the tangibles are expressed in physical and visual representational forms that allow users to read
them. Considering this heuristics, most of the tangibles developed contain elements purposefully
design to provide human legibility. (fig. 3.21 and 3.25).
I extended the notion of user legibility, to the notion of computer legibility. One form of
computer legibility that was widely explored is sensing of tangibles by capacitive sensing of spatially
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multiplexed touch points. However, I have enabled the tokens to support other means on sensing or
computer legibility, for example computer vision. One instance is the token shown on Fig. 3.25c.
The top of the token is decorated with an icon that could be identified by a computer vision system.
More interesting still, that icon could describe a QR code, and provide additional, albeit static,
information to the interface system. Another example is shown in Fig. 3.21. The Active Challenge
Coin’s electronic paper displays allow for both human and computer dynamic readability. Here, QR
codes could also be utilized to convey information to the interface system, with the advantage of
being able to convey dynamic information. Arguably, another form of computer legibility is achieved
by the use of NFC tags in the Hybrid tokens.

3.13.2

Toward an Ecology of Interoperable Tangibles
Multiple sensing approaches, human and computer legibility embodied by some of the tokens

point at exciting possible futures for tangible interfaces. While it is currently hardly desirable for
a single, isolated system to employ multiple sensing strategies for the same type of tangibles, we
can begin to imagine a constellation of systems (dozens, hundreds, thousands, and beyond) which
employ and recognize a variety of interoperable tangibles; some capacitively sensed, some sensed by
computer vision, some enhanced with static information, others with dynamic information.
In this context, tangibles, especially general purpose ones, have the potential to be conceived
not to be associated to a single system, and shared by multiple users, but to interoperate among
several existing systems, and prospectively be “owned” by a single user. Several implications may
rise from this envisioned ecosystem of tangibles. It may be desirable from a hygiene standpoint to
own a set of tangibles, instead of sharing with others. People may have the opportunity to express
themselves through their tokens, the same way they do with clothes, and other objects they carry;
Cellphone cases are often stylistic statements first, and protection apparatus second.
Figure 3.27 summarizes the tangibles created, comparing several attributes that characterize
them in tabular form. In the next chapters I explore some of the dials described here in the context
of systems that combine tangible interaction (sometimes with knobs, sometimes with artifacts of
diverse forms and scales), and other forms of mediation and interaction.
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Figure 3.27: Properties of the classes of active and hybrid tokens created. Some tokens have
active labels for legibility, others passive. The tokens also combine active and passive tracking and
identification strategies. Connection and communication is achieved with several different protocols.
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Chapter 4

Combining Interaction Modalities:
Multi-touch and Tangible
Interaction
“We didn’t build the interstate system to connect New York to Los Angeles because the
West Coast was a priority. No, we webbed the highways so people can go to multiple
places and invent ways of doing things not thought of by the persons building the roads.”
Neil deGrasse Tyson

As briefly discussed in the introduction, research often focuses on tangible interfaces acting
by themselves, or tangible interfaces in comparison with “competing” interaction techniques within
the tangible interaction field. However, when considering “mainstream” interaction paradigms,
hybrid approaches are often the norm. With several examples ranging from operating systems
which combine both graphical user interfaces and textual/command-line interfaces, to smart-phone
platforms which blend multi-touch with traditional applications, such as web browsers.
This chapter describes the work toward combining two interaction modalities: multi-touch
and tangible interaction in the context of computationally-mediated scientific posters. I start by
describing three sample applications, which form the technical and conceptual foundation for the
more complex platforms developed later.
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4.1

Preliminary Work
All three sample applications grew out of the development of laser cut knobs, and were aimed

at developing the software capabilities necessary to develop later work. Such capabilities include
detection, identification and sense of rotation of individual knobs in combination with appropriate
user feedback. Two of the three increasingly complex applications developed expect some actions
to be performed with tangibles, and some with direct touch. Although the notion of combining
interaction paradigms was not fully developed at the time, it later became the key concept of a
manuscript published at the twelfth conference on Tangible, Embedded and Embodied Interactions
(TEI) 2018. All three applications are based on Python-Kivy natural user interface libraries (kivy.
org), an open source Python library for rapid development of multi-touch applications.

4.1.1

Sample Applications
The sample applications were developed to demonstrate a number scenarios where the tan-

gible knobs can be applied. Two of them (Matching Blocks and Collage) add to the large group of
TUI applications designed for children [298], the last (VideoPlayer) is directed at adult audiences.
All three applications have been tested on a number of devices: Microsoft Surface Pro tablets, a
Lenovo laptop with capacitive multi-touch screen, and a 27-inch Dell capacitive screen connected to
a desktop.

4.1.1.1

Matching Blocks
The sample application depicted in Fig. xx is inspired by children’s toys that require fitting

objects, e.g. blocks of wood of different shapes into corresponding slots. In the Matching Blocks
application, the goal is to match the geometric figure on the top of the knob with the same figure on
the screen. If the knob is placed inside the square that contains the figure that matches the knob,
a green check-mark appears on the lower right portion of that detection area, followed by a sound
that indicates the correct matching. If the knob placed has the wrong geometric figure, a red “X”
appears, and a sound indicating an incorrect match is played. Six knobs are needed to play the
game.
To distinguish one token from another, I created face plates made of soft wood, engraved
with distinct shapes, in reference to the classic wooden toys that inspired this application. The
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upper and lower pieces of the knobs’ bodies are made of acrylic of a variety of colors, in an attempt
to appeal to children’s eyes. I employed a cut-away strategy to make the geometric shapes on the
face plates appear in different colors. We also designed the shapes on the screen to match the color
of the shapes on each knob, allowing for the matching of both, shape and color.
As a proof of concept, the Matching Blocks application successfully achieved its goal. Detection and identification of six distinct knobs was performed precisely, paving the way for more
complex programs to be developed.

Figure 4.1: Matching Blocks sample application. a) One of six Matching Blocks knobs with
wooden face-plate. b) Matching Blocks interface after the triangle knob has been correctly matched
with its slot. d) Matching Blocks interface with all six knobs. Note the circle knob has been place in
the incorrect spot.

4.1.1.2

Collage
The Collage application works as a set of stamps for creating compositions, or collages (Fig.

xx). Each on-screen element is represented by a distinct knob. Users are free to stamp the elements
anywhere on the screen, and as many times as desired. When the program starts, a blank screen is
shown. The user proceeds to select a background, and to add different elements to the scene, such as
a house, a dog, trees, or apples to create unique compositions. This application was inspired by the
Token Presence application developed in [92]. Besides employing capacitive knobs, Collage differs
by allowing multiple copies of the same image to be created, and remain on screen after knobs are
removed. In Token Presence, they appear only while the token is placed on specific mapped areas,
and disappear when removed.
One goal of this application was to apply a larger number of knobs than the Matching Blocks
App. In total, 12 knobs can be detected and identified. While in the Matching Blocks application
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the tracking area of knobs was restricted to six squared regions, with Collage detection of any knob
may occur anywhere on the screen. Every time a token is detected, the corresponding image is
drawn on screen in the screen position relative to the center of the knob. Different knobs can be
placed in the same spot, causing different images to overlap. I see this as a feature, since the user
has freedom to create.
The tangibles in this application were inspired by rubber stamps. The bodies of rubber
stamps are often made of wood; for this reason, the bodies of the knobs were made of balsa wood.
With this choice, the knobs are slightly lighter than the acrylic ones, and users are often required
to apply pressure onto the knobs for reliable detection. While this might be viewed as a problem in
most use cases, it turned out to be a feature for our application. Users automatically associated the
required pressured for detection with the pressure applied to stamps to produce “good” images, this
added to the realism of this simulation. For the top face-plate, we chose a dual-tone acrylic material
with an engraving of the screen element represented by each knob.
Besides incrementing the number of distinct knobs employed, this application also detected
the angle of rotation of the knobs, allowing users to “stamp” objects in different angles. However, no
parameter was manipulated by the rotation of knobs yet. Collage also implements a combination of
tangible and multi-touch interaction. At any moment, each element on screen may be individually
erased by entering the erasing mode. To erase a screen element, first the user performs a multi-touch
action – click the “erasing mode” button on screen – then a tangible action, by placing the knob on
top of the screen element to be erased.

Figure 4.2: Collage sample application. a) Knobs being applied to create a scene with the Collage
application. b) By touching the erase button use enters the erasing mode. c) User removing an apple
from the scene.
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4.1.1.3

VideoPlayer
The VideoPlayer application presents a tangible user interface for selecting and playing

videos. Knobs represent different videos, and are used to control playback. Users can play, stop,
pause, seek, and control the volume of videos by placing knobs on specific control pads. Control
pads float around the screen and can be moved freely with multi-touch actions. The video itself
can also be moved around the screen and re-sized by finger touch. Since control pads and the video
properties pad occupy considerable screen real estate, they can all be hidden at any moment by
selecting a “hide” option.
This example expands position and angle detection to parametrically controlling program’s
attributes with (tangible and/or multi-touch) rotational controls. We explore rotation to select
discrete and continuous variables. By placing and turning a knob that controls reproduction, the
user can choose to play, pause, and stop a video. This is an example of a discrete variable. The
volume knob represents a continuous variable. Turning the knob increases or decreases the volume.
Each control pad can be controlled by touching the pads with two fingers, or by a placing the correct
knob on top of the pad. In another example of multi-touch interaction, detection areas can be moved
around the screen using finger touches, but not by knobs.
Two types of customization have been considered for the VideoPlayer. Knobs representing
movies have been customized to be colorful, and carry the name of the videos they represent. Knobs
representing controls have been given a more generic look as the handles in Fitzmaurice’s Graspable
User Interfaces [127]. I chose a transparent acrylic for the body of the knobs and a black dual-tone
acrylic for the face-plates.

Figure 4.3: VideoPlayer sample application. a) Video container knob being used to load a video.
b) Control knob being used to play a video. c) Multi-touch actions can be used to move on-screen
elements, and re-size videos.
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4.1.2

Cardinalities between Digital Controls and Physical Knobs
The sample applications demonstrate some of the possible cardinalities between digital con-

trol pads and knobs. There is a one-to-one relationship between the digital control pads displaying
geometric shapes, and the physical knobs in the Matching Blocks application. The Collage application shows a one-to-many relationship between the scene background, and the knobs representing
rubber stamps. The VideoPlayer application demonstrates both a one-to-one relationship for the
volume and seek knobs, and control pads, and a one-to-many relationship between the video selector
pad, and the knobs representing videos.
While these relationships do not seem to help the designer of isolated tangible user interfaces
beyond understanding, and designing single- or multi-user interaction, this analysis seems relevant
when considering ecologies of interoperating applications that may be based on tangibles that belong
to users, instead of belonging to a specific system. In this hypothetical scenario, every tangible
interaction would have to consider many-to-may relationships, since several (presumably multipurpose tangibles) would have to interact of several, if not all on-screen interactors.

Figure 4.4: Cardinality between tangible knobs and screen interactors.

ask if code, and additional digital content should be added uploaded to the internet.
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4.2

Combining Tangible and Multi-touch Interaction
Building upon the conceptual and technical knowledge of the three applications described,

I focus on two platforms specifically developed to explore the legibility and actionability associated
with systems that support tangible and multi-touch interaction in scientific poster scenarios.
I propose systems that offer functionality with and without physical tangibles1 and with
and without virtual/“soft” interactors, including combinations of both. I regard “pure-multitouch”
and “pure-tangible” variants, as well as hybrids thereof, all as “first-class citizens.” In what I and
others consider as a cyberphysical interface (CPI) – a system designed to integrate support for both
physical and virtual interaction modalities.
Here, I describe systems that implement computationally-mediated scientific posters, leveraging on the existence of several communities of content generators that are engaged in various areas
of research. I developed two platforms. Poster developers were alternatively asked to adapt their
content to the constraints of a tightly-coupled platform, or offered basic building blocks (e.g., methods to identify tangibles on a multi-touch screen) with more freedom to design and build their own
interactive presentations. In the next sections, I describe posters developed for these two groups of
interfaces by undergraduate students, discuss interaction aspects, and explore lessons and challenges
from the posters created.
One contribution of this work is the addition of computationally-mediated scientific posters
to the growing number of domains toward which tangible interaction approaches have been employed.
More broadly, I contribute by exploring novel combinations of physical and virtual interactors which
I expect can generalize beyond my own examples. Last, I enhance poster presentations (with these
systems) by employing tangible interfaces toward promoting collaboration and learning experiences
[237].
1 tangible

interfaces’ physical interactors of tangible interfaces are often called tangibles [242].
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Figure 4.5: Interface combining hard, soft, and multi-touch interaction. Actions can be performed with a) tangibles, b) by interacting with soft tangibles, c) and by interacting with “traditional”
interface widgets (e.g. buttons).

4.3

Scientific Poster Context
Paper posters – whether used for (e.g.) advertising movies, food, health and political cam-

paigns, or scientific results – have long been widely deployed. In some respects, posters are not an
obvious low-lying fruit for tangible interaction. That said, I found them an intriguing and promising
target for a number of reasons.
First, both in educational and professional (e.g., conference) contexts, the production and
sharing of posters is very common. Posters are a proven tool for conveying knowledge quickly, with
visual communication as a key facet. Within the universities where this work has been developed,
more than a hundred undergraduate students each summer are required to produce scientific posters
communicating their research. While advertising and informational displays have increasingly migrated to digital signage, educational and conference posters have remained mostly paper-bound.
With the advent of large, high resolution (esp. 4K), relatively inexpensive displays, increasing engagement by academic posters with digital displays seems not a question of “if,” but “when” and
“how.”
Others and I [112, 231] see this as driven not only by technological availability, but also
by opportunities for interaction. Broadly viewed, the visual real estate of academic posters can
be divided into blocks of text and figures. Still figures invite dynamic (e.g., video and animation)
and interactive content. Text blocks also seem promising for interactivity. One variation might be
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hyperlinkage – whether to greater depth (e.g., cited literature) or breadth (e.g., Wikipedia articles
and YouTube videos providing background concepts and context). Another might be tailoring text
for different audiences: e.g., for faculty experts vs. the general public.
One avenue for such interactivity is direct touch interaction with a digital poster display itself. This has the benefit of greatest consistency with traditional posters, and some level of “compactness,” especially when mindful of present contexts where hundreds or thousands of traditional-scale
physical posters are simultaneously presented [231, 205]. Direct interaction also brings a number
of trade-offs. While this will likely change, poster-scale (e.g., >=55”/140cm diagonal) displays
supporting multi-touch input are presently on the order of 10x more expensive than display-only
units.
An alternative or complement for direct touch interaction is indirect interaction. One such
variant is with digital tablets or other devices that display complementary meta-information. Another is with tangibles. During poster presentations, whether a presenter is present or not, tangibles
might offer implicit “invitations to interaction, ” or even “interaction takeaways” (i.e., artifacts that
can be brought away by visitors following an interaction). They can also facilitate the transfer
of control between presenter and one or more audience members. If horizontal tablet or tabletop
displays are used, tangibles can provide kinesthetic awareness for navigating in eyes-busy situations
(whether gaze is toward the vertical display or audience members).

4.4

Mixing Multi-touch and Tangible Interaction
As mentioned earlier, a key aspect of the cyberphysical interface (CPI) approach for posters

is support for interaction with and without physical tangibles, and with and without virtual/“soft”
interaction elements. Figure 4.5 shows one of the interfaces created, which affords interaction with
hard, and soft tangibles, and multi-touch interaction with more “traditional” interface elements (e.g.
buttons). Several examples are illustrative. For text entry with contemporary tablet computers and
smart-phones, an ubiquitous feature is support for both virtual keyboards, and (when available)
physical keyboards. We understand neither is in all respects “better.” Physical keyboards allow
eyes-free operation, liberated screen real estate, and (supported by tactility) generally greater speed;
while virtual keyboards can greatly lessen a mobile user’s “baggage” [99].
I see a similar prospect, extended to many aspects of previously “pure-tangible” interfaces, as
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holding potential for greatly increasing their use and deployment. Perhaps the strongest example of
which I am aware is the ReacTable [156] and ReacTable Mobile [15, 16, 53] family of music interfaces.
The ReacTable is one of the best-known tangible interfaces of the last decade, while ReacTable
Mobile is a purely virtual (multi-touch based) version. As with virtual/physical keyboards, the two
variations are marked by trade-offs between screen and physical real estate, eyes-busy and kinesthetic
performance, mobility, and cost. In a similar spirit, the hybrid poster-related interfaces are designed
with the capacity to receive physical/“hard” input (e.g., with physical, dial-like tangibles), and the
capacity to receive input from on-screen elements (e.g., via button press or virtual/“soft” tangible
interaction), with the choice of interaction modality varying by user, time, and context. In the
presence of good design [213], such systems could leverage the complementary benefits of physical
and virtual interaction modalities, and allow flexibility to accommodate contextual and preferential
differences (including varying availability of enabling hardware).
Before presenting the grounding prototypes my collaborating poster creators and I have
developed, I first introduce the concept of “soft” (virtual) tangibles. This is followed by a description
of “hard” (physical) tangibles, and their physical forms.

4.5

Soft Tangibles
Initially, my focus was upon combined interaction of physical dials and “traditional” on-

screen multi-touch input elements (e.g. buttons). Later, we noticed the opportunity for direct
finger-touch interaction with on-screen representations of tangibles, without requiring the use of
physical/hard tangibles. We refer to these as soft tangibles (Figure 4.5b).
Others have considered non-physical elements in tangible interaction. Ullmer et al. [256]
focused on physical constraints, but also suggested constraints in dynamic graphical form. Variations blending the use of physical objects and finger-touch have also been explored. Wobbrock et
al. [290] and Kammer et al. [160] explored touch gestures for interactions with surfaces. Angelini
et al. [81] considered holding an object and touching it as two different components of interaction.
Here, gestures with tangibles were decomposed into move, hold, and touch elements, and a taxonomy considering the possible combinations was defined. Mazalek et al. [189] considered gestural
interaction with active tangibles and multi-touch elements as a promising approach for exploring
Big Data. Morales et al. [198] explored finger-touch to define patterns (by constraining the users’
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grasp) on capacitive touch-screens, allowing users to interact with on-screen elements.
I see considerations for soft tangible interaction as likely to be beneficial when combined with
“traditional” on-screen elements and physical tangibles. I envision systems employing a dynamically
evolving mixture of hard and soft tokens (here, dials) and constraints [256, 245]. Similar to the
way contemporary web search engines fuse a mixture of typed and predictive/suggestive text [140],
physical dials might be intermingled with soft predictive/suggestive dials.

4.6

Hard Tangibles
A number of research [95, 98, 269] and commercial systems [13, 3] have employed partially

conductive tangibles on capacitive multi-touch surfaces. Along similar lines, our design of passive
capacitive-sensed knobs incorporates constellations of three touch points, as described in section
3.7.1. The bodies of the hard tangibles were built with laser cut technology alone, or combinations
of laser cut and 3D printed strategies, both approaches were discussed in sections 3.9 and 3.11.
In the next sections I present two platforms that mix interaction with hard and soft tangibles on capacitive surfaces. First, I present a tightly structured platform; then, a less constrained
approach; followed by prototypes created by two separate cohorts of undergraduate students.
To explore the concepts I propose, I sought a domain that would engage undergraduate
students and the broader public, particularly as relating to science, using platforms that would
allow immediate and progressively broadening deployments. I found interaction support for the
creation, presentation, and engagement with computationally-mediated research posters to fit well
these constraints. These motivated the development of the Entrada and the Knob-tray platforms.

4.7

Entrada Platform
The Entrada platform, depicted in Figure 4.6, replaces paper posters with screen-based

computationally-mediated systems. A full-size poster can be displayed by a vertical screen (in our
case, 55-60 inch diagonal and 3840 X 2160/4k pixels resolution). Microsoft Surface 3 tablets control
all aspects of the posters (e.g. selecting content, zooming, manipulating 3D models) with an interface
that allows interaction by touch, and by hard and soft tangibles. The tablet interface, is composed of
a 3 by 2 grid, with buttons at the top, and soft tangibles for rotational interaction with finger-touch
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Figure 4.6: Computationally-mediated poster platform Entrada. a) Entrada interface with
one or more large vertical screens, and tablets to control interaction. b) Detail of the Entrada tablet
interface. c and d) Students presenting at the 2017 NSF REU program with the Entrada platform.
or with hard tangibles at the bottom (Figure 4.6b).
The tablet interface was tightly structured, model-based, and automatically generated, with
implementation details managed by system developers (as opposed to poster content creators) [201].
Poster creators define associations between buttons and content for the vertical display. The tablet
interface automatically imports these associations, generating the tablet’s on-screen elements. The
advantage is that users, even without any interface design experience, can implement their posters
and rely on the tablet’s software to create high-quality interfaces that combine multi-touch with
hard and soft tangible interactions. A trade-off is that fewer opportunities for customization are
available.

4.8

Knob-Tray Platform
In contrast to the Entrada platform, the knob-tray platform gives poster creators more free-

dom to create the posters, at the cost of more per-poster software development and less betweenposter interaction consistency. Here, the platform provides basic interface building-blocks, without
any automatically generated elements constraining the design. Poster creators can choose among
several display configurations. Options include a single vertical screen, a single horizontal screen,
two screens (one horizontal and one vertical), or pairs of horizontal or vertical screens; all supporting multi-touch and tangible interaction. The basic building-blocks provided for the prototypes
developed were:
Soft tangible component: I provided poster creators with a class for the implementation of soft tangible objects. These objects could be easily customized and were capable of identifying
our 3D printed or laser cut knobs;
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Figure 4.7: Sample knobs offered with the Knob-tray platform. Multiple configurable knobs
and a library of code samples are offered with this platform. Content creators are responsible for
creating interactive posters based on the code samples that can be widely customized.
Physical knobs: Eight distinct 3D-printed knobs were provided. Users could also opt to design and
3D print their own knobs;
Tray component: Users had the option to use stand-alone soft tangibles or configure a tray with
multiple knobs. Trays made it easier for developers to position multiple knobs within
their screen layouts (Figure 4.7); and
Code samples: A set of sample software code was made available to assist users as they began to
develop with the knob-tray platform.
Both platforms were developed with the Python [19] Kivy library [267]. Two-way communication is handled by OSC [293] messages exchanged between devices controlling and rendering
content. Messages are based on a simplified version of the TUIO protocol [159].

4.9

Creating Posters with the Platforms
In June and July of 2016, the Louisiana State University held the 7th NSF REU (Research

Experience for Undergraduates) program [27]. As with many of the approx. 700 nationally funded
REU programs, all participants were required to create paper-posters by the end of the program
to show their research accomplishments. During this edition, REU participants were invited to
volunteer to create computationally-mediated posters using the Entrada platform, in addition to
paper-posters. Twelve students volunteered. Due to our limited ability to support the students,
five were selected to participate in ten workshop sessions (A sixth student joined in the final week,
without participating in the workshop sessions.) The workshops were designed to help them create
content and design the posters, while providing us with feedback.
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Following the experience developing the Entrada platform, during the Spring semester of
2017, 19 undergraduate students, divided into six groups, created computationally-mediated posters
with the knob-tray platform. This time, the creation of the posters was part of the requirements
for the Tangible Embedded Interaction (TEI) course offered at Clemson University. The course
was mainly attended by senior-year students, and did not require specific programming skills. Each
group was asked to select a topic engaging research groups at the university and to create a poster
presenting that research. Students were also asked to seek user-experience and usability feedback
from the members of the research groups they picked, and from other potential users. Next, we
describe several example posters created with both platforms.

4.9.1

Poster 1: Additive manufacturing of dial-like tangibles
Figure 4.6c depicts a poster developed with the Entrada platform being presented by an

NSF REU student. This poster displayed information about the fabrication of tangible knobs using
3D printing techniques. Some of the knobs presented were similar to those employed in the operation
of other Entrada posters. The student prepared his interactive poster presentation to utilize tangible
knobs, while also explaining how they had been fabricated. The tangibles served as tools to operate
the posters, and most importantly, as points of attraction and promoters of engagement. Viewers
were interested in holding the knobs and trying them on the tablets. They often asked questions
about both the hardware (the tokens themselves) and the software (running the poster). Soft
tangible interactions were also employed, especially when physical knobs were not available (e.g.
after handing knobs to viewers).
This poster was awarded one of two awards given to all paper and digital posters, and was
invited to represent Louisiana State University at the national REU Symposium.

4.9.2

Poster 2: Gravitational waves
The second poster developed with the Entrada platform was about the detection of gravi-

tational waves in the context of the Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO)
[76]. The student chose not to emphasize the use of knobs, instead focusing on implementation of
content and text for different target groups. Most of the interaction occurred either via button-press
or rotation of soft dials with fingers. Although not employing tangibles, this poster gathered sub-
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Figure 4.8: Brain-model poster. a) Student giving a classroom presentation of her poster; b)
Student controls zoom and rotation of the 3D model with soft tangibles; and d) Student touches the
tiles to select a video.
stantial attention from viewers. It employed a variety of animations and short clips to explain the
gravitational waves phenomenon, a concept that would most likely be challenging to present with
a (static) paper-poster. Regarding interaction, buttons were usually employed to change discrete
parameters (e.g. selecting slides), while soft-tangibles were mostly used for controlling continuous
parameters, such as zooming images.

4.9.3

Poster 3: 3D brain-model
The 3D brain-model poster was created with the knob-tray platform (Figure 4.8). The

poster was based on the work of a research group from Clemson University on 3D printing brain
models replicated from human MRI scans. In contrast to the REU posters, this poster was designed
to be a stand-alone system, without the presence of a stand-by presenter.
The development process adopted a user-centered iterative approach. The project began
with pencil and digital storyboards, which were used as a visual basis for coding the program. Soft
and hard tangibles were arranged on a knob tray. The first major project milestone was a rigid, but
functioning, version. Once realized, the development team sought feedback from prospective users
by showing demos to respondents and having them complete questionnaires.
By the end of March, a new version of the system was developed, and soon after, developers
sought more extensive user feedback. Members of the research group and external undergraduate
students from Clemson University were asked to interact with the poster’s interface without guided
instruction. Poster creators observed and recorded the interactions. The users were interviewed
about the program and asked to complete a written follow-up survey.
The final version ran on two paired Microsoft Surface Studio machines; one used in vertical
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Figure 4.9: Vertebrate biomechanics poster. a) Student demonstrating her poster during a
classroom presentation; b) Student “dropping” a knob onto one of the hot-spots to display textual
information; c and d) Student rotates a knob to chose among several habitats for one of the animals.
orientation, and the other used in horizontal. The interface mixed pure finger-touch with hard and
soft tangible interactions. The horizontal display worked as a control panel, featuring seven buttons,
each bound to a specific video. 3D rotation of the brain could be controlled directly by touch on the
vertical screen, and indirectly through the hard and soft dials on the horizontal screen.

4.9.4

Poster 4: Vertebrate biomechanics
Figure 4.9 depicts a vertebrate biomechanics poster. This poster was inspired by Clemson

University’s Creative Inquiry “Comparative Vertebrate Musculoskeletal Biomechanics” project. The
poster displays information on research related to the movement of turtles and fish in their habitats.
The interface consists of a single multi-touch vertical screen for content selection and display.
The tangibles envisioned for this project were 3D printed turtle and fish tokens, and a
rotational parameter-control knob. For interaction, besides parameter-control rotation, students
explored a variation on the “Pick-and-Drop” concept [221], in which users can pick up an object
(i.e., the turtle token) and “drop” it onto the screen to display or manipulate content (at which
point the virtual turtle could “swim free” from the physical token). During lectures, we emphasized
the goal of allowing all actions to be performed in multiple ways (e.g. with tangibles and by touch).
In practice, students did not always achieve this. Some actions strictly required the use of tangibles,
such as selecting content by placing tokens on hot-spots. Other actions, such as video-playback
functions, could be performed with hard tangibles, by finger-touch, or with soft tangibles.
During development, students sought feedback from four participants in two separate sessions of informal evaluation (two per session). Four iterations were developed based on the feedback.
The final poster was visually appealing and viewers found the interaction to be exciting and enjoy74

able.
The implementation of each poster taught lessons regarding how to combine multiple interaction modalities (e.g. multi-touch, hard and soft tangible interaction), how to create and implement
computationally-mediated scientific posters, and how users interact with them. In the next section
I briefly analyze how users chose the interaction modality. Then, I summarize observations and
lessons learned during the development of the posters.

4.10

Interaction Modality Choice
With our platforms supporting hard and soft tangibles, as well as multi-touch elements,

how do users choose among these modes of interaction? Interaction researchers in the multimodal
interfaces field have long noted the criticality of context – e.g., user role, physical locale, parallel
primary or secondary tasks, system properties – to modality selection [236, 276, 275]. We considered
modality choice with our prototypes observing user role and physical locale.
User role: we regard users as in three classes: poster creators, presenters, and viewers,
Physical locale: Two locales have been identified: controlled environment and public setting.
With the Entrada platform, I observed students (as they interacted with the systems creating
and presenting the posters) and viewers during the NSF REU poster session. Following the final
poster presentation, students answered an 11-question Likert-scale questionnaire regarding usability
factors of the Entrada platform and the effectiveness of their presentations. Students were also asked
to comment on their overall impressions. With the knob-tray platform, students were observed
during seven one-hour long development sessions, and three project presentations. By the end of the
course, students were required to produce a written report including questionnaires applied during
the development process of their prototypes. Next, I summarize the observations.

4.10.1

Entrada platform lessons
The uniformity of the tablet control-interfaces generated by the Entrada platform meant

that poster creators adopted similar interaction strategies and modality-choices across the posters,
and viewers could also leverage this familiarity.
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While creating the posters, students tended to use buttons and soft tangibles. Hard tangibles
were mainly used for testing purposes during short periods of time, independently of the activity
performed (e.g. selecting content or zooming an image). Early in the development stage not many
knobs were available, and students had to share them. We suspected that the small number of
available knobs was one cause for their low adoption by the students. As research prototypes, the
physical knobs had some performance quirks (e.g., sometimes requiring pressure to operate), which
was also likely a factor hindering usage. Later, each student received several knobs (and more, upon
request). We noted that the availability of knobs did not change the frequency or duration in which
the knobs were used. Students still preferred soft tangibles and multi-touch interaction during the
development phase.
When presenting the posters in a public setting, most students tended to use all three modes
of interaction (hard, soft tangibles, and multi-touch interaction,) with choice depending on the action
being performed. For selecting content (e.g. moving from one slide to the next), students tended to
use the grid of buttons of the tablet interface. For selecting a function (e.g. zooming, translating),
which involved navigating between multiple discrete choices, buttons were still most often used, but
students also chose hard and soft tangibles to perform this task, frequently using the physical knobs.
For performing an action involving a continuous variable (e.g. zooming in or out), hard and soft
tangibles were used, with a tendency toward directly manipulating the soft tangibles.
The apparent contrasting behavior toward tangibles I observed between users in a controlled
environment (while developing posters in the lab) and in a public setting (while presenting the
posters) seems to be in agreement with observations by others. [102, 238] noted that tangibles tend
to be chosen more often when multiple users are collaborating, and not chosen as often when working
individually.
Besides the student who created poster 1, two other poster creators were particularly enthusiastic about employing tangibles in their presentations. Some design choices appear to have
contributed to their enthusiasm. Both students opted to have two to three tokens, in addition to
a token for controlling the poster, each linking to specific content. During presentation time, the
tokens would be used to summon the content to be displayed. One student used the tokens as
an integral part of his presentation, while the other used the tokens to display additional content
only upon necessity, depending on the audience. In both cases, viewers and presenters seemed to
enjoy the role of tokens as content containers, with the tokens embodying various facets of the topic
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presented.
Viewers of the Entrada posters had the opportunity to navigate them when the student
presenters were not present. In this situation, viewers tended to emulate the interaction patterns
of students. Upon learning that the use of hard+soft tangibles and multi-touch was supported for
all functions, some viewers tried different variations. Many seemed curious about the tangibles and
tried to use them even when they were not the expected choice (e.g. to select slides), indicating
that some choices were driven by curiosity about the tangibles, not necessarily convenience or ease
of use.

4.10.2

Knob-tray platform lessons
The knob-tray platform supports more diverse designs. Consequently, distinct interaction

patterns were implemented by each group. Nevertheless, many similarities were observed between
the prototypes created with the knob-tray platform, and the prototypes created with the more
tightly-structured Entrada platform.
With the 3D Brain Model project, users preferred direct finger-touch (on the brain model
or on the soft tangibles) to rotate the model on the 3D space. For zooming, users sometimes would
pinch-and-zoom, and sometimes use the soft tangibles; few used the hard tangibles.
With the turtle project, the use of hard tangibles was required to select content. With a
well executed, relatively intuitive design, users seemed to feel comfortable using the hard tangibles.
For navigating video playback, as implemented, the use of the hard tangibles did not feel as natural,
with soft tangibles being the preferred mode of interaction.
Similar to the Entrada platform, while performing as developers in a controlled environment,
users tended to use buttons and soft tangibles instead of hard tangibles. Also similarly to the Entrada
platform, while in a public setting, users tended to use all three modes of interaction, if available.
Poster viewers generally seemed more confused by the variety of possibilities and diverse
designs of the knob-tray interfaces when compared to the Entrada platform. The more tightlystructured format of the tablet interface within the Entrada platform seemed more intuitive to
users, although more limiting for developers.
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4.11

Discussion
With poster 1, I observed that tangible knobs can enhance poster presentations by promot-

ing viewer engagement, and that multi-touch, hard and soft tangible interaction can be effectively
combined into a single experience. Viewers were curious and eager to touch and operate the interface
with the tangibles, while the presenter fluidly chose between the interaction modalities available.
With posters 4 and 5, I learned that tangibles can have a down side, sometimes distracting users
and leading them to focus more on the tangibles themselves rather than the poster’s main topic.
I also observed that tangibles seemed to enhance poster presentations only when the presentation was carefully designed to employ them and leverage their characteristics. Otherwise, users
tended to ignore the hard tangibles and use touch (either to operate buttons or the soft tangibles).
Without explicitly integrating tangibles or dynamic content into the presentation, I felt their presence did not intrinsically enhance the experience or attract the attention of viewers. In most cases
I observed, employing tangibles clearly added to the poster presentation experience, attracting and
engaging viewers. Nonetheless, the adoption of soft and hard tangibles by developers and users was
not as high as first anticipated.
Reflecting upon the adoption of soft and hard tangibles, I noted two important challenges.
First, in general, poster developers were familiar with multi-touch interfaces, and unfamiliar with
(soft or hard) tangibles. I did not provide pre-existing posters to avoid unduly biasing content; but
this initially left developers unclear how to integrate and allow users to interact with soft and hard
tangibles. This may have contributed to more limited interface designs and, consequently, poor
adoption of tangibles, especially with the knob-tray platform, which gave developers more freedom
of design.
Second, our prototypes do not yet realize my envisionment of deeply integrated functional
and visual interaction between soft and hard tangibles with “traditional” on-screen elements. The
simple nature of the interactions employed may contribute to relatively modest use of hard and soft
tangibles when compared to the (usual) multi-touch actions.
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Figure 4.10: ReacTable Live! tangibles [53]. The ReacTable Live! includes a set of twenty seven
distinct tangibles.

4.11.1

Analysing Reactable’s Multi-touch, Hard, and Soft Tangible Editions
The Reactable [155] was described in section 3.2.2. While the company still commercializes

the original ReacTable, currently “ReacTable Live!” [53], a number of other products have been
released since the company’s beginnings in the early 2000’s. Together with ReacTable Live!, two
other products are relevant in the context of cyberphysical systems: the ReacTable Mobile [54] and
the ReacTable ROTOR [56].
One of the main goals toward defining the notion of CPIs is to implement, and investigate
systems that can be interacted with purely by multi-touch, but realize their true potential when
combined with other interaction modalities (e.g. tangible). Through the lenses of the CPI concept,
ReacTable has realized three facets of CPI systems with its Live!, Mobile, and ROTOR line of
products: purely tangible, purely multi-touch, and a system that embodies a combination of multitouch and tangible interaction.
The ReacTable Live! is arguably one of the most successful commercially available examples
of tangible user interfaces. Similar to my own approaches toward tangible interfaces, the ReacTable
was “...designed to provide direct and intuitive interaction with sound through objects on a multitouch enabled screen.” [53]. Interaction is mainly driven by twenty seven distinct tangibles (Fig.
4.11). Some of them have on-screen modifiers, which can be accessed by touch.
While the ReacTable Live! is primary a tangible user interface, the ReacTable Mobile is
primarily a mobile multi-touch application. Similarly to the tangible-based system, the mobile
edition expects gestures and touches to be performed, often with both hands. Unconstrained by the
physical nature of hard tangibles, this version gives users the possibility to add a number of new
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(soft) objects to their collections, providing the ability to create more complex and creative musical
pieces.
In the context of combining multiple interaction modalities, perhaps the most exciting edition in this family of musical interfaces is the ReacTable ROTOR. In line with my own vision and
approach for cyberphysical interfaces, the ROTOR unifies multi-touch and tangible interaction in a
single application. Users can use the application just with multi-touch interaction. However, users
can purchase optional ROTOR controllers, to unlock the ReacTable ROTOR’s full potential, bringing the ReacTable tangible music experience to tablets. My notion of CPI extends the capabilities
of the ReacTable ROTOR by including the notion of soft tangibles, which is not considered in the
ROTOR’s interface.

Figure 4.11: ReacTable variations.

a) The ReacTable Mobile is a purely multi-touch interface.

b) In line with the my work and the notion of CPI systems, the ReacTable ROTOR combines multitouch and tangible interaction for commercially available commodity tablet devices.

4.11.2

LAVA mediation engagements
One objective of the platforms presented is to explore hybrid interaction approaches to

extend the capabilities of multi-touch and tangible interaction into composites that exceed the
capacities of any approximation taken individually. This goal was more closely realized with the
Entrada Platform, in particular with its tablet interface (Fig. 4.6b). Combining tangible and multitouch interaction into a single experience provided opportunities to explore a number of facets of the
LAVA heuristics. Figure 4.12 explores these perspectives. The rows compare tangible interaction,
multi-touch interaction, and their hybrids or composites. The columns depict the facets of LAVA. In
particular, “Actionability” is contemplated from two perspectives: discrete actions, and continuous
actions.
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I will consider legibility in terms of the 2D interfaces (since this is usually associated with
multi-touch platforms) in comparison to tangible interaction. 2D interfaces offer high capacity for
customization of shape, color, and even the ability to weave animations into on-screen elements,
allowing for great freedom and control of what each element represents. One arguable limitation
is that elements in 2D interfaces are limited to producing visual stimuli. Tangibles, on the other
hand, can produce multi-sensory stimuli, including, but not necessarily, the use of vision. In particular, the ability of tangibles to be held by users, letting them perceive materials, textures, weight,
temperature, among others, can give developers a larger sensory bandwidth to work with, albeit
exploring some of these possibilities (e.g. the equivalent to 2D animation is shape-shifting, actuated elements) can greatly increase complexity and cost. Hybrid, or composite approaches have
the potential to complement 2D interfaces and tangibles (e.g.) by associating physical objects with
meaningful (animated) 2D representations.
A similar argument can be made in relation to the “actionability” of tangible and multitouch interfaces. Shape, texture, materials, etc. can hint which actions can be performed with a
physical control with a larger sensory bandwidth than 2D interfaces, while these can implement
movements and animations more easily than with physical objects. To avoid this repetition, I chose
to analyze actionability in the context of the Entrada platform as it relates to the types of actions
performed. Two types of actions were provided by the tablet interfaces. Discrete actions, such as
the selection of a slide, or a function, and continuous actions, such as zooming in or out an image, or
rotating an object. As mentioned earlier, users tended to prefer the use of tangibles for continuous
actions, and the use of multi-touch buttons for selecting functions or slides. One possible explanation
is that users (consciously or unconsciously) preferred interaction modalities that matched “natural”
affordances. The continuous rotation of a knob was preferred when continuously zooming an image.
The discrete action of selecting a single slide from a set was more commonly done by discretely
clicking a button. Here, hybrids or composites also seem to present an optimal option. In terms of
“veritability”, I classify tangibles as less veritable than multi-touch interfaces. This is mostly due
to the popularity (and currently even expectation) for multi-touch interaction. I ranked tangible
interaction as more aspirational, given the perceived enhanced interest of users for this mode of
interaction. Important to note that this maybe a response to the “novelty” factor, and not an
intrinsic property associated with tangibles.
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Figure 4.12: LAVA engagements by combining tangible and multi-touch mediations.

4.11.3

Final Remarks
In this chapter, I have introduced the approach mixing multi-touch with “hard” and “soft”

tangible interactors. I illustrated this with two groups of prototypes that support the creation,
presentation, and engagement with computationally-mediated scientific posters, as created by undergraduate students. Within these systems, we and our content creator collaborations have begun
to explore combinations of multi-touch and tangible interactions with dial-like (hard and soft) tangibles.
Neither the templated nor freeform approaches were inherently “better” than the other.
The templated approach facilitated greater focus on content development, increased consistency,
and altogether raised the lower-bound bar on interaction quality and consistency. The second, more
freeform approach allowed greater creativity and flexibility, sometimes facilitating standout results,
while also allowing more marginal variations and sometimes distracting from content creation.
As with other multi-device digital poster systems such as [7], the addition of horizontal
interactive surfaces extends the per-“station” footprint of ours versus traditional paper posters.
Cost, weight, and logistics considerations are also present. With these trade-offs comes the potential
for greater interactivity, and (again as per [7]) the prospect for interacting with many different
posters at a given station. By analogy, web page interactions also have different physical “space
requirements” and functional potentials than do paper pages. Similarly, we see CPIs and paper
posters as holding both similarities and differences, with neither being a direct replacement for the
other.
While my work focused on scientific posters, hopefully the analysis of the ReacTable line of
products has begun to show that it is possible to generalize the concept of CPIs beyond that context.
Looking at the bigger picture, I hope this work helps point to a future where tangible interfaces are
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not intrinsically segregated, but intimately integrated in hybrid ecologies of systems that combine a
number of representational forms, scales, and interaction paradigms.
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Chapter 5

Combining Interaction Modalities:
Tangibles and Virtual Reality
“Was it Laurie Anderson who said that VR would never look real until they learned how
to put some dirt in it?” William Gibson, author of Neuromancer

Following my work combining tangible and multi-touch interaction, this chapter explores
an ecology of cyberphysical devices that implement combinations of tangible and virtual reality
interaction with special focus on the design and fabrication aspects. The VR systems and environments created are sometimes immersive and sometimes non-immersive. Interaction often has a
rotation-based component, however, diverse representational forms are also explored.
Presence and immersion are two key properties of engaging immersive virtual reality experiences. Presence is defined as the subjective experience of being in one place or environment,
even when one is physically situated in another. Immersion is a psychological state, characterized
by perceiving oneself to be interacting with an environment that provides a continuous stream of
stimuli, and experiences [289]. Immersion is related to technical aspects that can help replacing
real-life for synthetic stimuli, and promote isolation from the real world. Arguably, providing VR
users with synthetic visual, auditory, and haptic stimuli makes it possible to accurately generate
almost any virtual environment, in a believable and immersive manner [89].
Current consumer virtual reality devices typically combine headsets, controllers, and other
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Figure 5.1: Combining tangibles and virtual reality. A number of efforts combining tangibles
and virtual reality, with co-located and tracked; immersive and non-immersive strategies.
peripheral sensors for tracking users and artifacts in the virtual environment. While headsets may
provide rich visual and auditory information, tangible interaction within VR is mostly limited to haptic feedback from generic-purpose controllers as (e.g.) Oculus Touch [30], and HTC Vive controllers
[64]. Higher fidelity haptic feedback can be achieved with devices like CyberGlove III [34], Manus
VR [43], among others, but they can ramp-up production costs very quickly, and still lack accurate
vibrotactile feedback for complex objects. The lack of high fidelity interactions and engagement with
tangibles within VR can also be attributed to the complexities of incorporating custom-built tangibles to VR systems, as solutions may involve building custom hardware and integrating additional
layers of software (e.g. for network communication, and tracking).
Lessons learned in research that explore digital fabrication approaches for the augmentation of commercially available commodity devices (complementary to custom-built solutions) may
contribute to evolve the current state of tangible interaction within VR. The combination of Microsoft Surface Dials [45], 3D printing, spatial tracking (e.g.) with the HTC Vive trackers [65], and
software development environments, such as Unity 3D [21] - both as particular products, and as
representatives of broader classes of technology – can be applied to overcome the existing challenges.
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Dials can be tracked in the virtual environment, and facilitate constrained parametric interaction,
providing active and passive haptic feedback. 3D printed (sometimes capacitive) elements can add
physically-representational forms to general-purpose devices for evocative haptic feedback in VR
immersive environments.
I start this chapter by describing the design and fabrication aspects of two preliminary
projects, which combine tangibles and VR. The first employs co-located digital representations and
physical Microsoft Dials. Then, I describe a system which augments a coffee mug with a Microsoft
Dial in an envisioned interface that combines immersive and non-immersive interaction with the mug
controller being used in both interaction modalities. Following the preliminary projects, I describe
several artifacts created for a half-day tutorial session presented in March 2018 at the IEEE-VR
conference, and discuss strategies to effectively combine tangibles and virtual reality.
Beyond the specific functionality of each system, all projects employ approaches to allow
the objects created to be reproducible (via 3D printing or laser cutting), employ commodity devices
such as tablets, and regular consumer-grade multitouch screens, and utilize vintage or niche devices,
such as 5-year-old smartphones, and the Microsoft Surface Dials. This is aligned with the goal of
creating systems and tangible devices which are accessible to the broadest number of people possible.
Fig. 5.2 shows several of the systems developed.

5.1

Co-located Digital and Physical Tangibles
As my initial exploration of systems that combine tangibles and VR, I co-created, with three

other colleagues, an immersive VR simulation in which an active physical knob (a Microsoft Surface
Dial) was co-located with its digital representation. By precisely matching the digital representation
with the physical one, users were able to obtain a believable haptic feedback, which when combined
with the auditory, and visual stimuli generated by the VR system, contributed to an enhanced
perceived immersion, and sense of presence.

5.1.1

A Moral Dilemma Virtual Reality Simulation
What people say they would do may not necessarily be the actions they actually follow

through with, given a particular situation. This concept has been analyzed through psychological
research concerning decisions in moral and ethical dilemmas, such as the Trolley Problem [248],
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Figure 5.2: Designing and fabricating tangibles for VR: Several systems developed combining
tangibles and VR. All systems were part of a half-day tutorial session presented in March 2018 at
the IEEE-VR conference.
where a person must decide to allow a trolley continue on its path and kill five people, or purposely
alter the path of a trolley and kill one person, but save the five others. Several previous studies have
exercised the same task of posing a moral dilemma [254]. In a VR-related study, an adaptation of
the Trolley Problem was created, in which the users have to choose which victims to save from a
shooter [202]. In another instance, the dilemma entails witnessing racial discrimination [100].
This project also implemented a VR simulation for a variation of the Trolley Problem. Inside
a fictitious power plant about to explode, users may open and close two doors remotely, by using
a dial on a control panel to choose which workers to save. By not actively selecting a second door
with the dial, one worker is saved, and five die in the impending explosion. By actively turning, and
clicking the dial to select the second door, five workers are saved, but the user has to accept that
his actions caused one of the virtual workers to die. Figure 5.3a shows a user interacting with the
system during a presentation session.
While a full description of the simulation would contain information about the steps taken
toward (e.g.) creating a sense of urgency in the users, this short description focuses on the tangible
interaction facet of the project. A more detailed description of the project, including development
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Figure 5.3: Virtual reality simulation with co-located virtual and physical dials a) User
interacting with a Microsoft Surface Dial. b) Virtual dial, and control panel, as seen by the user
when wearing the HMD. c) Physical control panel on a tablet. An animated simulation of the control
panel is displayed in the physical control panel.
milestones can be found in Appendix D.

5.2
5.2.1

Implementation Strategies and Tools
VR Room Arrangement
To effectively bring co-located tangibles into VR environments, I had to observe a number

of constraints and carefully plan the space we occupied. I developed the VR simulation in real-life
scale, and accounted for the the shape and size of the room in which the simulation was going to be
presented. Also, the shape and size of the physical control panel (in reality a four-wheel cart) was
also taken into consideration when designing the virtual control panel.
Because users were allowed to walk multiple virtual rooms, each room was carefully designed
to have the space occupied by the physical control panel as a non-walkable area, otherwise users
could inadvertently bump into the physical cart representing the control panel. Three strategies
were employed: a virtual control panel was co-located with the real one (cart), another (virtual)
object with similar size was co-located with the cart, or the area occupied by the control panel was
replaced by a virtual wall.
To promote immersion in users about to experience our VR simulation, and “entertain”
people waiting for their turn, we added two screens to our room. One of them, in vertical position,
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showed the title of our simulation, and displayed images from the HMD’s point of view. The other
display was positioned horizontally, with the Microsoft Surface Dial on top, representing the control
panel. Instead of a “dead” black display, I chose to develop a partially functional Python-Kivy
interface. The interface (Fig. 5.3c) had a spot for the Dial, and displayed in real-time which doors
were opened, and closed as the user turned the physical dial. The addition of the the interface,
contributed positively to the overall immersion of the experience.

5.2.2

Connecting the Microsoft Dial to Unity 3D
I used a Microsoft Surface Dial without any augmentations to control the doors in the moral

dilemma simulation. The first challenge faced was the lack of native support in Unity 3D for the
Microsoft Surface Dials. While developing code to tightly couple the Dial to the Unity 3D platform
was technically possible, arguably with its advantages (e.g. reduced overall system’s complexity), I
chose to loosely couple the Microsoft Dial to Unity 3D, hoping that this strategy could generalize
toward coupling the Dial to a number of other systems, with possibly little to no additional coding
necessary.
Toward that goal, I implemented an architecture as shown in figure 5.4. The Microsoft
Surface Dial is paired via Bluetooth to a Windows-based system. Sometimes a tablet, sometimes a
desktop machine (e.g. the Microsoft Surface Studio desktop machine). A Python-Kivy application
[40] receives callbacks from the Microsoft Surface Dial, and sends specific OSC [293] messages to the
host system running the VR application. Note that Kivy itself was not compatible to the Dial, so
internal Kivy libraries, related to input devices, had to be adapted. Appendix ?? shows an extract

Figure 5.4: Architecture to loosely connect surface dials to VR systems. Each Microsoft
Surface dial is paired to a dial host via Bluetooth LE. Tablets or desktop machines may be used as
dial hosts. Rotation, button clicks, and IDs are sent by the dial hosts to the VR system via OSC
messages.
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of the Kivy-library adapted to receive Dial input.
While I could have chosen several other languages to build an application to “convert and
relay” Dial input into OSC messages (in other opportunities, versions in C-sharp were created),
I chose to implement it in Python-Kivy since it gave me the opportunity to develop multi-touch
interfaces for the machine the Dial is connected to.
On the host machine running Unity 3D, I employed UniOSC [61]. This third-party package
provides easy configuration for sending, and receiving OSC [293] messages generated from Microsoft
Dial inputs, allowing me to map the actions of rotating, and clicking the physical Dial to the virtual
environment.

5.3

Challenges with Co-located Artifacts
Besides the initial setup efforts to precisely co-locate physical, and virtual artifacts, I faced

the challenge of maintaining the objects in their positions as users walked around the room, and
manipulated them. Keeping real-world objects’ positions constantly matching their virtual counterparts was important to maintain usability of the simulation, and to avoid breaks-in-presence [249].
While the task of keeping the cart with the control panel from moving was as simple as locking its
wheels, users would constantly move the Microsoft Dial around, creating a miss-match between the
virtual and digital entities (Fig. 5.5).
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Figure 5.5: Without constraints, users would move the Microsoft Dial from its co-located
position, possibly creating breaks in presence. a) User manipulating dial for the first time,
position of the physical dial nearly matches the virtual one. b) After the first interaction with the
dial, half of the dial is out of the co-located position. c) A couple interactions later, usability is
compromised. Sometimes users would not be able to find the dial without external help, or removal
of the HMD, generating breaks in presence.

Drawing lessons from (e.g.) [259] and [246], I fabricated an adaptable physical constraint
system, based on two acrylic elements. The external element, functions as a frame. Inspired by
[151], it can be firmly attached to the tablet screen with a number of micro-suction tapes [18]. The
second element is held in place by the frame (external element), and has a slot for the Microsoft Dial.
The slot serves as a physical constraint, and keeps the Dial from moving in relation to the display
underneath. This two-piece arrangement allows this physical constraint system to be adapted to
multiple interfaces, without the need to replicate the frame. Figure 5.6 details the elements of the
acrylic constraint, including the micro-suction tape elements employed.
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Figure 5.6: Physical constraint for dials. a) Four micro-suction tapes [18] attaches the frame to
the tablet. b) A slot in the acrylic constraint keeps the Dial from moving.

5.4

User’s Observed Reactions and Comments
Besides the technical knowledge gained with this project, I observed several encouraging

reactions from users related to the use of tangibles in combination with the virtual reality simulation. Besides my own observations, eight students, from those who experienced the Moral Dilemma
simulation during presentation day made informal comments about the experience shortly after
experiencing it.
One repeated reaction I observed was that users pressed hard on the Dial, and sometimes
violently turned it, when they were experiencing the most stressful moments of the simulation (e.g.
when the building was about to explode, and they had to choose one of the doors.) This indicated
to us that the simulation was achieving a considerable level of immersion.
Another fact that indicated high levels of immersion was that when a door, which was
expected to open or close, did not react at the speed imagined by the user, the user would press the
Dial harder, and repeatedly. Some users even commented that they were afraid to have broken the
device, and apologized after the simulation. We had to explain that our team was happy to see that
kind of reaction, and there was no need for apologies.
Users also commented that the combination of visual, audio, and tactile stimuli made the
experience more engaging. Since the simulation involved a stressful situation, users felt that being
able‘ to press and hold something made the experience more real, which would have not been possible
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if the physical dial was not present. Figure 5.7 shows the reactions of one of the users.

Figure 5.7: Reactions from user while experiencing the VR simulation. a) User is trying to
concentrate and listen to the instructions at the beginning of the simulation. b) User interacts with
the Dial. b) User has a strong reaction as the virtual building collapses.

Following the Moral Dilemma project, I implemented another system which combines tangibles and Virtual Reality. This time, I sought to combine immersive and non-immersive VR experiences, with a mug-controller as the unifying element between the two modalities. In addition,
the mug-controller gave me the opportunity to begin exploring artifacts with forms beyond the
cylindrical dials.

5.5

Combining Immersive and Non-Immersive Tangible Interaction
We consume information displayed on screens of many scales, shapes, and arrangements. We

are surrounded by the screens of our smart-watches, smart-phones, computers, TVs, digital outdoor
signs, and beyond. Recently, a new set of screens have been made available to the mass-consumer
market: head-mounted displays, in the context of virtual reality systems.
More often than not, content that may have been created for the scale, and capabilities of
a particular screen may be viewed in several others. Invoking Mark Weiser’s vision of artifacts in
the scale of tabs, pads, and boards [277], a movie made for the large screens of movie theaters may
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be watched on the inch-scale display of a smart-phone, a foot-scale tablet, or with the yard-scale
display of a TV. The type of content, the context, and even personal preference may influence formscale-content choice. Content creators, and consumers may consider the strengths, and limitations
of each format, and choose accordingly.
VR may also serve as a medium for watching movies [28], replicating the desktop environment of a computer [253], or used for social networking [25]. However, considering current HMD
technology, while it enables users to tap into their natural ability to process spatial information
(e.g., by immersing them in virtual environments) [219], watching movies, reading long texts, and
browsing web-sites are still tasks usually associated with 2D screens [85].
When considering (e.g.) scenarios involving scientific content, with prospectively equal
opportunities for creating 3D (e.g., 3D models, data clouds, etc.) and 2D (e.g., text, images, videos)
content, how should one choose the optimal combination of interaction modality, form, and scale
for the content? A 2D interface would fail to optimally communicate 3D content, while a VR
environment would fail to optimally communicate long texts.
Instead of choosing between those two options, I began to explore a platform that enables
the creation of interfaces that combine non-immersive (2D), immersive VR content, and interaction.
Content creators can choose which content to display in the 2D interfaces, and which to display
inside VR environments. A key aspect is that for the most part, content creators, and users can
choose which format best suits them at any given moment. In this context, I do not consider neither
medium as inherently “better” than the other. My aim is to enable the development of interfaces
that work optimally in the spectrum of purely 2D, to purely 3D content, with my greatest interest
on systems that combine both.
In this section I describe the process of developing a prototype created during a semester-long
class project. The prototype has 2D, and VR content that can be engaged by users. It implements a
system developed for a fictitious coffee shop, in which the tables are multi-touch screens, and users
can engage 2D, and VR content while drinking their choice of freshly brewed coffee.

5.5.1

The Kubistor VR Coffee Shop
The word Kubistor is a composition of two German words. kubism [286] was one of the

dominant visual art styles of early 20th century. Cubist paintings show multiple views of a subject
concurrently. Tor, is the German word for gate. The Kusbitor Coffee Shop provides the user with
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Figure 5.8: Kubistor Coffee Shop interface. a) 2D inteface. The mug controller controls the
on-screen dial. b) Detail of the VR dial, as seen by the user wearing the HMD. c) User with the
HMD using the mug to navigate the VR environment.
an experience that combines 2D, and VR interaction modalities in a single system (Fig. 5.8).
The Kubistor coffee shop, uses multi-touch displays as tables. Multi-touch, and the mugcontroller may be used to navigate, and interact with the content in the physical horizontal display.
Users can sip coffee, browse the Internet, read, and watch videos.
Users can also choose to immerse themselves in VR. When they do, they are prompted to
wear an HMD. Users can walk around the physical tables, inside the tracked space of HTC Vive
devices, and explore several virtual spaces. In this mode, the mug controller is used to navigate the
VR world.
Users can experience most of the content in 2D, and in VR, depending on their personal
preference. However, some content is exclusive to one modality, or the other. Users can visit galleries
of images from Brazil, India, and China both in VR, or in 2D. However, they can only navigate VR
simulations of coffee shops from each country when in VR mode.

5.6

Design, Implementation, and Challenges
The physical environment of the prototype for the Kubistor Coffee Shop was built in a

squared space, tracked by an HTC Vive VR system. A horizontal 55-inch multi-touch display was
connected to a machine running a 2D interface, developed with the Unity 3D platform [21].
A second machine was responsible for the virtual reality simulation. In the virtual reality
environment, I employed similar techniques from the previous project to co-locate the physical, and
virtual table-displays.
One challenge during design was to define an interaction paradigm that could function for
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Figure 5.9: Mug Controller. a) Detail of the mug controller. b) Several strategies were employed
to assemble the mug controller. Hot glue attaches a 3d printed disc to the mug. Magnets connect
the mug to the dial. The Microsoft Dial is tightly fit to the 3d printed base. Super glue is used to
attach the magnets, and conductive rubber pads to the base of the mug.
users with, and without the HMDs. Since the chosen scenario was a coffee shop, I sought to find
a way to allow users to continue to drink coffee when migrating from 2D to VR interaction. In
this context, the mug controller was conceptualized. The mug controller can be held by one hand,
while the other hand can rotate, and click the knob at the bottom of the mug. This way, users can
prospectively drink coffee, while interacting with the VR environment. Connection of the Microsoft
Surface Dial in the mug, with the host system employs the same approach as previously described.
Contrary to the previous system, this time the Microsoft Dial is tracked when in contact with the
2D display.
In 2D, when the mug is pressed, a small radial menu appears around its the base. Rotating
the mug allows the selection of multiple options. In VR, by clicking the mug, a large radial menu
appears in front of the user, and rotating the mug allows selection of options.

5.6.1

Fabricating the mug controller
To create the mug controller, several materials and strategies were employed (Fig. 5.9).

One of the objectives what to couple the Microsoft Surface Dial to the base of the mug in such a
way that it could be removed (e.g.) for washing it. To that end, a thin (approx. 2 mm) flat round
piece of 3D printed thermoplastic containing four magnets was permanently attached to the bottom
of the mug with hot glue. Since the bottom of Microsoft Surface Dials also contains magnets, I was
able to connect each piece with enough strength to allow users to safely manipulate the mug and
the Dial.
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To account for aesthetics, black PLA thermoplastic was used to 3D print a housing for the
Microsoft Surface Dial. The Microsoft Surface Dial was fit to this piece tightly, without the need
for any additional adhesives.
These three strategies of using adhesives (e.g. hot glue), magnets, and mechanical fit employed in this project were later extended, and used in a number of different projects combining
tangibles and virtual reality.

5.7

Exploring Fully Tracked Devices
Having explored scenarios with co-located dials, and scenarios combining immersive, and

non-immersive VR simulations, I next describe one instance involving a tangible fully tracked in the
3D space.
While it is possible to custom build trackers, with prospectively several advantages over
purchasing them (e.g. having freedom to customize its size and shape), I decided to work with a
commercially available variant, the HTC Vive tracker [65], due to its wide availability, and popularity.
To this end, I designed and developed, with Ayush Bhargava, a fellow Ph.D. student at
Clemson University, the VRFishing Rod simulation, which was part of a tutorial session at the 2018
IEEE VR conference.
Building upon the experiences described previously in this chapter, the tutorial explored the
topics of tracking, augmenting, and combining fabricated, and commercially available commodity
devices within virtual reality environments. In this context, I designed and built the VRFishing
Rod, the VintagePong Controller, among others (appendix F – Fig. 12, 14). The 3-hour workshop
was attended by aprox. 50 participants. They were presented with theory, hands-on activities and
demos, giving them a chance to try out several devices.
In appendix F, I describe the design, build, and deployment of the VRFishing Rod simulation
through the lenses of the fullborn framework discussed there. In this chapter, I’ll focus on the
structure of the object, and its connection architecture.
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Figure 5.10: Components of the VRFishing Rod. The Microsoft Surface Dial inside the fishing
rod allows sensing rotational movements, and dial presses. The HTC vive Tracker allows tracking
in 3D space.

5.7.1

VRFishing Rod Overview and Connection
The VRFishing Rod is composed of three main components: a 3D printed body, a Microsoft

Surface Dial, and a HTC Vive tracker. Fig. 5.10 detail those components.
Similarly to previous approaches, the Microsoft Surface Dial is loosely connected to the VR
host system, while the HTC Vive Tracker connects natively to Unity. The complexity is, therefore,
not greatly increased by the addition of the HTC Vive tracker (Fig. 5.11).
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Figure 5.11: Connection Schema for the VRFishing Rod.

5.8
5.8.1

Discussion
Microsoft Dial based systems
The efforts described in this chapter, toward combining tangibles and VR, demonstrate a

number of recurring themes of my work: proposing, and implementing software strategies to connect physical objects to computational systems, fabricating new artifacts, and augmenting existing
commercially-available ones, often re-purposing them toward new applications, exploring combinations of interaction modalities, and exposing the systems developed to a number of people, often out
of the lab environment.
Most of my work evolved around utilizing Microsoft Surface Dials in a number of forms.
Sometimes naked Dials were used, sometimes the Dials were augmented with 3D printed parts, or
attached to other artifacts. While I find the cylindrical form-factor of the Dials immensely attractive
to the type of adaptations, and augmentations my work invites, the same cannot be said when it
comes to Microsoft Dial’s software interface (API).
The Microsoft Surface Dial is viewed by Microsoft as a peripheral such as a keyboard, or
a mouse. These devices are based on the Human Interface Devices (sometimes called the Human
Input Devices) or HID specification [60]. A limitation of this approach is that input from multiple
devices of the same kind are not recognized individually. For example, connecting two keyboards
does not cause programs to have two cursors on screen. Connecting two mice will not cause the
system to display two pointers.)
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Figure 5.12: LAVA engagements by combining tangible and virtual reality mediations.
In most systems involving tangibles, being able to identify individual input from multiple
artifacts is a necessary feature. While it is possible to implement extensions to the HID protocol for
the Dials (also called wheels withing Windows operating system), this solution requires each new
system interfacing with the Dial-as-a-tangible to also be adapted to work with a new HID-extended
Dial driver.
I chose to loosely connect the Microsoft Dial with other systems, instead of adapting the
HID API of the Dials. On the down side, with this approach (as shown in Fig. 5.4, and Fig. 5.11),
each Dial must be connected to an individual machine running a Windows operating system. I
chose to use tablets. This was not the least expensive, but was the least cumbersome solution. Dial
inputs are converted to Open Sound Control ([293]) messages within the tablets, and relayed to
host systems. The OSC protocol is readily available as libraries, or add-ons in a number of systems,
which are able to listen and interpret to such messages.
More important than the loose coupling strategy I propose, is the recognition that operating
systems still have long ways to go to help realize the vision of wide spread tangible interfaces. While
this work celebrates a dial-like tangible, which is mass produced, and natively compatible with one
of the most popular operating systems in history, basic capabilities relevant to the development of
tangible user interfaces were still left unsupported. In October 2017, I inquired Raymond Chen,
a senior developer at Microsoft, in a Microsoft maintained git-hub forum about the possibility of
having Microsoft support distinction of multiple input from Dials. His answer was negative [51].

5.8.2

LAVA mediation engagements
One objective of this chapter is to explore hybrid interaction approaches to extend the

capabilities of tangibles and VR interaction into composites or hybrids that exceed the capacities
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of any approximation taken individually. Combining tangible and VR interaction into a single
experience provided opportunities to explore a number of facets of the LAVA heuristics. Figure
5.12 explores these perspectives. The rows compare tangible interaction, VR interaction, and their
hybrids. The columns depict the facets of LAVA.
Legibility in VR can be explored, in many ways, similarly to legibility in tangibles. Shape,
volumes, colors, and materials can be (re)created to give an artifact or control a meaningful representational form. However, considering current VR technology (in particular consumer grade),
VR is limited to providing visual, auditory, and (limited) tactile feedback – mainly provided by
generic-purpose controls with some form of vibro-tactile capability. Texture, weight, temperature,
are not usually present in VR simulations. This is something that tangible interfaces can contribute
to the legibility of systems within VR environments. A similar argument can be made in relation
to actionability. Substituting general-purpose controls for special-purpose ones, effectively matching
visual appearance with form, leads to an enhanced perceived affordance (Rotating a virtual dial on
screen while holding a physical dial is more intuitive than rotating it while holding a generic-purpose
controller). This may also have impacts in other factors associated with actionability, such as learnability and memorability. The “explicit” affordance of tangibles may render them easier to learn
and remember, when compared to (e.g.) an HTC Vive controller, which has at least a half-dozen
triggers and controls.
In terms of veritability, both systems share a sense of novelty. However, given VR’s current
mass-market adoption, I consider it more veritable than tangible systems. I consider both to be
aspirational, capturing the minds of users in what such systems may promote, and become as they
mature.
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Chapter 6

Evaluating the Effects of
Calibration on the Near-field Size
Perception of Tangibles in VR
“Reality is merely an illusion, albeit a very persistent one.” Albert Einstein
“We can only see a short distance ahead, but we can see plenty there that needs to be
done.” Alan Turing

While the previous chapter explores combining tangibles and VR from a design and fabrication perspective, this chapter analyses such systems from a perception-action point of view, with
potential implications on how we design and fabricate tangibles for interfaces combining tangible
and VR interaction.
It is often important to create immersive virtual environments (IVEs) and user interaction
metaphors that closely replicate real world situations, specially for simulations involving training
[239], education [217], rehabilitation [117], and therapy [137]. However, distortions in human perception are known to potentially degrade training outcomes, experience, and performance in VR [121].
For example, users find it difficult to provide accurate distance estimates while wearing HMDs,
consistently underestimating distances between themselves and other objects in IVEs [288, 166].
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We perceive the environment, at a low-level, based on the sensory information provided by
our basic senses (e.g. of vision, smell, touch, taste, etc...). However, we continuously act based on
judgements that rely on higher levels of perception, such as perceived affordances [191]. For example,
when we reach for a cup resting on top of a table, we don’t attempt to consciously estimate the
distance we must move our hands from its current position until reaching the cup, and we don’t
actively estimate the size of the cup in comparison to the size or our hands to judge if we can hold
it. The low-level senses of proprioception, vision, and touch that support our judgement of distances
and sizes, are combined into the higher-level perception of affordances, such as graspability [135].
Similar arguments can be made for our judgements of passability (our ability to walk through a
door gap) [273], among others. However, since higher levels of perception are based on low-level
sensory input, we need to understand basic low-level perception such as size, temperature, color,
and distance to fully comprehend higher level perceptual constructs such as affordances.
Our senses, however, are not static. They are constantly being calibrated to accommodate
for changes in the body and in the environment that may occur both in the long and short terms.
As we grow older, throughout our childhood development, bones grow and muscle mass increases,
gradually changing the relationship between motor commands and motion of the limbs [241], and
we must constantly adapt to these changes. Disease and age can also gradually affect the strength
of muscles. Such changes, however, can also occur quite fast.
At airports, it is common to encounter moving walkways that are designed to transport
people across short to medium distances. Moving walkways can be used by standing or walking
on them. While entering or exiting, and when walking, users experience a short term calibration.
When walking in the walkway, users are able to quickly calibrate to the fact that with each step
they take their vision perceive their bodies as moving longer distances. Upon leaving the walkway,
users are again able to quickly calibrate back. It follows that to maintain performance, our brain
needs to be “robust” to these short and long term changes through calibration [241].
A number of researchers have explored calibration in the real world [270, 94, 225], and in
virtual environments [120, 170, 196]. Perhaps the oldest record of a visuo-motor adaptation is an
1867 report by Hermann von Helmholtz [270]. He asked subjects to point with their finger at targets
while wearing prism lenses. The lenses displaced the visual field laterally. When the displacement
was to the left, participants initially had errors (overshoot) in that direction, but with some practice,
they learned to compensate for the visual displacement. Helmholtz observed that as soon as the
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prisms were removed, subjects made erroneous movements to the right of the target. This became
known as an aftereffect of calibration. Rock and Harris [227] also carried out a series of experiments
related to visuo-motor calibration. They used a glass surface that was just below the eye level
of a seated subject and had a row of labeled rods standing upright on the glass as targets. The
experiments had three parts: pretest, calibration and post-test. In the pretest they covered the
glass surface with a black cloth so that the subject could see the targets but not his hands. He was
asked to point at various rods from below the glass. The pretest determined the subject’s responses
to the tests that would be compared to the responses he would be giving after calibration. During
calibration, the subject wore prism goggles for three minutes and the prisms shifted his visual field
11 degrees to the right or the left (causing a shift of about four inches at arm’s length). The subject’s
task was to point repeatedly with one hand at the center target. During calibration, the cloth was
removed, so the subject could see his hands. Initially, he tended to miss the targets due to the
prisms, but quickly became more accurate. After calibration, the subjects showed a large shift in
pointing with the adapted hand during the post-test.
In VR, calibration has been suggested as a solution to the consistent underestimation of
distances between users and other objects that they experience while immersed in virtual environments. By interacting with the virtual environment the user experiences a training period (with
visual and/or haptic feedback) which calibrates their visuo-motor perception regarding their actions
within the immersive virtual environment (IVE). This has been shown to be a simple way to improve accuracy of distance estimation, without having to resort to more expensive solutions, such
as graphically scaling the virtual environment [78, 121]. However, most VR research has focused on
calibration associated with mid and far field depth perception.
As we interact with people, devices, and a variety of objects in our daily activities, we
constantly make judgements not just of distance, orientation, color, but also size in relation to objects
that are close to us, in the near field of our perception. As VR tracking technology evolves, this also
becomes true in the context of IVEs, and is a central component of several interfaces proposed by this
dissertation, which combine VR and interaction with tangible knobs. Understanding the perception
of size, in turn, may also allow us to gain deeper understanding of higher levels of perception, such
as graspability affordance. Therefore, it is important to understand the perception of size in the
near-field, and possible distortions caused by immersion in virtual environments.
Several research efforts have explored the impact size and appearance of virtual and real
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hands have in the perception of size of objects in IVEs[177, 157, 179, 207]. However, we find a gap
in the literature with regards to the effects of calibration on the perception of size of objects in the
near-field while users are immersed in VR.
It is known that users perceive a depth compression in VR. Therefore, users may also find
it difficult to estimate sizes in IVEs, since size and depth perception are related to each other [194].
Based on previous results related to depth perception and calibration [78, 121], calibration may
also be a simple way to improve size estimation accuracy. Also, if users’ perception of size can be
calibrated (to some degree) to perceive physical and virtual objects of divergent sizes as having the
same sizes, the development of interfaces combining tangibles and VR can potentially be simplified
and costs reduced. For example, existing tangibles of a given size could potentially be used as
physical representations of tangibles of identical (but not equal) sizes. Also, tangibles created with
design and fabrication approaches that may not produce objects of high dimensional accuracy, but
are perhaps cheaper, or more widely available, may be indistinguishable, from a perceptual point of
view, from tangibles created with more accurate (and possibly more costly) approaches once users
perceptions are calibrated.
In this study, we report the results of an empirical evaluation examining the carryover effects
of calibration in VR to one of two perturbations on the size of tangible dials in the near-field of
perception: i) Divergent Plus condition, in which the diameter of physical knobs are 10% larger
in size than their virtual representations, ii) Divergent Minus condition, in which the diameter of
virtual dials are 10% larger in size than the physical ones. We also examine the accuracy of estimates
of diameter in vision-only and haptics-only conditions.

6.1
6.1.1

Related Work
Perceiving Tangibles in VR
Physically touching in VR has been shown to enhance realism [138]. Moreover, affordances

are learned via associative relations between object properties and our actions [145] therefore, by
providing users with object properties beyond vision, they are better equipped to correctly perceive
the affordances of (virtual) environments and individual objects in it, allowing for more immersive
VR experiences and more effective (e.g. training) simulations. Refer to chapter 2.1.2 for further
related work on combining tangibles and virtual reality.
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6.1.2

Spatial and Size Perception in VR
The space around us can be categorized into three main regions: personal space (near-field),

action space (medium-field), and vista space (far-field). These regions may slightly overlap but, in
general, personal space is the area within a typical users arm reach, action space is beyond personal
space up to roughly 30m, and vista space is considered all further distances [110]. There are several
known differences between spatial perception in REs and VEs. Egocentric distance – the subjectively
perceived distance from the self to an object – is known to be consistently reported shorter in VEs
than in REs [147], with the mean estimation about 74% of the modeled distances [223]. This
distance estimation is influenced by several factors such as measurement methods, technical, and
human factors. Especially for objects at a distance (beyond an arm’s length), this distortion in depth
perception may also lead us to perceive an object size as smaller, since size and depth perception are
related to each other [208]. Size perception depends on depth cues combined with retinal size of an
object. Therefore, in controlled studies investigating size perception, the IVEs created reproduce,
as much as possible, environments that are rich in depth cues. In this study, as we analyse the
perception of size tangibles in IVEs, a number of elements surrounding participants in the RE, such
as testing apparatus, tables, computers, floors and walls were also reproduced in the IVE to provide
them with rich cues, similarly to what they would experience in the RE.

6.1.3

Body-based Scaling
Another factor that may impact the size perception of objects is body-scaling. How we

perceive the size depends on how we recognize the relationship between the self and the environment
[208]. Body-based scaling is the notion that apparent object sizes are perceived relative to one’s
body, in which our body is a “perceptual ruler”in relation to which optical information is re-scaled
[216]. Thus, as we perceive our own body size as large, we perceive the size of objects as smaller
than the actual size, and vice-versa [178], and in VR this is specific to a participants avatar body,
and independent from other avatars or objects [177]. When studying the near-field visuo-haptic size
perception of tangible objects of graspable sizes, (real or avatar) hands may constitute a confounding
variable that may skew the perception positively or negatively depending on each participant’s own
perception of the size of their bodies. Prior studies have covered the human hand when studying size
perception [227], but others have also controlled for the shape, appearance and size of hands when
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properties such as graspability perception were studied [157, 177, 104, 179]. In this study we follow
the example set by Rock and Harris [227] when studying the size perception of objects (covering the
hands of participants during trials and allowing them to see their hands during calibration), we do
not track the hands of users in VR.

6.1.4

Near-field Size Perception in VR
Several efforts have explored the hand as a body-based scale for the perceived size of objects.

A number of efforts explore the influence of the size and shape of a virtual hand on the perceived size
and shape of virtual objects [157, 177]. Jung et al. [157] used a personalized hand (in comparison
to a generic avatar hand) in VR to improve object size estimation by participants that were asked
to first look at a box, memorize its size, and than go to VR to report the perceived size in two
conditions: relative and absolute size matching. In the relative size matching participants were
instructed to scale a virtual box with their hands to match the size of one of the two physical boxes
(sizes: 15.5 or 20 cm) that they had previously seen. In the absolute size matching participants had
to scale the virtual box to match an absolute size (equal width, height, and depth) of the box. The
absolute size (sizes: 5 or 38 cm) was communicated verbally to them without a physical reference
that could be used as a relative cue. The impact of the presence of hands was demonstrated by the
fact that better estimations were obtained with personalized hands.
In another work demonstrating the role of hands as a body scale for objects in the near-field
of perception, Linkenauger et al. [177] conducted a series of four studies in which participant saw
a virtual ball of several sizes and had also several hand sizes. The task involved estimating the size
verbally with a scale from one (bean) to 10 (basked ball). As a result they confirmed the effect of
lager hands leading to perceiving objects as smaller in VR environments in a similar way as what
occurs in REs [227].
I was not able to locate studies investigating the near-field size perception of tangible objects
in VR when the hands (real or avatar) are not present.

6.1.5

Perception Calibration
A large number of research efforts explore visuo-motor calibration in the real world [94, 225]

as well as in IVE’s [170, 196] in the action space. To overcome the problem of seeing the world
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as compressed in VR, some suggested that users’ interactions with the IVE could improve distance
estimation in a relatively short amount of time [78, 154, 162]. More recent research on the effects of
visuo-motor calibration in an IVE has studied the different forms of sensory feedback. For instance,
Altenhoff et al. [78] investigated whether visual and haptic feedback could improve depth judgments.
In that work, participants’ distance estimates were measured before and after their interaction with
near field targets using both visual and haptic feedback. The result of their study showed that the
users’ performance significantly improved after the visuo-motor calibration interactions. Ziemer et
al. [301] showed that participants calibrate to a perturbed visual information or walking speed in
either real world or IVE using blindfolded walking technique. Additionally, their results indicate
that with imagined walking technique, calibration has an effect only when visual information was
distorted. Others have explored calibration in the near-field depth estimation [119, 120]. As an
example, Ebrahimi et al. [120] investigated carryover effects of calibration to inaccurate visual
feedback, with participants making reach estimates to near-field targets in the IVE. In this work,
proprioceptive feedback was shown to calibrate distance judgments quickly within an IVEs.
Distortions in depth perception may also lead to distortions in the perception of size, since
size and depth perception are related to each other [208]. To the extent that calibration has been
shown to improve accuracy in depth perception, we intend to verify the effect of calibration in the
perception of size of tangible objects of graspable sizes in the near-field of users immersed in IVEs.

6.1.6

Contributions
In this study, we investigate the carryover effects of calibration of size perception to inac-

curate visuo-haptic feedback, with participants making size estimates of the diameter of tangible
knobs in their near-field while in IVEs.
Similarly to [227], this hierarchical mixed design study has three phases: pretest, calibration,
and post-test. Participants were randomly divided in two groups, each receiving one of two feedback
treatments during the pre- and post-test phases. During pre- and post-tests, the first group reported
on the estimated size of knobs after observing virtual knobs through HMDs, but not being allowed
to physically touch them. The second group was asked to report on the estimated size of knobs after
touching the physical knobs, but not being allowed to see them (the virtual knobs were removed
from the VR scene). During the calibration phase two perturbation conditions on the size of tangible
knobs were introduced: i) Divergent Plus condition, in which the diameter of physical knobs are
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10% larger in size than their virtual representations, ii) Divergent Minus condition, in which physical
knobs are smaller, and the diameter of virtual dials are 10% larger in size than the physical ones.
During calibration participants were asked to observe and physically interact with the knobs by
holding and rotating the dials a couple of times. Half of the participants from each group were
calibrated in the Divergent Minus condition, and half in the Divergent Plus condition.
In each of the pretest and post-test conditions participants were exposed to 16 randomlyselected distinct sizes of knobs, and reported on their perceived diameters 3 times, totaling 48 trials
for each of these phases. During the calibration phase, participants were exposed to eight pairs of
(virtual x physical) knobs three times, totaling 24 pairs, totaling 120 trials.

6.2

Research Questions and Hypothesis
This study aims at answering the following research questions:

• RQ1: How does visual feedback only as compared to haptic feedback only affect the size
perception of tangibles?
• RQ2: To what extent does visuo-haptic fine motor interaction calibrate near-field size perception of tangible interfaces in VR?
For RQ1, we will compare data collected in the pretest phase of the experiment. It is hypothesized there will be a difference between haptic feedback only and visual feedback only conditions
in the perceived size of tangibles in VR.
For RQ2, it is hypothesized that calibration will occur both in the haptic feedback only and
in the vision only conditions in the near-field perception of size of tangibles in VR.

6.3
6.3.1

Experiment Methodology and Procedure
Participants
A total of 32 participants were recruited for this study, with 16 allotted per feedback condi-

tion (haptics-only or vision-only). The average age range of participants was 24 years and 12 of the
participants were females. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They received
ten-dollar Amazon gift cards as financial compensation for their participation.
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6.3.2

Apparatus and Materials

6.3.2.1

General Setup
Figure 6.1 depicts the apparatus developed for the experiment. Participants were sat and

positioned between the reporting screen – a vertically oriented, large (approx. 55 inches diagonal)
multi-touch screen and the tracking table – a small (14” x 20”inches) rectangular surface capable
of tracking the rotation of removable 3D printed dials. Participants were also equipped with a VR
head-mounted display.

Figure 6.1: General setup a) Participant sitting between the tracking table and reporting screen
while wearing a head-mounted display. b) Detail of the participant holding one of the knobs. c)
Participant reports perceived size by touch. d) Several of 3D printed the knobs.

The tracking table was developed to track the rotation of 3D printed dials of multiple
diameters. The device utilizes a Microsoft Surface Dial underneath the wooden surface to sense
rotation. Sixteen dials of distinct diameters were 3D printed (eight base dials with diameters (in
mm) of 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, and eight with diameters increased by 10% in relation to the
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base set (in mm): 44, 49.5, 55, 60.5, 66, 71.5, 77, 82.5). Since all 3D printed dials share a similar
mechanical coupling structure, dials can be easily coupled to the Microsoft Surface Dial underneath
the tracking table, and can be switched in seconds. To ensure that the the tracking table remains
co-located with its virtual counterpart, two clamps firmly attach the tracking table to a desk.
All 3D printed dials were designed with the same height and general appearance. The only
variable design characteristic is their diameters. All dials were fabricated using 1.75 mm HatchBox
gray PLA [68], and were 3D printed using the FDM 3D printer Original Prusa I3 MK3 [72] with 0.4
mm nozzle. Figure 6.2 shows details of the tracking table.

Figure 6.2: Tracking table A Microsoft Surface Dial underneath the wooden table, augmented
with 3D printed structures, allows multiple 3D printed dials to be coupled and manually switched in
seconds.
The reporting screen was developed so that participants can report the perceived diameter
of knobs by changing the size of a circle displayed on the screen. Participants can change the size
by sliding their fingers anywhere on screen to the left of the message bar, and press the message bar
(when appropriate) to confirm their choice of diameter. I employed a Microsoft Surface Studio as
the hardware platform, and built the reporting screen interface with Unity 3D. Figure 6.3 shows the
reporting screen and details of its interface.
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Figure 6.3: Reporting Screen a) A Microsoft Surface Studio was employed as a multi-touch screen
surface. The interface developed has to areas, the area highlighted in orange is the reporting area.
To the right, we find a bar that serves both to give messages to the participant, and as a button that
the participant presses to accept a reported diameter. b) Participant sliding his finger anywhere on
screen to chose a diameter. c) Participant pressing the button/bar to report the size.

Besides the reporting screen, and tracking table the experiment also consisted of a desktop
machine running the VR simulation and exchanging messages with both the tracking table and the
reporting screen. We utilized a desktop machine with the Intel Xeon W-2123 CPU, 64 GB of RAM
and an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 graphics card. Figure 6.4 shows details of the architecture
developed to support this experiment.

6.3.3

Selecting the Reporting Strategy
A number of reporting strategies have been employed such as verbal reporting [177], physi-

cally scaling a virtual 3D object in VR [157], visually matching objects by pointing, or drawing in
the RE [227], and matching a virtual on-screen image with a physical object (using the keyboard
arrows to set the sizes in a non-immersive simulation) [179]. None of the previous work identified
adopted our approach, in which the size of the perceived object is reported by interacting with a
physical multi-touch screen, co-located with its simulated replica in the IVE.
One reason for this approach is to avoid having users verbally express the perceived sizes
since that would be too imprecise. While tracking hands and fingers to use as a reporting strategy
was technically a possibility, we wanted to avoid the influence of avatar’s hands as a body-based
scale, as discussed in section 6.1.3. Besides, participants could also possibly hold the posture of their
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hands after touching the dials in the haptic condition, which was not desired.
By having participants interact with the vertical multi-touch screen, participants report
the perceived sizes with different channels (or body actions) from the ones they used to perceive
the dials. Participants perceived the size either by looking, or by holding and rotating the dials
horizontally, and reported by sliding (usually a single finger) on a vertical screen. This kept users
from just transposing the perceived haptic size, or utilizing any form of muscle memory to influence
their reports.

Figure 6.4: Connection Schema between the tracking table, reporting screen, and VR
host machine The Microsoft Surface Dial on the tracking table is connected via Bluetooth LE to
the Microsoft Surface Studio Machine running the reporting screen. This machine exchanges OSC
messages with the VR host machine, which runs the main VR simulation and is connected to the
VR gear (HMD and controlers) via cable.

6.3.4

Visual Aspects
Participants wore an HTC Vive HMD. The resolution of the HMD is 1080 x 1200 pixels

per eye (2160 x 1200 pixels combined) for viewing the stereoscopic virtual environment. The field
of view of the HMD is 100 horizontal degrees and 110 vertical degrees. The IVE was calibrated to
render a carefully registered virtual model of the physical environment. The virtual model of the
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experimental room and apparatus were created to resemble the physical room and apparatus in terms
of size, scale, and appearance. Fusion 360 and Maya were used to create an accurate virtual replica
of the experimental apparatus and surrounding environment. The 3d models of dials, and other
3D printed elements, such as the tracking table’s clamps, were used both to fabricate the physical
artifacts, and in the virtual environment simulation, so that they dimensions and appearance were
identical. The simulation was designed so that the virtual dials also had their textures carefully
replicated so that users would visually perceive their rotation in the IVE. Figure 6.5 shows screen
shots of the virtual environment, tracking table and reporting screen.

Figure 6.5: Virtual models developed for this study a) Experimental room replicating the real
experimental room. b) Reporting screen. c) Tracking table, d) Researcher GUI.

6.3.5

Study Design
This study, depicted by Figure 6.6, has a hierarchical mixed design, with the predicted size

of dials as dependent variable, and three independent variables:
1. IV1: Session, with two levels: pretest, and post-test.
2. IV2: Feedback condition, with two levels: vision only and haptics only.
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3. IV3: Divergence, which is nested between IV1 and IV2, with two levels: divergent minus and
divergent plus.

Figure 6.6: Study Design. In this hierarchical mixed design study the independent variable Divergence is nested within the independent variables Feedback condition and Session.

6.3.6

Tasks
The task involved participants estimating the diameter of knobs immediately after perceiving

their sizes either by looking or physically interacting with them by touch.
During the pretest and post-test phases, participants were asked to either look or touch the
dials presented to them (according to the feedback condition), followed by reporting their perceived
sizes. During the calibration phase, participants were asked to both look and touch the dials to
perceive their sizes. However, they were not asked to report on the perceived sizes in the calibration
phase.
To get participants to interact with the dials more naturally, when touching the dials,
participants were also asked to rotate the dials a couple of times as this action better characterizes
interactions with tangible knobs in REs. The rotation of the dials was tracked, so that they would
not just haptically perceive the rotation, but also see the rotation in the IVE.
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6.3.7

Procedure
Participants were greeted and asked to read and sign a consent form upon arrival. They

were verbally reminded that they could quit at any time. After consenting to participate in the
study, participants filled out a demographics survey followed by the simulator sicknessquestionnaire
(SSQ) [163]. The subjects were then randomly assigned to one of the two experimental feedback
conditions. Next, I describe the procedural sequence for participants in the conditions.
1. After filling out the surveys, participants were asked to sit between the tracking table and the
reporting screen. The instructions did not mention anything about the sizes of the dials, or
how they would possibly be combined between their physical and virtual versions because we
did not want to prime participants.
2. The interpupillary distance of the participant’s eyes were measured with the smartphone app
PD Meter [69]. In this process, a picture of the face of the participant was taken, and the
interpupillary distance calculated by the app. The researcher would then use this information
to calibrate the interpupillary distance setting in the HMD.
3. Users were asked to put on the HMDs and experience by vision and touch both the tracking
table and the reporting screen for some moments. Users were than asked to face the reporting
screen, and were instructed to follow the messages displayed by the reporting screen so they
would know when to turn to the tracking table, and when to wait. They were also instructed
on how to enter their estimated values for each trial.
4. Following this, participants began perceiving the size of dials, and entering their responses.
During the pre-test phase, participants were expected to turn their chair between the position facing the tracking table and facing the reporting screen. At the beginning of a trial
participants would face the reporting screen showing the message “Wait to begin next trial”.
Meanwhile, a researcher would place the appropriate dial in the tracking table (when appropriate) and click the “Start Trial” button on the VR host machine. Participants would then
receive the message “Turn around to begin next trial” on the reporting screen. At this point,
participants were instructed to turn to the tracking table, and take as long as desired examining the dial before reporting the estimated size, independently of the condition (vision only,
or haptics only), most participants took anywhere between 5 and 10 seconds. In the haptic
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condition, participants were also requested to rotate the dials at least a few degrees. Briefly
after, when participants indicated they had sufficiently perceived the dial, they were instructed
to turn their chairs toward the reporting screen and report the size immediately after turning.
With a virtual replica of the reporting screen (and other RE elements) displayed in VR, users
would touch the physical reporting screen with their fingers, and visualize that action in VR,
with the exception that we opted not to track hands (to avoid body-scaling effects). Once they
estimated the size, they would press the message bar that read “Press to end trial”. Upon
pressing, the estimated size was recorded, and a new trial would begin with the message “Wait
to begin next trial” being displayed to the participant once again.
5. After estimating the diameter of 48 randomly selected dials in the pretest phase (16 distinct
dials three times), users were exposed to the calibration phase. During this phase, participants
were asked to turn toward the tracking table from their original positions facing the reporting
screen to both touch and look at the dials to perceive their sizes. However, they were not asked
to report on the perceived sizes. When touching, they were also asked to rotate the dials a few
degrees, as this action better characterizes interactions with tangible knobs in REs, instead of
just touching them.
6. After experiencing (with vision and haptic stimuli) eight randomly selected combinations of
(physical x virtual) dials three times, totaling 24 pairs, users would begin the post-test phase.
7. The procedure of the post-test phase was the same as the pretest phase.
8. After completing the post-test phase, participants filled out another instance of the SSQ [163],
and the Presence Questionnaire [289], POMS [240], and Nasa TLX [142]. Their financial
compensation was handed to them, and they were dismissed. Each participant took on average
one hour to complete the experiment.

6.3.8

Data Collection
Apart from the survey responses, and reported estimated sizes for each trial, we also recorded

simulation-based data like the position and orientation of the participant’s HMD, the inputs received
by the Microsoft Surface Dial in the tracking table, the movement (frame by frame) of the participants finger-touch on the reporting screen, and the moment both researchers and participants began
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and ended each trial by interacting with on-screen buttons. However, the analysis will focus users’
predicted sizes of dials.

6.4
6.4.1

Results
Comparing pretest data between visual and haptic feedback
The analysis began by comparing pretest results between visual and haptic feedback to

investigate RQ1. To evaluate the effect of visual versus haptic feedback on near field size perception
of tangible objects in virtual reality, we first subjected the pretest size perception results to a
multiple regression analysis [103]. This analysis is considered relevant as it directly quantifies the
relationship between two continuous dependent and independent variables. Prior to conducting
the multiple regression analysis, an analysis of standard residuals was carried out on the data to
identify any outliers, which indicated that some of the outliers needed to be removed. Based on
an analysis of standard residuals, after 15 samples were removed, the data contained no further
outliers (Std. Residual Min = -2.25, Std. Residual Max = 2.00). Test to see if the data met
the assumptions of collinearity indicated that multicollinearity was not a concern (Actual Knob
Diameter, Tolerance = 1.0, VIF = 1.0; Condition, Tolerance = 1.0, VIF = 1.0). The data met the
assumptions of independent errors (Durbin-Watson value = 0.44). The scatter plot of standardized
residuals showed that the data met the assumptions of homogeneity of variance and linearity. The
data also met the assumptions of non-zero variances.
A multiple regression was conducted to examine if feedback method (vision vs. haptics) and
actual knob diameter predicted the estimated diameter (size) of the knobs. A significant regression
equation was found F(2, 486) = 332.57, p <0.001, with an R-squared= 0.58. Participants predicted
knob diameter is equal to -18.36 + 1.55 (Actual Knob Diameter) - 6.53 (Feedback Method), where
feedback is coded as 1 for visual feedback and 0 for haptic feedback, and actual distance is measured
in millimeters. The knobs predicted diameter increased by 1.55mm for each millimeter of the actual
knob diameter. The knobs predicted diameter with visual feedback was -6.53mm less than that with
haptic feedback. Both independent variables, actual knob size (p <0.001) and feedback method (p
<0.001) were significant predictors of predicted knob diameter (size).
By condition, the linear regression equation for the predicted knob diameter in the visual
feedback condition is equal to -7.45mm + 1.26 x actual knob size (R-squared = 0.54). Whereas the
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linear regression equation for the predicted knob diameter in the haptic feedback condition is equal
to -35.68mm + 1.84 x actual knob size (R-squared = 0.62). Figure 6.7 shows the linear regression
profiles of the participants performance in the visual and haptic feedback conditions from the pretest
data.

Figure 6.7: Regression profiles Participant’s performances in the visual and haptic feedback conditions.
We also compared regression coefficients R-squared, slope and intercept systematically between the feedback conditions. We conducted an independent samples t-test in order to compare
the R-squared, slopes and intercepts in the participants individual perceived diameter responses in
the pretest session between the visual and haptic feedback conditions. However, we did not find any
significant difference in these regression coefficients between the visual and haptic feedback condition
on the pretest perceived knob size data.

6.4.2

Comparing condition, stimuli divergence, and session on knob size
perception
To examine the effect of condition, positive and negative visuo-haptic divergence, and session

on perceived diameter of the knob, we performed a complex multiple regression analysis. First, as
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was done in the previous subsection, an analysis of standardized residuals was conducted on the data
to identify outliers, which indicated that 15 data points were over +3.5 standard residual error and
were major outliers. Upon removing the outliers, the minimum standard residual in the data was
-2.25 and the maximum standard residual was +2.95. Tests to see if the data met the assumption
of collinearity indicated that multicollinearity was not a concern (Feedback condition, Tolerance
= 1.0, VIF = 1.0; Divergence, Tolerance = 1.0, VIF = 1.0; session, Tolerance = 1.0, VIF = 1.0;
Actual Knob Diameter, Tolerance = 1.0, VIF = 1.0). The data met the assumptions of independent
errors (Durbin-Watson value = 0.93). Finally, the histogram of standardized residuals indicated
that the data contained approximately normally distributed errors, as did the normal P-P plot of
standardized residuals, which showed that the data were close to the regression profile, and the data
also met the assumptions of non-zero variances.
With the assumptions for multiple regression analysis verified, we next conducted a multiple
regression analysis to examine if actual knob diameter, session (pretest vs. post-test), visuo-haptic
divergence (positive vs. negative), and condition (vision vs. haptics) predicted reported knob
diameter. A significant regression equation was found F(4, 994) = 279.14, p <0.001, with an Rsquared = 0.53. Predicted participants reported diameter is equal to -27.47mm + 6.02 x Condition
2.59 x Divergence 1.78 x Session + 1.55 x Actual Knob Size, where Condition is coded as 1 for
visual feedback and 2 for haptic feedback, divergence is coded as +1 for divergent plus condition
and -1 for divergent minus condition, session is coded as 1 for pretest and 2 for post-test, and actual
knob diameter is measured in millimeters. The perceived knob size increased by 1.55 millimeters for
every 1 millimeter of the actual knob size. The perceived knob size in the haptic feedback condition
was 6.02 millimeters higher than that of the visual feedback condition. The predicted knob size
in the plus visuo-haptic divergent condition was 2.59 millimeter less than the minus visuo-haptic
divergent condition. The perceived knob size in the post-test session was 1.78 millimeters less than
the post-test session. The independent variables feedback condition (vision vs. haptics) p <0.001,
divergence (plus vs. minus) p <0.001, and actual knob size p <0.001 were significant predictors of
predicted knob size.
To evaluate the significant interaction effects, the independent variable of actual knob size
was mean centered and the product with the other independent variables were computed. Then, the
interaction terms were added to a second level of a hierarchical multiple regression model. The mean
centered interaction terms were condition x centered actual knob diameter, divergence x centered
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actual knob diameter, session x centered actual knob diameter, condition x divergence, condition
x session, divergence x session, condition x divergence x session, condition x divergence x centered
actual knob diameter, condition x session x centered actual knob diameter, divergence x session x
centered actual knob diameter, and finally the full interaction term condition x divergence x session
x centered actual diameter. The hierarchical multiple regression model with the centered interaction
terms was found to be significant, F(15, 983) = 99.48, p <0.001, with an R-squared = 0.60 (with
the change in R-squared of 0.07). The model revealed a significant condition x actual diameter
interaction (p = 0.001), a significant condition x divergence interaction (p = 0.003), and a significant
condition x divergence x actual diameter interaction (p = 0.022). The independent variable of session
and other interaction terms were not significant predictors of the predicted perceived diameter.
To examine the interaction effects, we further examine the results through two simple linear
regression profiles. One grouped by the overall (considering pre- and postest data) divergent x
actual diameter interaction on predicted knob diameter in the visual feedback condition, and another
regression profile grouped by the overall divergent x actual diameter interaction on predicted knob
diameter in the haptic feedback condition. In the visual feedback only condition, the overall linear
regression profile of the minus condition was perceived knob diameter is equal to -3.58mm + 1.16
x actual knob diameter (R-squared = 0.52), and the overall linear regression profile of the plus
condition was perceived knob diameter is equal to -5.36mm + 1.28 x actual knob diameter (Rsquared = 0.43), see Figure 6.8. However, interestingly in the haptic feedback only condition, the
overall linear regression profile of the perceived knob diameter in the plus condition is equal to 23.12mm + 1.51 x actual knob diameter (R-squared = 0.57), and the overall linear regression profile
for the perceived knob diameter in the minus condition is equal to -51.28mm + 2.22 x actual knob
diameter (R-squared = 0.66), see Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.8: Regression profiles The regression profiles of the perceived knob diameter by actual
knob diameter in the minus and plus conditions overall in the visual feedback only condition.

Figure 6.9: Regression profiles The regression profiles of the perceived knob diameter by actual
knob diameter in the minus and plus conditions overall in the haptic feedback only condition.
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We also examined the linear regression profiles of the participants perceived knob diameter
to the actual knob diameter in the post-test session only in the plus and minus divergence conditions,
separately in the visual and haptic feedback only conditions. In the visual feedback only session,
the regression profile for the perceived knob size in the plus condition is equal to -0.42mm + 1.19
x actual knob diameter (R-squared = 0.38), and the regression profile for the minus condition is
equal to -3.21mm + 1.16 x actual knob diameter (R-squared = 0.51), see Figure 6.10. In the
haptic feedback only condition, the regression profile for the perceived knob diameter in the plus
divergence condition is equal to -18.07mm + 1.39 x actual knob diameter (R-squared = 0.54), and
the regression profile for the minus condition is perceived diameter equal to -41.88mm + 2.04 x
actual knob diameter (R-squared = 0.64) see Figure 6.11.
The pattern of the overall and post-test results were very similar in that in the visual
feedback only condition, the slope of the regression profiles of the plus condition is slightly higher
than the minus condition. However, the difference between the plus and minus conditions is not
very different overall.
The pattern of the overall and post-test results in the haptic only condition are different
than the visual feedback only condition in that the slope of the minus condition is dramatically
higher than the slop of the plus condition and performance seems to diverge drastically.
One similarity in both types of feedback conditions is that the participants seem to be more
consistent in perceiving the knob diameter in the minus condition than in the plus condition, as
evidenced by the R-squared values in the plus and minus divergence conditions overall.
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Figure 6.10: Regression profiles Perceived knob diameter by actual knob diameter in the minus
and plus conditions, and in the post-test data for the visual feedback only condition.

Figure 6.11: Regression profiles Perceived knob diameter by actual knob diameter in the minus
and plus conditions, and in the post-test data for the haptic feedback only condition.
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6.4.3

Examination of accuracy of perceived knob diameter
To examine if the accuracy of the perceived knob diameter over the experienced trial sets

over time in the pretest and post-test sessions were affected by the type of information they received
in the different feedback conditions (vision vs. haptics) and the visuo-haptic divergent information
they received during calibration (plus vs. minus), we subjected the percent residual accuracy scores
to a 12 (trialsets of 4 trials) x 2 (feedback condition) x 2 (session) x 2 (divergence) mixed model
ANOVA analysis. The accuracy scores were calculated as:
(perceived knob size - actual knob size) / actual knob size + 100.
The ANOVA analysis revealed a significant main effect of trialsets F(11, 308) = 14.32, p
<0.001, partial η 2 = 0.34, a significant interaction effect of trialsets by condition F(11, 308) = 2.61,
p = 0.001, partial η 2 = 0.09, and a trialsets by conditions by visuo-haptic divergence calibration
interaction F(11, 308) = 2.49, p = 0.005, partial η 2 = 0.082.
Interestingly, we found that percentage residual errors of accuracy in perceiving the knob
size gradually increased overall from one trial set to the next over time. In the visual feedback
condition, the percent residual error scores were not significantly different between trial sets, see
Figure 6.12. However, in the haptic feedback condition, errors in trial set 1 (M=0.55%, SD=14.89)
were significantly lower than trial set 6 (M=26.6%, SD=24.27) p = 0.013, trial set 9 (M=32.9%,
SD=33.21) p = 0.039, and trial set 12 (M=41.54%, SD=39.98) p = 0.026. Likewise, errors in trial
set 2 (M=5.66%, SD=20.53) were significantly lower than trial set 6 p = 0.020, and trial set 12 p =
0.039. Also, error in trial set 3 (M=5.27%, SD=16.54) was significantly lower than trial set 6 p =
0.003, trial set 7 (M=25.05%, SD=28.94) p = 0.021, trial set 8 (M=27.01%, SD=30.08) p = 0.034,
trial set 9 (M=32.91%, SD=33.21) p = 0.011, trial set 10 (M=38.1%, SD=39.5) p = 0.037, trial set
11 (M=37.0%, SD=38.2) p = 0.027 and trial set 12 (M=41.5%, SD=40) p = 0.013, see Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.12: Percentage Error Over 12 trial sets in the visual feedback only condition.

Figure 6.13: Percentage Error Over 12 trial sets in the haptic feedback only condition.

6.5

Discussion
Research in human perceptual-motor coupling has shown that the matching of visual, kines-

thetic and proprioceptive information is important for calibrating perceptual information so that
visuomotor tasks become and remain accurate. Many state-of-the art IVEs created for training users
in near field visuo-motor tasks suffer from perceptual-motor limitations with respect to a decoupling
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of visual, kinesthetic and proprioceptive information due to technological issues such as optical
distortions, tracking error and drift. [120]. Previous studies have shown that distance estimates
became more accurate after a period of interaction with the environment, with accuracy improving
from pretest to post-test [78, 94, 224].
I studied the effects of a visuo-haptic distortion during the prediction of size (diameter) of
tangible knobs in the near field while users were immersed in an IVE. The results of this empirical
evaluation show that both hypothesis (H1 and H2) are supported. In H1, it was hypothesized that
there would be a difference between haptic feedback only and visual feedback only conditions in
the perceived size of tangibles in VR. As described by subsection 6.4.1 and shown by figure 6.7,
the perception of size is significantly different between the feedback conditions tested (visual and
haptic). This supports our study design choice of studying haptic and visual feedback independently.
In H2, it was hypothesized that calibration, with divergent physical and virtual sizes of knobs,
would occur both in the haptic feedback only and in the vision only feedback conditions in the
near-field perception of size of tangibles in VR. The results described in subsection 6.4.2 show
that, considering post-test data, and taking into account the effects of calibration, in the haptic only
condition the diameter of the knobs seem to be perceived differently in the two divergence conditions
(plus and minus) as compared to vision only condition. This difference may be attributed to our
unfamiliarity with perceiving sizes with haptic feedback only, and our familiarity to constantly
making size judgements with vision only. Moreover, participants seem to be more consistent in
perceiving the knob diameter in the minus divergence condition (as revealed by improvements in the
r-squared values as well as changes in both the slopes of the regressions).
While the present results further our understanding of perceptual calibration of size in
general, they also have important implications for the design of systems combining tangible and
virtual reality interaction modalities. The results from this experiment support the notion that
users of tangibles in virtual environments adapt their behavior to adjust to visual feedback that
conflicts with their physical stimuli. This is an interesting finding, as it implies that users will
likely be able to reasonably adapt to tangibles in virtual reality systems that may not have tightly
corresponding visual and physical dimensions. This is of considerable interest to developers of hybrid
systems combining tangibles and virtual reality since pre-existing physical knobs can potentially be
re-utilized to represent size-mismatched virtual knobs, potentially reducing time (e.g. in the design,
and fabrication steps, that may not be necessary), as well as cost due to re-utilization of materials.
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Calibration is also potentially interesting to promote accessibility aspects of hybrid interfaces
combining tangibles and virtual reality. It has been shown that current low-cost, consumer-grade
fused deposition modeling (FDM) 3D printing equipment and supplies may not produce dimensionally accurate objects, in special the entry-level category [212]. Since calibration has been shown to
modulate the perception of size while users are immersed in IVEs, the inherent accuracy limitations
of the tangibles produced by low-cost 3D printing equipment may be compensated by calibration.
As a result, developers with access limited to low-cost, entry-level FDM 3D printing equipment can
still aspire to create effective systems combining tangibles and virtual reality interactions.
The results suggest that users perceive the size of tangibles differently in the haptic only
and visual feedback only conditions. This may point to future research related to tangible interfaces
developed specifically for the blind community. A search for the keyword “blind” within the proceedings for the Tangible and Embedded Interaction (TEI) conference in the ACM digital library
[73] shows that this is a topic of relevance to the TEI community. Since the year 2010, 10 articles
were published in relation to tangible user interface systems developed for the blind community, the
majority within the past 4 years. The results from this study suggest paths to further understand
how the blind community perceive the size of the tangibles within tangible systems developed for
them. This could lead to interesting findings and potential changes in how tangible systems are
developed for that community.
While this chapter explores combining tangibles and VR from a perception-action point of
view, and may have direct implications not just to our understanding of near-field size perception
in VR, but also to the design, fabrication, and potential re-usability of such systems, the apparatus
developed for this study also embody several of the properties and characteristics discussed throughout this dissertation. For example, the apparatus developed embody interaction via the rotation
of tangibles, mediation of information via passive and active elements, combinations of fabrication
strategies and contrasting materials (such as wood and thermoplastic), combination of interaction
modalities, reproducibility (of the dials), use of commodity devices, and inter-connectivity via several
communication protocols such as Bluetooth, WIFI, and OSC messaging.
Considering the current work, this study demonstrates that such approaches are useful when
developing research studies that involve physical artifacts. Beyond the current study, this points to
future directions in which toward investigating the potential effects of contrasting materials, textures,
weight, etc. to the perception of tangibles in IVEs and beyond.
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Chapter 7

Exploring Other Representational
Forms, Scales, and Modalities
“In my own work, I’ve tried to anticipate what’s coming over the horizon, to hasten its
arrival, and to apply it to people’s lives in a meaningful way.” Paul Allen

While most devices currently employ high resolution, high refresh-rate displays, a number
of the devices discussed in this dissertation employ alternate means to mediate information. Taking
as an example the knobs discussed in chapters 3 and 4, some mediate information passively (showing
only passive text and icons), others mediate information actively (with LEDs and electronic paper
displays), or employ hybrid approaches with embedded RFID tags. These approaches, however, have
several limitations. “Naked” LEDs may be too bright (and sometimes uncomfortable) when directly
aimed at human eyes, the size of Active Challenge Coins may limit the amount of information
displayed, the size may also not allow information to be mediated beyond an arm’s length distance,
and LEDs and e-ink displays alone may not be capable of providing interactions as engaging as what
(multitouch) screens are capable of.
To begin addressing these limitations, this chapter begins by describing strategies to enhance the comfort and legibility of tangibles that rely on LED illumination for information mediation. Then toward exploring alternatives for the fact that the typical size of challenge coins is often
not sufficient to convey information (e.g.) across a room, we present Challenge Clocks: isomorphs of
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Active Challenge Coins that embody larger form factors (approx. 12 inches diameter). Finally, we
present initial prototypes of devices which embody many of the concepts of “digital shadows”[150]:
we combine (6 to 12-inch) physical discs, and sometimes Active Challenge Coin cores, to cast “dital
shadows” onto multitouch surfaces (such as tablets and larger multitouch surfaces) to produce interactive experiences that combine tangible and multitouch interaction, and create user experiences
that can potentially be more engaging than each interaction modality considered alone.

7.1

Enhancing LED-based Information Meditation
To enhance the comfort when employing LEDs for information mediation on tangibles, we

sought to employ two strategies: guiding and diffusing light (including combinations of both).
While we initially focused on investigating techniques to enhance the comfort of users, we
stumbled upon a number of possibilities that could potentially be applied toward enhancing legibility.
We next explore four approaches as described by Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1: Approaches toward enhancing the comfort and legibility of LED-based information mediation on tangibles: Each approach is classified in terms of diffusing or guiding
light. They are also classified in terms of enhancing comfort and legibility.
Translucent Paper (Vellum): After our initial experiences with LEDs on Active Challenge Coins, it
became clear that “naked” LEDs were not comfortable to the human eyes. This led us to
search for materials that would diffuse the direct light of LEDs. We achieve diffusion with
regular (white) paper and with Vellum. Velllum is a translucent type of paper that may
also be referred to as tracing paper, see-through paper or transparent paper. It refers to
smooth, delicate paper you can see through. We have applied regular white paper and
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clear Vellum to diffuse light to avoid distorting the colors emitted by the LED lights.
Figure 7.2 shows the envisionment of a tangible disc inspired by the book “The Moment
of Lift” by Melinda Gates [71]. We apply diffusion of light with regular paper and Vellum
to “illuminate” the dove in the center of the disc. In this envisioned tangible system,
the color of the dove is used as feedback to the user, indicating which content option
is selected. This approach would not be comfortable to users without diffusion of light,
since the LEDs are aimed vertically upwards. However, as shown in figure 7.2c (taken
from an early prototype), while this strategy generates an artifact tha may be considered
asthetically pleasing, and comfortable to the human eyes, the diffusion effect also may
have a negative effect on legibility, since individual LEDs may have their lights blended
together as a side effect.

Figure 7.2: Using diffusion of light to enhance visual comfort of LED illuminated artifacts:
a) A 2D envisionment of a content disc inspired by the book “‘The Moment of Lift” by Melinda
Gates [71]. b) A 3D envisionment of the content disc featuring a dove that hovers above the disc. c)
Physical prototype of the dove retro-illuminated with a 16-LED Neopixel ring with the colored lights
being diffused by Vellum.

Translucent Marbles: While paper and Vellum successfully diffused light, we sought to apply an
approach that would not only make the LED lights comfortable to the human eyes, but
would also provide a greater level of legibility. Toward this goal, we acquired a number
of translucent plastic spheres or “marbles” and used them as “lenses” to diffuse the light
of each LED individually. Starting with a regular Active Challenge Coin, we added a 3D
printed top crown to the coin, embedding the translucent marbles on top of the LEDs.
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Careful design allow the marbles to remain in place without the use of any form of glue
or other adhesive, which could potentially distort, or alter the light. Figure 7.3 shows the
envisioned and physical prototypes built. This approach allowed us not just to diffuse
the light of each LED individually, with greater legibility in comparison to the previous
approach, but also showed us that it was possible to “guide the light” by controlling the
distance and position of the marbles. This inspired us to pursue the approaches discussed
next to “‘bend” or “guide” the light from LEDs.

Figure 7.3: Using translucent marbles to diffuse light: a) Original Active Challenge Coin
design, without any strategy to diffuse light. b and c) 3D envisionments of the Active Challenge
Coin with translucent marbles for light diffusion. d) Early physical prototype of the Active Challenge
coin with marbles. This prototype also shows Light Tunnels discussed next.

Light Tunnels: Light tunnels consist of hollow physical structures that guide light by blocking and
redirecting it. With this technique, we are able to redirect part of the light emitted
by upward facing LEDs, (e.g.) downwards to illuminate the electronic paper display of
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Active Challenge Coins. While this is and effective and simple approach, a major part
of the light may get absorbed by the “tunnel” itself and get diffused, directly impacting
legibility. Figure 7.4 shows an Active Challenge Coin inspired by the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals [74] with the light tunnel structure and the detail of an
early prototype.

Figure 7.4: Using Light Tunnels to guide light: a and b) Envisioned Active Challenge Coin
inspired by the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, with light tunnels. c) Early physical
prototype of the Active Challenge coin with light tunnels.

Light Pipes: With the development of light tunnels and the realization of its limitations, we sought
to develop a technique that would allow us to have greater control over “bending” or
“guiding” light, while also enhancing legibility by guiding the light of each LED individually.
During the development of illuminated content discs (further detailed later in this chapter),
we faced the challenge of illuminating a disc with LED lights, while having a Microsoft
Surface Dial positioned between the disc and the LED ring. This required the light emitted
by the LEDs to “curve” around the Surface Dial. To achieve this effect, we built laser-cut
light pipes out of acrylic sheets. These acrylic pieces are able to conduct the light from
each LED up and around the Microsoft Surface Dial, all the way to the bottom surface of
the disc.
While the LED lights at the end of the light pipes were comfortable to look at, and legible,
the sides of the acrylic light pipes also became illuminated . Beyond the aesthetically
pleasing visual effect, this also opened the perspective of employing the side-illumination
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as another channel for proving visual feedback to users. We implemented a pulsating
pattern of the LED lights as feedback for user interaction with the discs, such as rotation.
With the side-illuminated light pipes other people besides the user of the system can
perceive when an action has been performed. This feature can be valuable when multiple
users are cooperating and need some (visual) feedback to maintain awareness of each
other’s actions. Figure 7.5 shows the content discs and the light pipes developed.

Figure 7.5: Using Light Pipes to guide light: a) User interacting with the disc and the multitouch
screen of a tablet. b) Envisionment of the light pipes transporting light from the bottom of the device
to underneath the disc. c and d) Prototype of the light pipes illuminating the disc and the area
around it.

So far in this chapter, I have described a number of approaches to enhance information
mediation with LEDs in tangible systems. Next, we will look at Challenge Clocks: isomorphs of
Active Challenge Coins toward mediating information at a distance, such as across a room.
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7.2

Developing Challenge Clocks
There are several limitations related to the scale and form of Active Challenge Coins. The

small size (approx. 60 mm diameter) limits not just the amount of information that can be displayed,
but also the distance from which users can perceive the information.
Toward exploring larger representational forms that would complement our ecology of tangible devices, we sought to develop an isomorph of Active Challenge Coins by using similar active
components to mediate information, such as LED rings and e-ink displays. Where the Active Challenge Coins employ 16 to 24-LED rings and a single 2-inch e-ink display, Challenge Clocks employ
60-LED rings in combination with 8 larger (4-inch) e-ink displays.
To mediate information, we also applied several strategies to guide and diffuse light. We
use 60 small mirrors (5 mm X 10 mm) to reflect the light emitted by the down facing LEDs onto
horizontally mounted e-ink displays. Figure 7.6 shows details of the mirrors for guiding light.

Figure 7.6: Challenge Clocks employ small mirrors to guide and reflect light: a) 3D model
of a Challenge Clock. b) Detail of the down-facing 60-LED ring. c and d) 60 small mirrors surround
the Challenge Clock and reflect the light from the LEDs.
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Challenge Clocks were designed to mediate information when the user is both near and from
a distance. From a distance, the user can perceive how each e-ink display is illuminated and can
also perceive information by reading large icons displayed by the e-ink displays. When closer to the
Challenge Clock (from approx. an arm’s length), the user can read detailed information displayed
by small icons and text. Next, we describe and illustrate an envisioned use-case, and how each
strategy for mediating information is applied. Figure 7.7 shows the envisioned Challenge Clock in
the use-case and an partially functional prototype.

Figure 7.7: Challenge Clock for Computer Cluster Allocation Scheduling: a) Envisioned
interface for the Challenge Clock. b) Partially functional prototype of the interface displaying information both with e-ink displays and LED lights.

In this envisioned scenario, Challenge Clocks display information about the usage and
scheduling of high-performance computing nodes shared by a number of universities across the
country. Toward mediating information that can be perceived from a distance, the Challenge Clock
displays large icons representing each university on the e-ink displays and employ color-coded LED
illumination onto these displays according to the time scheduled by teams from each university.
Toward mediating information that can be perceived when users are close to the clock, the e-ink
displays also show additional textual information and small icons. Next, we list several practical
applications for these mediation strategies in the scenario proposed:
• An illuminated clock, regardless of the colors of the illumination, can easily communicate if
the computing nodes are being used (or not). Considering the fact that computing nodes and
clusters can cost several thousands to millions of dollars, and have life spams of less than 10
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years in most cases, having a quick way to assess if such equipment is being used can be of
great importance.
• The mirror-reflected lights and their colors can quickly communicate which university teams
are occupying the computing nodes.
• The mirror-reflected lights can also indicate the general availability or occupation of the computing nodes, which can be used to judge if and when (e.g.) additional time can be reserved.
• Some additional detailed information can be obtained by approaching the clock and reading
the text on the LED displays. Important to note that the clocks do not aim at replacing
comprehensive dashboards or desktop interfaces for task scheduling.
With the Challenge Clocks, we explored isomorphs of Active Challenge Coins embodying a
larger scale in a diverse representational form. We described several ways in which (small and large)
icons and text, in combination with LED illumination can mediate information to be perceived
both from a close distance and from across a room. In the next section, we describe another
representational form and interaction modality that is inspired by and embodies several of the
mediation strategies discussed in the previous sections.

7.3

Exploring Digital Shadows with Tangible Discs
Following the development of Challenge Clocks, we began to look for other like-forms and

interaction paradigms that would provide users with more opportunities for interaction.
We drew inspiration from the concept of “digital shadows” described by Ishii and Ullmer
[150] in which they apply the metaphor of light and shadow as interfaces to bridge the physical and
virtual spaces. In our interpretation of “digital shadows”, we envisioned a physical tangible disc
mounted partially on top of a tablet with the physically illuminated disc casting a “digital shadow”
onto the tablet. In this arrangement, the disc and the multitouch screen of a tablet are intimately
connected, with the screen serving as an extension of the physical disc. Figure 7.8 shows some of
the prototypes developed. The devices and discs were both piloted with young users and took part
at demo sessions in early 2019.
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Figure 7.8: Devices embodying “digital shadows” concepts: a) Device with disc developed with
content related to Clemson University. b) Child interacts with pilot of the Mammals and continents
edition.
The devices are built from an combination of fabrication approaches and materials. For the
body of the devices, we initial created a version combining 3D printed with soft wood, employing
screws and other hardware for assembly. While the contrast of materials was attractive, a following
version employed mostly 3D printed elements. These have less small parts (therefore safer for
children) and were easier and faster to build. A similar approach was taken with discs. Some of
them employ wood, others acrylic, and we also employ 3D printed elements to give them structural
integrity and to connect the discs to the underlying Microsoft Surface Dials.
As described earlier in this chapter (Figure 7.5), we employed LED lights and light pipes as
a way to illuminate the physical discs. Illumination and capacitive sensing in the discs are driven
by WIFI-capable Arduino microprocessors connected to the tablets, and communicating via the
exchange of OSC messages [293]. A Microsoft Surface Dial captures the rotation of the disc and
communicates to the tablet via Bluetooth connection.
(Corel draw Diagram, fusion illustration)
Content-wise, we envisioned a number of diverse discs. Some examples are the “Moment of
Lift” disc, the Mammals/Continents disc, and the Clemson University disc. Figure 7.9 shows the
detail of some of the discs and interfaces developed.
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Figure 7.9: Detail of several discs and interfaces developed: a) 3D envisionment of disc
with Active Challenge Coin core, prototyped disc, and user interacting with Mammals/Continents
interface and disc. b) “Moment of LIft” inspired disc (2D and 3D envisionments). c) Clemson
University detail of disc and pilot present at an Watt Family Center event at Clemson University to
a group of faculty in February 2019.

To exemplify the interaction with the devices, we will describe the Mammals/Continents
interface. This interface was inspired by Montessori Schools’ activities in which children learn how to
relate animals to the continents where they occur. This activity is typically taught without the use of
any computational support. We aspired to develop a system that could potentially capture children’s
attention, generate engagement, and potentially positive learning outcomes (such as longer recall of
information when compared to the traditional method). To this end, we designed shown in Figure
7.9a. The embodied interaction of rotating the discs, associated with the possibilities of illuminating
the device with LEDs and light pipes, and the dynamic nature of the gestures and images displayed
by the multitouch screens are the main factors that led us to propose this device. To truly verify our
aspirations for this device, a careful empirical evaluation of this device in comparison to paper-only
and tablet-only approaches have been conceptualized. However, such study is beyond the scope of
this dissertation, and will be pursued as future work.
Several elements contribute to the legibility and comfort of “Digital Shadow” devices. The
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light pipes strategy adopted make the LED illumination comfortable to the eyes, the multitouch
screens of the tablets complement the legibility of discs by adding high-definition, dynamic realestate to the interface; Interaction is also complemented: where discs can only be rotated and
capacitively touched, tablets support more advanced interactions (e.g. multitouch gestures). For
larger real-estate, discs 12-inches can also be utilized and combined with larger tablets potentially
enhancing both legibility and comfort. Finally, both right- and left-handed users can comfortably
interact with the device by choosing which position for the discs suit them the most.
This chapter described and discussed a number of tangible devices and interfaces that embody representational forms, scales and interaction modalities beyond what had previously been
presented. From previous challenges, especially with Active Challenge Coins, this chapter focused
on strategies to enhance the comfort and legibility of tangibles. Beyond the focus of this chapter, the
“Digital Shadow” devices described embody several of the properties and characteristics discussed
throughout this dissertation, such as embodied interaction via the rotation of tangibles, mediation
of information via passive and active elements, combinations of fabrication strategies and contrasting materials, combination of interaction modalities, reproducibility, use of commodity devices, and
inter-connectivity via several communication protocols such as Bluetooth, WIFI, and OSC messaging. Based on these remarks, we see the “digital shadow” devices as strongly supporting the concepts
put forward by this dissertation, in which computationally-mediated systems consisting of hybrids
of complimentary representational forms, scales, and mediation modalities can be more legible and
actionable than non-hybrid ones.
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Chapter 8

Discussion and Conclusions
The mediation of digital information remains dominated by screen-based approaches. We
have become accustomed to an immense variety of sizes, aspect ratios, and variations upon “screens”.
In combination with general purpose input devices, they form the predominant paradigm in humancomputer interaction.
Over the past decades, several limitations have been recognized in relation to graphical
user interfaces (GUI) in general and the WIMP (windows-icon-mouse-pointer) in particular, such as
the “input”and “output” asymmetry [263]. This has led to a number of research and commercial
efforts aimed at overcoming limitations and better linking the physical and virtual worlds. Among
those are virtual and augmented reality, and tangible interaction. However, especially in the tangible interactions field, research has focused on tangible interaction alone or in comparison to other
modalities.
This thesis has worked to identify and articulate systems combining a number of cyberphysical representational forms, scales and interaction modalities, which were presented and explored
regarding their design and fabrication approaches, reproducibility, and legibility. The argument
has been on the basis of two main combinations of interaction modalities explored by the thesis
projects: combining tangible and multi-touch interaction and combining tangible and virtual reality
interaction.
I have explored laser cutting and 3D printing approaches, including combinations of both,
and applied a number of materials such as acrylic, thermoplastic, metal, and wood. Toward reproducibility, the processes and components considered were selected due to their wide availability,
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relative affordability, and accessibility to a large number of populations and age groups.
Supported by the LAVA heuristics, a number of the hybrid systems developed were demonstrated to have enhanced legibility. Legibility was also explored for systems employing very-low
pixel count, and low power consumption, such as those equipped with LED rings and e-ink displays.
I explored a number of strategies to enhance legibility when using (LED) light, and isomorphic
variations on the scale and form of active challenge coins, such as discs, and active challenge clocks.
I have also explored the engagement of users with the Entrada poster platform, and performed an
empirical evaluation of the effects of calibration on the near-field size perception of tangibles in immersive virtual environments, with potential implications on the design and fabrication of tangibles
systems combining tangibles and virtual reality.

8.0.1

Implications of the Pragmatic Approaches
Tangible interaction in general, and tangible user interfaces in particular are usually either

prototypes, which may never be commercialized and reach users in-the-wild, or are commercially
available at costs that limit their reach. Two examples are the Reactable [53], and other specialpurpose tabletops for tangible interaction [70]. The dissemination of such systems is, therefore,
challenging in first-world countries, and even more difficult in third-world countries.
The term “digital divide” characterizes any uneven distribution in the access to, use of, or
impact of information and communication technologies between any number of distinct groups [75].
In particular, some of the causes for the digital divide in Brazil, which are representative of a number
of other countries, are: inefficiencies in resource allocation, a culture of heavy bureaucracy, lagging
higher education, and, most relevant for this discussion, low penetration of new technologies [111].
Which begs the question: “How to develop tangible user interfaces, including hybrids there
of, toward bridging the digital divide?”
There are three main aspects to bridging the digital divide:
• Access: which is related to availability, affordability and design for inclusion,
• Adoption: by designing and building systems which are relevant to the context of the audience
and support digital literacy efforts, and
• Application: of systems that are geared toward workforce development, and education.
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The work described in this thesis has been based on three man pragmatic approaches:
• Creating reproducible devices
• Employing commodity devices
• Re-imagining vintage and niche devices
These pragmatic approaches can be directly linked to the access facet for bridging the digital
divide. Figure 8.1 shows a table with the relationship between them.
The work toward designing and fabricating reproducible tangible dials employs components
and fabrication approaches that can be considered widely available. Laser-cutting, and especially
3d printing have achieved reasonable popularity with low equipment costs, availability of consumergrade devices, and the dissemination of 3D printing (and sometimes laser-cutting) resources in maker
spaces and public libraries. The ability to fabricate the dials also meant that I could effectively design
them “for inclusion”, with continuous consideration for maximizing which age groups and skills were
necessary to reproduce them.
A number of the systems developed, such as the Entrada poster platform, are based on
commercially available commodity deices, such as tablets. They strong on the availability and
affordability aspects, but moderate on “design for inclusion”. This score is achieved with the 3d
printed and laser-cut elements that augment the tablets in the systems developed.
Several of the systems developed employ commodity devices, such as the Microsoft Surface
Dials. These devices were originally developed for niche applications involving digital artists, such as
Adobe Photoshop, and users of other image and video editing software. By employing the Microsoft
Surface Dials in these projects, I have demonstrated its potential as a tangible interface tool that
can potentially be used by a larger audience, beyond what was possibly initially intended by its
engineers. I have also begun to explore new uses and applications for vintage devices, such as old
cellphones, that have a short life-span, and are usually discarded after a couple of years of use. By
augmenting them with some of the strategies presented in this dissertation, and creating interfaces
that utilize them, we can aspire to extend their life-spams and utility beyond what was originally
intended, and potentially use them as tools to bridge the digital divide.
Based on these remarks, I expect that this work has begun to show some paths toward
closing the digital divide not just in Brazil, which is my home country, but also in so many other
countries still working to solve this problem.
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Figure 8.1: Pragmatic approaches and the Access facet for bridging the digital divide
This dissertation has employed pragmatic approaches that are related to reducing and bridging the
digital divide, which may support the dissemination of tangible and hybrid interfaces.

8.0.2

Limitations and challenges
The hybrid systems, and the design and fabrication approaches described in this thesis work

provide a promising and effective means for people to interact with computational systems, beyond
the screen-dominated landscape which is predominant today.
While this has provided a major motivation for this thesis, it also begs consideration of
the limitations and challenges faced by the thesis approach. Many of these issues have been considered within the discussion section of each chapter, among other places; this section extends and
summarizes these earlier discussions.
Fabrication approaches: This thesis has mainly employed two fabrication approaches: laser cutting and 3d printing. While these technologies were not chosen at random, with the former
representing a subtractive technology, and the latter representing an additive technology,
both popular, and for the most part, affordable and accessible, there are several other fabrication approaches that were not explored by this dissertation work that can potentially
have transformative impacts. For example, 2D CNC routers can, in several occasions,
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substitute laser cutters. Although with limitations, such machines may even be more
practical and yield better results than laser cutters when cutting paper. In a number of
situations, legibility could have been further explored with paper elements produced with
2D CNC routers. Several other technologies could also have been employed. Recently, a
number of consumer-grade 4-axis 3D CNC routers have been released. Such machines are
usually able to sculpt metal pieces, such as aluminum, that could potentially complement
the 3d printing approaches explored in this work. It is my expectation that the approaches
discussed in this dissertation can be generalizable to other current and future fabrication
technologies.
Choices of materials and sensory responses elicited: Related to the limited number of fabrication approaches is the limited number of materials employed in the fabrication of the
devices created. While I’ve tried to diversify the materials employed resorting to paper,
acrylic of several types, metal, thermoplastic, rubber, etc. Other materials may have an
important role in future research exploring hybrid systems. For example, chapter 6 explores the effects of calibration on the near-field size perception of tangible knobs. All
dials fabricated for that experiment were produced with gray PLA thermoplastic, and all
dials weigh a few grams. Inspired by previous research related to the color of tangibles
[181], other materials, textures, and even the weight of dials may affect the perception of
size. These variations may also have implications to user experience, sense of presence
and immersion when combining tangible and virtual reality interaction.
Optimization of commercially available devices: Demonstrating the feasibility of hybrid systems combining fabricated, and (sometimes enhanced) commercially available devices is
one of the objectives of this dissertation work. However, there are limitations, and challenges, to this approach. The commercially available devices may be more reliable, and
sometimes less costly them building your own, however, in several cases API’s for calibration and customization have limited functionality, which limit or add complexity to
employing such devices in hybrid systems. For example, in chapter 5, figure 5.4, I illustrate
the architecture necessary to loosely connect multiple Microsoft Surface Dials to a host
system running a virtual reality environment. While this is not inherently a limitation
of the device, but instead a side-effect of pushing it beyond its original intended use, it’s
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important to note that this approach has such challenges that may require time, patience,
expertise, and creativity to overcome.
Designing for seamless integration of hybrid interaction modalities: One challenge derived
from designing hybrid systems involving tangibles is to achieve seamless integration between modes of interaction involving no tangible interaction at all, and tangible interaction
only. I have explored this challenge in chapter 4, with the Entrada poster platform, with
users allowed to use tablets without any tangibles (multi-touch only), and to use only
tangibles to interact with the content displayed by large vertical displays. Such systems
inherently produce software and hardware requirements that are beyond those of systems
employing single modes of interaction. It is my expectation that the benefits of these approaches for the user experience will surpass the possible costs and complexity currently
associated with them.
Novelty effect of tangibles: A challenge related to researching novel systems in general, and
those involving tangible interaction in particular, is the “novelty effect” [167] that such
systems may elicit on users or participants. To reduce this effect when developing the
Entrada poster platform the students involved with the project were exposed to system
(and the tangibles) for at least 10 hours. While this strategy was effective with the
content creators in reducing (or eliminating) the novelty effect on them, we did not have
a similar strategy for the general audience that interacted with the system. Researchers
investigating such systems have to be especially aware of the impacts of the novelty effect
on the data they collect when investigating such systems.

8.0.3

Contributions
In supporting the thesis statement, the dissertation has made a number of specific contri-

butions. These include:
1. Identification and characterization of hybrid representational forms, scales, and modalities as
an approach toward more legible and actionable cyberphysical systems.
2. Realization and demonstration of a number of prototyped cyberphysical systems, which embody
multiple complimentary representational forms, scales, and mediation modalities.
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3. Entrada Poster Platform
4. Empirical evaluation of the effects of calibration on the near-field size perception of tangibles
in immersive virtual reality environments
5. Proposal and realization of strategies to enhance the legibility of tangible artifacts based on
low-count LED illumination and electronic paper displays for information mediation
6. Proposal and realization of a framework for fabricating and deploying cyberphysical systems
geared toward out-of-the-lab encounters.

8.1

Future Work
This dissertation work has explored several design and fabrication approaches in the creation

of a number of reproducible devices of several forms and scales, which were applied to computationally mediated systems that provide users with hybrid interaction modalities. A number of paths
toward future work have be identified. Next, I list several of them:
Explore other design and fabrication approaches: The investigation of other design and fabrication approaches may lead to several future work opportunities related to the topics
discussed in this work. New design and fabrication approaches may lead to opportunities in reproducibility aspects of the devices created, and allow the exploration of other
representational forms that are currently not viable. Beyond form, other fabrication approaches may allow for the exploration of new materials and textures, which may, in turn,
create opportunities for enhancing the legibility of future systems and devices.
Further explore combining tangibles and virtual reality: Others have explored combining
tangibles and virtual reality [294, 188, 136]. However, this work presents alternative
approaches, both by exploring design and fabrication aspects of combining tangibles and
VR, and by exploring perception aspects. It is my expectation that further work will
explore other aspects related to the perception of tangibles in VR, especially in relation
to higher perceptual constructs, such as affordances.
Explore other hybrid systems: The further exploration of hybrid systems may elicit user interaction modalities that may be more efficient, or effective. However, perhaps more
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importantly, future work exploring new hybrid approaches of tangible interaction and
other modalities may develop systems providing enhanced user experiences. In this path,
new strategies for enhanced legibility and actionability may be discovered, advancing the
concepts developed in this dissertation.

8.2

Closing Remarks
This dissertation has developed several computationally mediated systems which combine

interaction modalities such as tangible and multi-touch and tangible and virtual reality into hybrid
cyberphysical systems that are potentially more legible and actionable than any of them considered
alone. Several of the systems created are based on the class of tangibles populated by cylinders,
knobs, and dials, both as building blocks, and as representatives of other artifacts for tangible
interaction.
Toward developing strategies accessible to several groups of researchers and practitioners, I
have explored designs and fabrication approaches that favor reproducibility, and the utilization of
commercially available commodity devices “as-is”, as well as augmented versions. Supported by the
LAVA heuristics, I have explored legibility and actionability aspects of a number of hybrid systems,
and proposed several strategies for increasing legibility, especially for systems employing low pixel
count LEDs and electronic paper displays to mediate information. I have also explored legibility
aspects of isomorphs of active challenge coins of different scales, and implications to their legibility
and affordances. I have developed the Entrada poster platform and explored design and engagement aspects of hybrid systems combing tangible and multi-touch interaction. I have performed an
empirical evaluation of the effects of calibration on the near-field size perception of tangibles while
users are immersed in virtual reality, with potential implications to how tangibles are designed and
fabricated in hybrid systems combining tangibles and VR.
I hope that this dissertation work can inspire others to further study design, fabrication,
usability, and user-experience aspects of hybrid computationally mediated systems, and perhaps
more importantly, create and explore paths toward future interaction paradigms that are less dependent on screen-based interactions alone. I hope it shows a path toward systems that incorporate
multiple representational forms, scales, and interaction modalities that cater to several of our innate
perceptual and sensory channels, and may create more wholesome and engaging user experiences.
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Appendix A

Three touch-point patterns for capacitively sensing tangible knobs

What follows is a template for touch-point patterns for tangible knobs for capacitive multitouch screens. The patterns describe triangles, which can be identified by underlying software and
provide identification, position and orientation of the knobs.
The template below describes eight distinct ids. While higher numbers of distinct ids can
be achieved, this arrangement has been proven to be reliable. Higher number of ids may require a
combination with other forms of identification (e.g. NFC tagging), or a larger radius for the tokens.
The template presented can be applied to several fabrication approaches, such as a template for
laser cutting, or 3D printing.
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Appendix B

Design and fabrication templates for laser cut
knobs

The design and fabrication template for laser cut knobs is a document which contains
drawings for the parts which have to be laser cut, and engraved. The document defines the type of
suggested material (e.g. acrylic), and its thickness. The document also describes each of the parts
which must be purchased, such as metallic rivets, nuts, and screws.
Diagrams of the assembly process and assembly instructions can be found, and are intended
to support the users in the fabrication and assembly process of their own knobs. In its original
version, drawings from the PDF file can be copied to vector-oriented programs (e.g. CorelDraw!, or
Adobe Illustrator) and saved directly to laser cutter interfaces for production.
Next, we appended a scaled-down version of the 10-page template document.
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Appendix C

Token identification code

The following is part of a Python library for the identification of passive capacitive knobs
on top of multi-touch surfaces.
The triangle described by the three touch points in the knobs is identified by measuring the
distance and angle between the mid-point of the base of the triangle, and the top point.
im po rt k i v y

from k i v y . app

im por t App

from k i v y . p r o p e r t i e s

im por t ∗

from k i v y . u i x . l a b e l

i mp ort L a b e l

from math

i mpo rt a cos , cos , s i n

from math

i mpo rt s q r t

from math

i mpo rt p i

from math

i mpo rt atan2 , d e g r e e s , r a d i a n s

c l a s s PatternId () :
DEBUG = F a l s e
pc = None
pb = None
pa = None
paUid = None
pbUid = None
pcUid = None
minLength = 0
minSide = ( None , None )
midPoint = ( None , None )
t o p P o i n t = None
t o p P o i n t U i d = None
distMidTop = None
t o k e n a n g l e = None

def build ( s e l f ) :
pass
#s e l f . b u i l d P o i n t s ( )
#s e l f . f i n d T o k e n I d ( s e l f . pa ,

s e l f . pb ,

s e l f . pc )
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def findTokenId ( s e l f , d i c p o i n t s , points ) :
# This f u n c t i o n f i n d s t h e s m a l l e r s i d e o f a t r i a n g l e
# Rotates the t r i a n g l e so that s m a l l e r s i d e i s the base
# Fi n d s t h e mid−p o i n t o f t h e s m a l l e r s i d e
# Fi n d s t h e d i s t a n c e and a n g l e between t h e mid−p o i n t and
# t h e t h i r d ( top−p o i n t ) o f t h e t r i a n g l e
# Compares d i s t a n c e and a n g l e t o d e t e r m i n e t h e ID o f t h e t o k e n
# prints

points

pa = d i c p o i n t s [ 0 ]
pb = d i c p o i n t s [ 1 ]
pc = d i c p o i n t s [ 2 ]

s e l f . paUid = p o i n t s [ 0 ] . u i d
s e l f . pbUid = p o i n t s [ 1 ] . u i d
s e l f . pcUid = p o i n t s [ 2 ] . u i d

s e l f . findMinLength ( pa , pb , pc )
#Adjust a n g l e , r o t a t e p o i n t s
if

s e l f .DEBUG: p r i n t

” O r i g i n a l minSide : ” + s t r ( s e l f . minSide )

a n g l e = s e l f . f i n d A n g l e ( s e l f . minSide [ 1 ] ,
if

s e l f .DEBUG: p r i n t

s e l f . minSide [ 0 ] )

” o r i g i n a l angle : ” + s t r ( angle )

s e l f . token angle = angle
i f angle < 0:
a n g l e = a n g l e + 360
if

s e l f .DEBUG: p r i n t

” angle : ” + s t r ( angle )

if

s e l f .DEBUG: p r i n t

” r o t a t i o n p i v o t : ” + s t r ( s e l f . minSide [ 1 ] )

#Rotate t o d e t e r m i n e i d
nmin = s e l f . r o t a t e ( s e l f . minSide [ 1 ] ,

s e l f . minSide [ 0 ] , r a d i a n s (360 − a n g l e ) )

s e l f . minSide = ( nmin ,

s e l f . minSide [ 1 ] )

if

” n o r m a l i z e d minSide : ” + s t r ( s e l f . minSide )

s e l f .DEBUG: p r i n t

s e l f . t o p P o i n t = s e l f . r o t a t e ( s e l f . minSide [ 1 ] ,
if

s e l f .DEBUG: p r i n t

if

s e l f . t o p P o i n t [ 1 ] < nmin [ 1 ] :

s e l f . t o p P o i n t , r a d i a n s (360 − a n g l e ) )

” topPoint : ” + s t r ( s e l f . topPoint )

nmin = s e l f . r o t a t e ( s e l f . minSide [ 1 ] ,

s e l f . minSide [ 0 ] , r a d i a n s ( 1 8 0 ) )

s e l f . minSide = ( nmin ,

s e l f . minSide [ 1 ] )

if

” 180 r o t a t e n o r m a l i z e d minSide : ” + s t r ( s e l f . minSide )

s e l f .DEBUG: p r i n t

s e l f . t o p P o i n t = s e l f . r o t a t e ( s e l f . minSide [ 1 ] ,
if

s e l f .DEBUG: p r i n t

s e l f . topPoint , r a d i a n s (180) )

” 180 r o t a t e t o p P o i n t : ” + s t r ( s e l f . t o p P o i n t )
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s e l f . midPoint = s e l f . f i n d M i d P o i n t ( s e l f . minSide [ 0 ] ,
if

s e l f .DEBUG: p r i n t

” midPoint : ” + s t r ( s e l f . midPoint )

s e l f . distMidTop = s e l f . f i n d L e n g t h ( s e l f . midPoint ,
if

s e l f .DEBUG: p r i n t

s e l f . minSide [ 1 ] )

s e l f . topPoint )

” distMidTop : ” + s t r ( s e l f . distMidTop )

# Find a n g l e between m i d p o i n t and top p o i n t
i d A n g l e = s e l f . f i n d A n g l e ( s e l f . midPoint ,
if

s e l f .DEBUG: p r i n t

” idAngle : ” + s t r ( idAngle )

t o k e n I d = s e l f . f i n d I d ( i dAngle ,
if

s e l f .DEBUG: p r i n t

s e l f . topPoint )

s e l f . distMidTop )

” tokenId : ” + s t r ( tokenId )

return tokenId

def buildPoints ( s e l f ) :
#C r e a t e s t h r e e p o i n t s
#Used f o r t e s t i n g p u r p o s e s o n l y
s e l f . pc = [ − 5 2 5 . 9 2 8 , 7 . 8 7 6 ]
s e l f . pb = [ − 5 5 3 . 8 7 6 , 1 7 . 3 1 8 ]
s e l f . pa = [ − 5 2 9 . 4 9 1 , − 1 1 . 8 4 2 ]

d e f findMinLength ( s e l f , pa , pb , pc ) :
# Fi n d s t h e s i d e o f minimum l e n g t h g i v e n t h r e e p o i n t s ( t r i a n g l e )

l 1 = s e l f . f i n d L e n g t h ( pa , pb )
l 2 = s e l f . f i n d L e n g t h ( pb , pc )
l 3 = s e l f . f i n d L e n g t h ( pc , pa )

if

l 1 < l 2 and l 1 < l 3 :
s e l f . minSide = ( pa , pb )
s e l f . t o p P o i n t = pc
s e l f . t o p P o i n t U i d = s e l f . pcUid
s e l f . minLength = l 1

elif

l 2 < l 1 and l 2 < l 3 :

s e l f . minSide = ( pb , pc )
s e l f . t o p P o i n t = pa
s e l f . t o p P o i n t U i d = s e l f . paUid
s e l f . minLength = l 2
else :
s e l f . minSide = ( pc , pa )
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s e l f . t o p P o i n t = pb
s e l f . t o p P o i n t U i d = s e l f . pbUid
s e l f . minLength = l 3

d e f f i n d L e n g t h ( s e l f , pi , p j ) :
# Find l e n g t h between two p o i n t s
x = abs ( p i [ 0 ] − p j [ 0 ] )
y = abs ( p i [ 1 ] − p j [ 1 ] )
l e n g t h = s q r t ( ( x∗x ) +(y∗y ) )
return length

d e f f i n d A n g l e ( s e l f , p1 , p2 ) :
# Find t h e a n g l e between two p o i n t s
x D i f f = p2 [ 0 ] − p1 [ 0 ]
y D i f f = p2 [ 1 ] − p1 [ 1 ]
r e t u r n d e g r e e s ( atan2 ( y D i f f , x D i f f ) )

def r o t a t e ( s e l f , o r i g i n , point , angle ) :
#R o t a t e s a p o i n t c o u n t e r c l o c k w i s e by a g i v e n a n g l e around a g i v e n o r i g i n .
#The a n g l e s h o u l d be g i v e n i n r a d i a n s .

ox , oy = o r i g i n
px , py = p o i n t

qx = ox + c o s ( a n g l e ) ∗ ( px − ox ) − s i n ( a n g l e ) ∗ ( py − oy )
qy = oy + s i n ( a n g l e ) ∗ ( px − ox ) + c o s ( a n g l e ) ∗ ( py − oy )
r e t u r n [ qx , qy ]

d e f f i n d M i d P o i n t ( s e l f , pa , pb ) :
# Fi n d s t h e mid−p o i n t between two p o i n t s
r e t u r n ( pa [ 0 ] + pb [ 0 ] ) / 2 , ( pa [ 1 ] + pb [ 1 ] ) /2

d e f f i n d I d ( s e l f , idAngl e , distMidTop ) :
# Compares a n g l e s and d i s t a n c e s t o d e t e r m i n e t h e i d o f a t o k e n
# i f an i d ca nn ot be d e t e r m i n e d i t r e t u r n s z e r o

tokenId = 0
i f i d A n g l e <= 1 4 0 . 9 9 and i d A n g l e >= 1 2 3 . 9 0 :
i f distMidTop >= 2 9 . 9 :
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tokenId = 1
i f i d A n g l e <= 1 1 8 . 0 2 and i d A n g l e >= 1 0 4 . 5 8 :
i f distMidTop >= 3 6 . 8 :
tokenId = 2
i f i d A n g l e <= 9 5 . 7 4 and i d A n g l e >= 8 1 . 0 0 :
i f distMidTop >= 1 5 1 :
tokenId = 3
i f i d A n g l e <= 7 6 . 7 1 and i d A n g l e >= 6 2 . 9 2 :

i f distMidTop >= 3 7 . 2 :
tokenId = 4
i f i d A n g l e <= 5 7 . 7 9 and i d A n g l e >= 4 1 . 5 1 :
i f distMidTop >= 3 0 . 1 :
tokenId = 5
i f i d A n g l e <= 1 2 4 . 8 2 and i d A n g l e >= 1 0 7 . 1 4 :
i f distMidTop >= 2 7 . 4 and distMidTop <= 3 7 . 0 :
tokenId = 6
i f i d A n g l e <= 9 5 . 7 4 and i d A n g l e >= 8 1 . 0 0 :
i f distMidTop <= 3 9 . 1 8 :
tokenId = 7
i f i d A n g l e <= 7 3 . 6 and i d A n g l e >= 5 5 . 0 2 :

i f distMidTop >= 2 7 . 1 2 and distMidTop <= 3 7 . 9 :
tokenId = 8
return tokenId

d e f getTokenAngle ( s e l f ) :
# Returns t h e a n g l e o f t h e i d e n t i f i e d t o k e n
return s e l f . token angle

d e f getTopPointUid ( s e l f ) :
return s e l f . topPointUid

def clearTopPointUid ( s e l f ) :
s e l f . t o p P o i n t U i d = None
k n o b P a t t e r n I d . py
D i s p l a y i n g k n o b P a t t e r n I d . py .
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Appendix D

Moral dilemma project – description and milestones
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Appendix E

Comparing the RGB Token and the Microsoft
Surface Dial

The Microsoft Surface Dial [45] was briefly described in section 3.3.0.4. Here, I compare the
Microsoft Surface Dial and some of my own choices while developing the RGB Token.
This comparison will not be based on build quality, aesthetics, cost, or production practicality, as the device is a research prototype, and Microsoft Dials are mass-produced consumer devices.
Instead, I will focus on the connection technology, user input, feedback, and sensing of position and
orientation strategies.
Several properties were shared by the devices. For connection, the RGB Token employs a
Bluetooth module, and the Microsoft Dial employs a Bluetooth LE [31]. Although no difference in
functionality can be perceived between these two standards, Bluetooth LE requires less energy, providing longer battery life for the Microsoft Dials. At the time (mid-2016), cost and availability were
two main factors that motivated us to choose the less energy efficient Bluetooth version. In terms of
input, both devices provide the user with buttons. The RGB Token has a capacitive button at the
top, while the Microsoft Dial allows the user to press its body, which functions as a button. Both devices allow interaction on- and off-screen. On-screen interaction can be achieved with the Microsoft
Dial only when paired with a Microsoft Surface Studio machine. In this situation, the position of
the token is sensed when on top of the display. When paired to other machines, the position is not
detected. We proposed a workaround for this limitation with one of the hybrid tokens developed
by us. The RGB Token can be used on- and off-screen on any machine. However, we recognize
several limitations with our color-sensing approach (e.g. variation in light or color reproduction
by different displays can require the RGB Token color sensor to be re-calibrated). Orientation is
sensed mechanically, with a rotary sensor in the Microsoft Surface Dial, while magnetically, with
a compass module in the RGB Token. Current state of magnetometer technology mean that the
precision of these sensors is good, however drift, which is the change in absolute error over time, may
cause readings to diverge, so orientation sensing is not precise with the RGB token. The mechanical
solution adopted by Microsoft also has drawbacks. It is a more complex system, and may degrade
over time, as mechanical pieces wear-off.
In terms of feedback, the strategies of each device also diverge. The RGB Token adopts
a visual and audio feedback. The Microsoft Dial provides tactile feedback in the form of micro171

vibrations of the dial, as it is turned. While the visual and audio capabilities of the RGB Token can
be controlled by the developer, the tactile feedback of the Microsoft Dial cannot be programmed by
a developer to express feedback beyond what was intended by Microsoft. Figure 2 summarizes the
comparison between both artifacts.

Figure 2: Comparison between the RGB Token and the Microsoft Surface Dial. Connection, input strategy, and interaction are very similar between devices. User feedback, however,
diverges. The RGB Token applies visual and audio feedback, while the Microsoft Dial employs tactile
feedback.
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Appendix F

Fullborn Tangibles: Framework, Heuristics and
Deployments

In recent decades, 3D printing, laser cutting, and other personal fabrication technologies
have established themselves both as major enabling technologies for fabricating research-related
interactive systems, and as technology touchstones in popular culture. These fabrication technologies
are increasingly supporting the creation of highly functional, robust, safe, and aesthetically refined
artifacts, even when produced as research by individuals, and small teams. Such artifacts are
increasingly taken beyond the lab environment, to long-term deployments (in the home or elsewhere),
live public presentations, live conference demos, among others.

Figure 3: Examples of fullborn tangibles. Each object was engaged by hundreds of users
out of the lab environment. (top row) Capacitive sensed dials were part of poster sessions at
several conferences. (middle) EtherInstruments were presented at a Maker Faire, and a live music
presentation. (bottom) VintagePong controllers, and the VRFishing Rod were part of a conference
workshop, and a conference demo session.
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Figure 4: Examples of fullborns. a) COMB modular tangible interface for electronic musical
pre-education; b)Fab FM – radios created by users during workshops; c) FireFlies – lighted-objects
that display information in classrooms; d) Drift Table – electronic coffee table that displays slowly
moving photography. (images from prior ACM publications [229, 193, 87, 132]; permissions remain to be
negotiated with source authors)

There are many challenges related to such “in the wild” environments [146]. Since they are
intrinsically less controlled than the lab, it is hard to predict the population who will engage the
devices, their behavior while engaging them, and to recover when systems, and devices fail. Creating
devices that will successfully operate in such environments requires understanding a number of
challenges related to design, fabrication, and deployment.
These types of encounters benefit from a type of research artifact beyond the typical framing
of prototypes, in which the artifact is not just a placeholder for future outcomes [176], or the
embodiment for a theoretical concept [282], but also a ‘final’ object in its own right, designed to
support out-of-the-lab engagements.
In this appendix, I develop the concept of fullborns. I regard fullborns as cyberphysical
artifacts that support research encounters between humans and computationally-mediated systems,
out of the controlled environments of research labs, with artifacts which are functional, robust, safe,
visually refined, and can function and perform similarly to “final products.”
Efforts by others, involving devices of this kind include [87, 88, 133, 143, 155, 193, 229, 291].
I later position these, and other examples within the design space shared by fullborns, research
prototypes, and research products [206].
Another goal of this appendix is to articulate fullborns through analysis of several of my own
cases, stretching over several years of research practices within the university, and elsewhere; across
several cities, states, and two continents, including re-visiting the Entrada Poster platform (section
4.9), the VR Fishing Rod 5.7, and others. These experiences led to articulation of a framework of
six dimensions which characterize fullborns; and to the LAVA heuristics, which provide a conceptual
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tool for designing interaction with fullborns. I establish the notion of fullborns, and identify broad
common dimensions that I hope can be further refined by researchers, and practitioners in the HCI
community.
I next describe several examples of fullborns by others. Then, I define the design space
of fullborns, and position several examples. I present a framework with complimentary dimensions
of fullborns, and heuristics to pursue good design. Drawing on these dimensions and heuristics, I
describe, and analyze four research cases of my own, that exhibit varying levels of success at fulfilling
the properties of fullborns.

F.1
F.1.1

Background of Motivating Examples
Functional Prototypes in Demo Sessions
In 1968, the mouse was revealed to the world, when Engelbart presented what became

known as the “Mother of All Demos”, at the Fall Joint Computer Conference in San Francisco [123].
In many ways, his presentation became the gold standard for demo sessions.
Half a century after Engelbart’s presentation, we find several examples of digitally fabricated, highly-functional artifacts showcased at scientific conference demos. Often, these objects are
manipulated by tens, if not hundreds of people during those sessions. One such example is COMB
[229]. COMB is a modular tangible interface that supports electronic musical pre-education. An example recording [33] illustrates a robust, responsive, and functional 3D printed device, which carries
many characteristics embodied by fullborns.

F.1.2

Functional Prototypes in Workshop Sessions
Fab FM [193] investigated design, customization, and fabrication of FM radios created by

users during workshops. Users were shown how to manually customize and build their own radios,
mostly based on custom hardware and laser cut bodies. Fab FM illustrates some of the possibilities,
and feasibility of digital fabrication of fully-functional consumer electronic products. This is aligned
with fullborn’s perspective of objects that go beyond the notion of prototypes, and embody many
characteristics of ‘final’ products.
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F.1.3

Functional Prototypes in the Classroom
FireFlies [87] uses lighted-objects to display information in classroom environments. A work-

ing prototype of FireFlies was deployed in four different classrooms for six weeks. As a measure of its
success, even after the study had ended, teachers kept reaching for the devices, and mentioned they
missed FireFlies. Other highly functional objects inside primary school classrooms are CawClock,
and NoteLet [88]. CawClock is a physical clock designed to provide peripheral time awareness by
using sounds, and NoteLet is a wrist worn device which allows teachers to mark moments which
they want to remember later, by taking photos.
While these efforts give teachers control over the physical prototypes, [133] presents several prototypes which are manipulated directly by the children. Turntalk, for example, is a wood
pentagon-shaped tangible, with 3D printed components and Arduino electonics, that teaches norms
for turn taking within a small group. Children insert play-cards into Turntalk to reserve a turn to
talk. ClassTalk teaches norms for turn sharing within a classroom by combining and interconnecting
multiple Turntalk modules.
These examples demonstrate the potential of digital fabrication to produce highly functional
prototypes that become part of teachers’, and students’ everyday routines, in an environment in
which robustness, and safety are critical requirements.

F.1.4

Functional Prototypes in Live Music Performances
The Reactable [155] was described in section 3.2.2. Conceived in 2003, the Reactable was

presented for the first time in a public concert in 2005, and reached the ‘real world’ and the rock
stadiums after being hand-picked by Icelandic songstress Björk for her 2007 world tour. The company
Reactable Systems was founded in 2009. Its success and exposition to millions of people, even as a
‘prototype,’ inspired us to investigate the key properties involved in crafting fullborns.

F.1.5

Functional Prototypes In the Home
Physikit [143] represents data via physical ambient artifacts (PhysiCubes) that can be pro-

grammed and configured by non-expert users. PhysiCubes are laser-cut from 3 mm semi-translucent
acrylic, and visualize data coming from sensors in the house: through light, vibrations, movement,
or air flow. Each cube is wifi connected, and moving parts have protection mechanisms. Physikits
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Figure 5: Alternate representation of the spectrum of fidelity. This representation shows
fullborns, high fidelity artifacts designed for in-lab engagements, and high fidelity artifacts designed
toward commercial products. Each path motivates distinct, but sometimes complimentary, design
and fabrication requirements.
were deployed to the homes of 5 families, for two weeks. Initially, users were instructed on how to
deploy the systems in their homes, and received follow up phone calls at pre-scheduled intervals.
Researchers visited the homes of the users only during a final interview, after a 10-day deployment.
Several aspects of the fullborns concept are present in Physikits. They were robust, sustaining use
without researchers’ support. They also were safe; 3 out of the 5 families chosen had young children.
Visually, however, there was room for improvement, toward making devices blend more easily with
other objects in the home. We later classify Physikits in a class between research prototypes, and
fullborns called quasi-fullborns.
In another effort involving home deployments, Gaver et al. [132] developed Drift Table, an
electronic coffee table that displays slowly moving aerial photography according to the distribution
of weight on its surface. Their investigation about how technologies for the home could support
ludic activities led them to create a highly-functional, aesthetically refined fullborn. The artifact
was successfully deployed to several participants, which hosted the Drift Table in their homes for
several weeks.
In the following sections, I first characterize these fullborns broadly within the spectrum of
fidelity; then, consider the design space, and properties of fullborns.
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F.2

Fullborns and the Spectrum of Fidelity
A range of prototyping methodologies are generally described within a spectrum of fidelity,

with low-fidelity such as paper sketches at one end, and highly developed, highly interactive artifacts
at the other [90]. Although the terms “low-” and “high-fidelity” are often used, the concept of
“fidelity” may describe several orthogonal aspects of a prototype. On this subject, McCurdy et. al
[190] comments:
“...it is unclear whether “fidelity” refers primarily to level of functionality, level of visual
polish, or level of interactivity (among others).”
Others have argued for broader concepts beyond a single-path continuum to characterize
diverse prototyping approaches in use today [190, 129, 268, 144]. Floyd [129] recognizes the need to
understand the utility and types of prototypes in practice, pointing out several existing examples.
Virzi et al. [268] proposes several orthogonal dimensions, including some of those listed here. Houde
and Hill [144] focus on the use of prototypes as a dimension for characterization. Characterizing
fullborns simply as “high-fidelity” prototypes does not seem to offer HCI practitioners any particular
insights. Inspired by [129, 144] and [268], I next expand on the notion of “low-” vs. “high-fidelity”
prototypes by presenting an alternate visual representation of the spectrum of fidelity.

F.2.1

Expanding the Spectrum of Fidelity
One alternate visual representation, based on the spectrum of fidelity, is depicted in Fig.

5. I seek to visually communicate the distinction between prototypes geared towards commercial
products, toward in-lab research, and fullborns.
To this end, the representation includes characteristics of Venn diagrams [233], in which
each curve defines a collection or family of artifacts. Along the path, three collections are formed:
low-, mid-, and high-fidelity artifacts. The latter is sub-divided into three collections: high-fidelity
devices, adapted for fully realized commercial products; adapted for in-lab research; and adapted
for out-of-the-lab encounters, containing fullborns.
Instead of trying to define rigid borders between these three groups, my intention is to help
visualize, and communicate shared characteristics between these three broad groups, while exposing
the different goals, and intended uses that motivate their distinction. I next describe the design
space of fullborns as it relates to the notion of research prototypes, and research products (Fig.6),
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Figure 6: Design space of fullborns considering research prototypes and research products. This representation considers in- and out-of-the-lab engagements, with low and high fidelity
devices; Objects which are engaged for what they are (research products, and fullborns), and those
which are engaged for what they might become (research prototypes). This representation, similar to
subway and other transit maps, is an schematic diagram that supports visualization, without aiming
to be proportionally accurate to the number of items that may exist in each section.
and position examples by others, and myself within this space (Fig.7).

F.3

Design Space
Often, research prototypes may be regarded as placeholders for a future outcome [176],

the embodiment of the potential of a theoretical concept [282], and are engaged for what they might
become [206]. Research prototypes may be exposed to in- and out-of-the-lab environments with early
stage, or highly functional devices. They occupy most of the base quadrants of the representation
(Fig. 6, 7).
In contrast, Odom et al. [206] describe research products as highly functional artifacts that
people engage with as they are, not what they might become, which are designed to be lived-with, and
experienced out-of-the-lab in an everyday fashion over time (e.g. the home). We position research
products partially within the space of fullborns.
Fullborns expand the notion of research products by considering devices which are experienced out-of-the-lab in general. Fullborns may include highly-functional objects which are engaged
for what they are in everyday life scenarios (e.g. in the home, or in the classroom), but also include
short-term encounters, and one-off scenarios, such as live music presentations. At the base of the
design space, Fullborns include out-of-the-lab encounters in which objects are engaged for what they
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Figure 7: Design space of fullborns, for artifacts designed for out-of-the-lab engagements.Research products are represented as a subset of fullborns. Research prototypes which embody
some but not all characteristics of fullborns occupy the area of quasi-fullborns.
might become (e.g. conference demos and workshops). In the intersection of research prototypes
and fullborns there is transitional area with artifacts that fulfill some but not all of the dimensions
of fullborns, which I call quasi-fullborns. In the next section, I define six dimensions which characterize fullborns – visual refinement, breadth and depth of functionality, robustness, safety, and ease
of deployment – which help with this distinction.
I have populated the design space with some examples by myself, and others (Fig.7). I next
comment on some of the examples and the position they occupy in the design space.

F.3.1

Populating the Design Space
Reactable[155] is positioned at the top right of the space given its high functionality, and

exposure to thousands of people in live presentations. Drift Tables represent the group of research
products within fullborns. Fab FM [193] is positioned in a region between objects engaged for what
they are, and what they might become. Although the objects are highly functional, and capable
of blending with (e.g.) the home environment, the nature of workshops is to teach a technique,
or technology, which may later be applied when building future devices, hence the positioning in
the space. We positioned Physikits [143] to illustrate the notion of quasi-fullborns. The artifacts
of Physikits were mainly built from colorful acrylic. Different choices of materials and finish would
allow these objects to better blend with the background, helping them to become true fullborns.
To further describe fullborns, I defined a characterization method based on a set of dimen180

sions. These dimensions emerged from the analysis, for the past three years, of on-going design, and
deployment of computationally mediated tangible systems by the tangible visualization group.

F.4

The Fullborn Six Dimension Framework
I identified six dimensions along which computationally-mediated physical prototypes can

be characterized. Like [190], each dimension has a “low-fidelity” and a “high-fidelity” equivalent, but
importantly they can be manipulated independently. It became clear, however, that each dimension
must be fulfilled, and be present simultaneously to realize the full potential of fullborns. I next
describe each dimension:
• Visual Refinement: Like [190], this item defines how refined the physical artifacts are in
respect to visual finish, and form. This dimension supports legibility, and helps create aspirational, and veritable objects (important aspects of the LAVA heuristic described in the
following section). On the low end, we have early-stage prototypes such as wireframe prototypes [199], or prototypes based on LEGO blocks [200]. The high end includes fully formed
devices such as [87, 132, 141, 193]. Although a high level of aesthetic refinement may not
always be desirable, eliciting more commentary on visual attributes than other aspects, it is
often desirable in the later stages of development [190], which is the case for fullborns.
• Breadth of Functionality: How broadly is the functionality represented within the prototype? [190] The dimension of breadth of functionality emphasizes how actionable artifacts are.
Broad functionality in physical prototypes may give users a better understanding of their range
of capabilities [232], and offer users the opportunity to experience, and challenge the devices
in their entirety [190].
• Depth of Functionality: What is the level of detail of any given feature? [190] Considering
the radios of [193], and [141], the features of those radios are fully functional, granting them
high marks in depth of functionality. However, if they were able to tune to a very limited
number of radio stations (e.g. one or two), the feature (of tuning to stations) would be present,
indicating breadth of functionality, but in a restricted way, reducing its depth of functionality.
• Robustness: Is the system robust enough to sustain continuous use, by multiple people?
Early-stage prototypes, or those designed for in-lab engagements, are usually expected to
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perform for relatively short periods of time, and under close supervision. Fullborns may be
expected to perform for hours, during several weeks (e.g. at home, or inside classrooms), or
in one-off events, such as live presentations. These require consideration for higher levels of
robustness to avoid the costs of recovering a failing system that has been deployed out of the
lab.
• Safety: Were user safety considerations taken into account? While rough edges, and even
exposed electronics may be present in early-stage physical prototypes designed for in-lab use,
this is not always desired in other environments. Physical prototypes designed (e.g.) for the
home, or classrooms, especially those in which children are the primary users such as [133],
require careful consideration of safety aspects. Sharp edges, exposed moving parts, small
parts that may get loose from the prototype and ingested by children, and even the nature of
materials that may get in contact with a person’s skin are some of the aspects to be considered
in relation to safety.
• Ease of Deployment: How complex is the deployment of the devices? The paper prototypes
of [291] required recipients to partially assemble the tangibles, ideally without contacting
researchers. This demanded special attention in creating assembly instructions that were clear
and concise. Classroom deployments [87, 133] may require both teachers, and possibly students
to be trained during deployment. Providing easy setup (e.g. for networking configuration) must
also be observed to successfully deploy devices beyond the lab.

F.5

Efforts Toward Fullborns
In this section, I utilize the dimensions, and heuristics outlined to analyze four artifacts de-

ployed in distinct environments. These include re-visiting the Entrada poster platform, and exploring
the EtherInstruments, VrFishing rod and VintagePong controller. I selected these cases based on
my extensive knowledge of their making, and deployments. In my retrospective articulation, not all
six dimensions are consistently met by all cases, however, I see these as opportunities for reflection.

F.6

Fullborns in Poster Sessions: the Entrada Poster Platform
In section 4.9, I described the Entrada Poster Platform in the context of interfaces which

combine hard-, soft-tangibles, and multi-touch interaction. Here, I revisit that project, with a focus
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Figure 8: Computationally-mediated poster platform Entrada. a) Entrada interface with
one or more large vertical screens, and tablets to control interaction. Picture shows detailed of
visual feedback as the dial is rotated. b) Detail of the Entrada tablet interface. c and d) Students
presenting at the 2017 NSF REU program with the Entrada platform.
on characteristics of the system, its tangibles, and deployment, which embody, and inform the
development of the fullborn framework.
As described in section 4.9, in an early effort engaging artifacts in an out-of-the-lab environment, I implemented a computationally-mediated platform for scientific posters. I leveraged on
the existence of several communities of content generators from various areas of research, to create
content for the Entrada Poster Platform [113] (Fig.4).

F.6.1

Scenario and Interaction
Academic conferences are unique opportunities to expose and evaluate our systems beyond

the lab environment. In academic conferences, presenters typically stand near their posters for a
specified period of time, and present the content to interested groups of visitors, multiple times.
During the remaining time, posters are mostly unattended, and users can interact directly with
them independently.
Our platform replaces paper posters with screen-based computationally-mediated systems.
A full-size poster can be displayed by a vertical screen (in our case, 55-60” diagonal and 3840
X 2160/4k pixels resolution). Microsoft Surface 3 tablets control all aspects of the posters (e.g.
selecting content, zooming, manipulating 3D models) with an interface that allows interaction by
touch, and by rotational tangibles.
In June and July of 2016, Louisiana State University (LSU) held the 7th NSF REU (Research
Experience for Undergraduates) program [27]. Among 12 volunteers, six undergraduate students
were selected to participate in ten workshop sessions designed to help them create digital and
physical artifacts for the platform, and provide us with feedback. We observed poster creators
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during 10 weeks, as they created and presented the posters to hundreds of viewers during the NSF
REU poster session. Poster creators responded to Likert-scale questionnaires regarding the Entrada
platform and their presentations. During the final presentation, hundreds of people viewed, and
interacted with the posters, and the tangible interfaces developed for them.
During this experience, the dimensions of visual refinement, breadth and depth of functionality, robustness, and safety appeared both in terms of the digital, and physical artifacts – although
at the time not articulated in those terms yet.

F.6.2

Build and Challenges
I will discuss the challenges I faced in light of the six dimensions of the fullborn framework.

In terms of visual refinement, both the digital posters and the rotational tangibles achieved enough
quality to be considered successful, although there is room for improvement. 3D printed tangibles
were not as smooth as I would have liked them to be. Interactive posters were fully functional.
In terms of breadth of functionality, users had the option to exhibit several types of content, from
static images, to videos, 3D models, sound files, etc. In terms of depth of functionality, users could
manipulate and exhibit content in several ways. Users had full access to zooming, rotating and
navigating most elements in each poster, among other actions. Every action within the poster could
be triggered by using the tangibles, or by hand, with the multi-touch screens of tablets.
In terms of robustness, posters were presented during a 3-hour session, and later in multiple
other venues. I was prepared for some forms of failure. E.g. I had spare tablets, in case some of them
failed, or ran out of power. Hundreds of people interacted with the posters, sometimes accompanied
by a presenter, sometimes by themselves. I actively worked on strategies to ensure the posters were
safe. Display stands were specially robust, and were not easy to tip. I created custom tangibles so
that they were not too heavy, and had no moving, or detachable parts. Looking back at the design,
laser-cut acrylic on the top of the tangibles had sharp edges. I would most likely review that design
to avoid this characteristic.
I cannot claim high marks for ease of deployment. Each poster system weighed several
pounds, and deployment was a laborious task. With the poster session happening several buildings
across campus, and with a limited time to setup before the start of the session, I began to perceive
the need to account for deployment concerns. I obtained wheeled carts and loaded them with all
the equipment for each poster, created checklists for the components, and brought my own wireless
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Figure 9: EtherInstruments. a) Girl playing an EtherOcarina at a Maker Faire in October 2016.
b) Older couple learning about the EtherInstruments. c) Detail of the EtherInstruments presented
at the Maker Faire. d) Composition by a graduate student for the EtherOcarina, and a cello being
presented to a live audience in September 2017 at the LSU Music Hall.
router to the venue.
As a result of these efforts, three of the posters received best poster awards. After the end
of the REU program, some of the students presented their posters with my platform in several other
venues, within the boundaries of the university, and elsewhere. One of them was later invited, and
presented at the national level of REU, in the state of Virginia. As an extension of this work,
another set of posters were developed. This time, the creation of posters was part of the Tangible
Embedded Interaction (TEI) undergraduate course offered at Clemson University (CU) in the fall
of 2017, with presentations happening within the class environment. Seven posters were created by
students. Over two dozen posters have been created with the platform to date.

F.7

Fullborns in Live Music Presentations: EtherInstruments
In mid 2016, as part of my research efforts developing systems involving highly functional,

computationally-mediated physical prototypes, our research group purchased a Voxel8 3D printer
(voxel8.squarespace.com). The Voxel8 leverages an advanced technology [77], which enables
integrating 3D printed thermoplastic with an ability to 3D-print wires using conductive ink. The
capabilities of the printer, and interdisciplinary nature of our team, led us to pursue the fabrication
of a class of musical instruments called EtherInstruments.
EtherInstruments are fullborns that can be digitally fabricated on-demand, as if they were
being created “out of the ether.” Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 depict two instruments created using this
technology, the EtherOcarinas and EtherScores.
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Figure 10: EtherOcarina design and fabrication. a) 3D model of the EtherOcarina. b and
c) EtherOcarina with conductive wires being 3D printed by the Voxel8 machine. d) 3D printed
EtherOcarina.
• EtherOcarina: The ocarina is a member of the flute family that appeared about 12000 years
ago. The EtherOcarina is a capacitive music interface, comprised of PLA thermoplastic and
conductive ink, that can be directly 3D-printed and connected to a Raspberry Pi to produce
music. The EtherOcarina has two octaves of a chromatic scale, and was designed for music
education for children, performing diatonic music, and performing electronic music.
• EtherScore: Prior to digital music representations becoming popular, musical scores have
been stored in alternative formats (e.g. paper, piano rolls, and music box discs) [96]. An
EtherScore is a capacitive-sensitive musical score that can be printed on-demand and used
for memorizing/learning the notes of a musical score, lessons in sight singing, and performing
electronic music.
On Sept. 19, 2017, a piece composed specifically for the EtherOcarina was performed in
front of a live audience of over a hundred people at the LSU School of Music (lsu.edu/cmda). The
piece involved the EtherOcarina and a cello (Fig.9d). A video of the presentation can be found at
youtu.be/ZGEVxao7g6g.
Both instruments were displayed in an interactive setting at a local Maker Faire on Oct.
8, 2016. Over the course of the day, hundreds of people of diverse ages were able to interact with
the instruments, playing sections of songs such as “What a Wonderful World” by Louis Armstrong.
Most visitors found the interfaces fun, engaging, and interesting tools for learning music. Some
visitors wished that the instruments could be connected to a video-game, to add more interactivity.
Although not fully articulated at the time, both objects embodied the six dimensions of the
fullborn framework, and the LAVA heuristics. Visually, several musicians were consulted to guide
our designs, to create objects that were not just aesthetically refined, but also legible (to musicians),
actionable (capable of playing real compositions), and aspirational. Both in terms of breadth and
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Figure 11: EtherScore. a) 3D model with capacitive wires exposed. b and c) Music Tablature for
the song “What a Wonderful World”. d) 3D printed EtherScore.
depth of functionality, the objects achieved high marks. As an example, both musical instruments
have the ability to sense not just button press events, but also the area of a button that is being
pressed, affecting the output. Both objects proved to be robust, and sustained manipulation in
public settings by hundreds of people, including children. A lot of effort was put into designing and
building 3D printed ribbon cable connectors, to firmly connect our instruments to Raspberry Pis.
In the early stages of development, I learned that the conductive ink was not safe for
manipulation, due to its corrosive nature. I found a workaround by coating the buttons with a layer
of transparent nail polish, hence avoiding direct contact between the conductive ink and the skin.
After the experiences with the Entrada Platform, and EtherInstruments, I began the first
articulations toward the fullborn concept, and its dimensions. Having presented several of our
systems to hundreds of people within the boundaries of our university, our city, and across states, I
next describe presenting fullborn systems in two distinct countries in the European continent. The
venues were a conference workshop session at the 2018 IEEE VR conference (ieeevr.org/2018),
in Reutlingen, Germany, and a demo session at the 2018 TEI conference (tei.acm.org/2018), in
Stockholm, Sweden.

F.8

Fullborns in a Conference Tutorial Session: the VRFishing Rod
In March 2018, Ayush Bhargava, a fellow Ph.D. student at Clemson, and I presented a

workshop session at the 2018 IEEE VR conference. Building upon the experiences described in
chapter 5, the tutorial explored the topics of tracking, augmenting, and combining fabricated, and
commercially available commodity devices within virtual reality environments. In this context, I
designed and built the VRFishing Rod, the VintagePong Controller, among others (Fig. 12, 14).
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Figure 12: VRFishing Rod. a) 3D model of the VRFishing Rod. b) Refined 3D printed version,
in which sharp edges were removed, and rotational dial was secured in place. c) Tutorial session
at a conference presenting the artifact. d) User experiencing the virtual reality simulation with the
VRFishing rod.
The 3-hour workshop was attended by aprox. 50 participants. They were presented with theory,
hands-on activities and demos, giving them a chance to try out several devices.

F.8.1

VRFishing Rod
The final version of the VRFishing Rod was the product of several iterations. Next, I

describe the simulation developed, the interaction, implementation details, challenges I faced, and
elements that support the characterization of this object as a fullborn.

F.8.2

Scenario and Interaction
Once the user dawned the HTC Vive head-mounted display (HMD) [66], he/she was pre-

sented with an immersive virtual environment that featured a lake, and a fishing deck. The user
started off standing at the edge of the fishing deck, and was handed the custom built VRFishing
Rod, which has an HTC Vive tracker attached to one side. He/she was then instructed on casting
the bait by swinging the physical object, and reeling a fish in, by rotating the reel’s lever. Since
the simulation was created for the tutorial, no scores, or competitive goals were put in place. The
simulation was developed using the Unity 3d game engine.

F.8.3

build and challenges
To achieve a high level of visual refinement, I first used 3D modeling tools suitable for fast

prototyping (e.g. SketchUp (sketchup.com)) to understand basic proportions. Later, I switched
to more advanced 3D modeling tools (e.g. Fusion 360 (autodesk.com/fusion360)) to refine the
design. Final objects were printed at high resolution (0.05 mm layer thickness - 3-hour printing
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Figure 13: Early prototype of the VRFishing Rod. a) Initial 3D model of the VRFishing Rod.
A number of sharp edges were present. b) 3D printed parts. Both the Dial and the VR tracker were
attached to the body of the fishing rod by magnets. This strategy was later replaced by crews. c) 3D
printed VR Fishing Rod. d) User experiencing a virtual reality simulation with the VRFishing rod.
time). At this resolution, 3D printed objects can be smooth to the touch, and create attractive
objects, without the need for additional treatments (e.g. sanding, or painting). However, the design
I created did not allow the object to lay flat on the surface of the 3D printer bed, meaning that
several sections of the object required supports during printing. Supports reduce the quality of the
face they touch, so I had to carefully choose the positioning of the object during printing to obtain
the optimal final product finish. I employed a Flashforge Creator Pro 3D printer [37] in this build.
This printer is capable of a building volume of 8.9L X 5.8W X 5.9H in. This restricted the final size
of the object, which led to the creation of a slightly smaller handle than I had first envisioned.
To achieve high levels of breadth and depth of functionality, I embedded a Microsoft Surface
Dial [20] inside the 3d printed body. It captures the user’s rotational gestures, and button-press
actions. The Dial also provides haptic-feedback, which adds to the experience of fishing in VR.
I aimed at creating a robust and safe object. My main challenge was the physical integrity
of the object during usage. My initial prototype employed magnets (Fig.13) to hold the tracker,
and the Dial connected to the central structure of the object in place. While this approach seemed
satisfactory during development time, in the hands of the researchers, pilot tests revealed that
users tend to apply much more force when casting the bait than originally anticipated, especially
because the virtual reality simulation made the experience more immersive. Since magnets were not
sufficiently strong, the tracker, and the Dial would often dangerously fly away. I started to search
for designs that would maintain the integrity of the object during use. After several iterations, I
created a design (Fig.12) that held its structural integrity. The magnets that held the tracker in
place were substituted by a metal screw connected to the body of the object. The Dial presented a
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Figure 14: The VintagePong controller was modeled after the original Atari paddles. a)
I re-purposed a ~5 year old phones by fabricating functional elements made of conductive 3D printed
thermoplastic that interact with the multi-touch screen of the phone. b) Detail of the contruction of
the controllers. c) Users playing with the pong game.
bigger challenge to secure in place, since I had to keep it in place while allowing it to rotate. After
careful consideration, I devised a locking ring, that kept the dial from falling, while allowing free
rotation.
In terms of deployment, it became clear that the system lacked refinement. While deploying
the device was trivial, current virtual reality tools are in most part cumbersome to travel with, and
to setup. Drawing lessons from presenting digital posters in several venues, I systematically planned
the deployment of our artifacts overseas. Considering travel weight and size limitations, providing
our own wireless network, and considering power plug standard differences across countries, proved
to be valuable considerations to achieve a successful deployment. One member of our research group
jokingly suggested that the complexity was similar to putting on a rock concert.

F.8.4

VintagePong Controller
The VintagePong Controller was inspired by vintage paddle controllers [49]. I augmented

two Samsung Galaxy S5 smart phones with 3D printed sleeves containing the paddles for the controllers. To create an aspirational artifact, I chose ‘old’ smart phones as a way to give new life to
objects that would otherwise be discarded. The controllers were paired with a customized version
of the classic Pong game, originally created by Atari in 1972 [50]. Our game was developed using
the Unity 3d game engine.
Sharp edges were avoided for safety, and robustness was achieved by careful fit between the
phones and 3D printed elements. For functionality, I employed conductive PLA, and conductive
rubber pads in contact with the phones’ multi-touch displays to capture the rotation of the paddles.
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Screens were partially exposed, and displayed scores, and UI buttons.
The devices were actionable. For about 15 min. prior to the beginning of the workshop
session, and later, at the end of the session, attendants played the Pong game, taking turns in a
round-robin fashion. They were also legible and veritable. Most of the participants enjoyed playing
the game with the controllers, and were satisfied with their performances without any previous
instruction or comment from ourselves. Some of the attendants were disappointed that they had to
stop playing so that the session could start. To us, it was a sign of having built a successful system,
and tangible artifacts.
Later, the controllers were also presented at the 2018 TEI conference (tei.acm.org/2018)
at a demo session. There, the focus was the combination of tangible, and multi-touch interfaces.
Once again, the Pong controllers were exposed to hundreds of people. In particular, I observed the
excitement of a father of two boys showing his sons how he used to play that game in his infancy.
He expressed his desire for experiencing more variation in existing physical controllers. I believe this
meets the aspirational quality in the LAVA heuristics for this pair of devices.
Back in our lab, both devices have been exposed to groups of 10 to 20 visitors approximately
periodically, and have been taken to other venues such as the MakerDay events at Clemson (www.
cumake.it/makerday), continuing to add to the number of users experiencing these fullborns every
month.

F.9
F.9.1

Discussion
Prototyping Frameworks
Engelbart’s demonstration of the mouse to the world in 1968 became known as the “Mother

of All Demos” [123]. For that presentation, in powerful partnership with transformative system and
hardware innovations, he did not use the first fully-functional prototype of the mouse, which was
handcrafted in wood in 1963. Instead, he used the more visually refined first production-run mouse
based on his original design.
While I do not know the reasons why Engelbart chose to use the production-run instead
of the fully-functional prototype during the demo, I suspect some of the reasons may be similar to
what they might be today. The fullborn framework and heuristics aim at balancing the needs of
look and feel, with form and function. If artifacts created are visually refined, but lack functionality,
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users may feel disappointed and easily loose interest. On the other hand, highly functional devices
that are not visually refined may fail to promote pleasurable experiences, not fulfilling the user’s
expectations. Fifty years after the “Mother of All Demos”, whether presenting at demos, or similar
venues, many users desire devices that carry a high level of visual refinement, breadth and depth of
functionality, robustness, safety, and ease of deployment.
While methodologies engaging early stage software and physical prototypes [90], and towards
commercial products [186, 168] have been explored, as noted by Engelberg and Seffah [124], there
is relatively little detailed elaboration in the literature of structured methodologies for late-stage
prototyping of physical artifacts geared towards research-related activities. As explained by Isensee
and Rudd, and still applicable today, ” ... the optimum methods of prototyping have not yet been
agreed on” [148]. This served as motivation to begin exploring frameworks to assist the creation of
fullborns.

F.9.2

Validity and Benefits
In controlled experimental studies (e.g. [268]), it was found that ”low-fidelity” prototypes

are as effective as high-fidelity prototypes for validation with users. In other words, early-stage
prototypes capture many usability issues that could be communicated in a late-stage prototype.
While dated, these results support that both are valid approaches. So when to create high-fidelity
prototypes?
In many cases, it would be hard to argue for the added time, cost, and complexity of
creating high-fidelity prototypes vs. low-fidelity prototypes for in-lab use. However, if we consider
taking prototypes to environments other than the lab, low-fidelity prototypes may not be the best
choice. High-fidelity prototypes built for in-lab use may also not be suitable. Therefore, this work
contributes by closing a gap in the literature, and defining a framework, and heuristics to develop
highly-functional prototypes for out-of-lab engagements.

F.9.3

Final Remarks
My work with tangible user interfaces is closely coupled with the practice in creating

highly-functional, computationally-mediated physical prototypes. I have created a number of highlyfunctional artifacts, many of which were experienced by others, out of the lab environment. This
appendix has motivated and investigated the concept of fullborns, extending the notion of prototypes
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directed at out-of-the-lab experiences, encounters, and relationships between humans and interactive artifacts. My goal has been to characterize the dimensions embodied by fullborns, and offer
heuristics to successfully design them. The analysis of four cases presented to audiences in different
contexts led to the six dimensions of fullborns: visual refinement, breadth and depth of functionality,
robustness, safety and ease of deployment. I presented how each fullborn dimension emerged in those
cases.
My work has provided several insights when building fullborns; 1) combining 3d printing
and other digital fabrication technologies (e.g. laser cutting) offer a wide range of materials and
fabrication approaches, which best suit the fabrication of fullborns than any single technique. 2)
These fabrication approaches may help mold research prototypes into fullborns (or quasi-fullborns)
by possibly making them safer, robust, and visually appealing. 3) Fullborn tangibles may increase
immersion in VR and, 4) when possible, commercially available devices (e.g. trackers) can be
coupled with 3D printed objects to create custom interactive devices with less complexity than
building custom hardware.
As the HCI community continues to explore new ways to practice research, and to communicate the production of knowledge, I hope fullborns can be seen as a complementary framing to
support the creation of research artifacts that are ready to reinforce these efforts, and more broadly,
the need to continuously improve the way we practice, present, and communicate knowledge production in HCI.
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